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Besf year ever 
for jazz festival
The best crowds in the jazz 
festival’s four-year history pro­
ved that the yearly line-up of 
jazz fun has come of age.
Although the final money tal­
ly isn’t complete, treasurer 
Lynn Fletcher is optimistic. 
“Let’s put it this way: it was a 
better year than last year. We 
won’t go in the hole. It was a 
good success.’’
Close to 1,000 people took in 
the various events over the 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday of the festival, Fletcher 
said.
About 700 people took in a 
Sunday gospel service to watch 
Stumptown perform, Fletcher 
said.
Out-of-towners flocked to 
events. More than half the 
festival goers were from beyond 
the Peninsula, she estimated.
“There were lots from Van­
couver, some from New Jersey, 
Washington, Victoria —- just 
from all over.’’
Bands and festival-goers alike 
praised the fest. Stumptown 
prints that it preforms in Sidney
on its promotional brochures.
“Sidney is getting to be 
known for its jazz festival,” 
Fletcher said.
Thursday night, the official 
opening of the jazz festival and 
Sidney days, was the biggest at­
tendance for the first night yet, 
according to festival vice- 
president Ron Kubek.
Dixieland Express and 
Borgy’s Banjo Reunion, with 
some help from Social Services 
Minister Claude Richmond, 
entertained the crowd.
One day of poolside 
Travelodge sessions was moved 
inside to Images, but the rain 
stayed away Sunday to allow a 
return to poolside.
There were no failures for the 
jazz festival, and hotel rooms 
were booked throughout town, 
Fletcher said.
, „In jadditign iQ the three bands 
rriehtioned, the ’Tri-City ' Jazz 
Band took part in the Sanscha 
Hall and Travelodge sessions.
“It’s getting bigger and better 
each year,” Fletcher said.
Sidney Days organizers 
thought people would be crazy 
to show up in the foggy, drizzly 
weather to watch the fireworks 
display, Friday evening at 
Tulista Park.
But the crowd kept growing, 
the rain even tapered off, and 
the fireworks display, like just 
about everything else in the long 
weekend of events, was ti suc­
cess.
The weekend of fun kicked 
off in fine form when a record 
^ crowd took in the official open­
ing of Sidney Days and the Ja// 
Fest, at Sanscha.
# The next morning, crowds 
lined the streets in the liglit rain 
to watch 68 entries file past.
The parade went off wiihotil 
a hitches, a good sign for the 
success oTCaiiada D;iy and the 
rest of the Weekend, despite 
weather that changed often,
“Overnll, I’tn getting very, 
very good reports frrmi 
everybody.” said Peninsula 
Celebrations Society president
Joan Beattie.
The way to make it better 
next year is put more volunteers 
to work, Beattie said.
“The nucleus is there, the 
events arc there, and the sup­
port seems to be there,” Beattie 
said.
Sponsors this year were not a 
problem. Beattie said tliat past 
p r e s i d e n t D o n '1' r i v e 11 
remembers a few years ago 
hearing eight refusals for every 
10 attempts at raising money.
“Now it’s iilmost the 
reverse,” Beattie said.
.Some of the Sidney Days 
rcssults received by press lime 
follow. More will appear next
^^""CANADA DAY PARADE 
Bands: 1, Royal Canadian 
Legion I’ipe Hand, 2, Royal 
Naval Reserve Haiul, 3, I’enin- 
suhi Community (omceri Hand 
Miirching units: 1, Royal Vic- 
toriii; 2. Shrincr’s Janisaries 
Service: .L ANAP'color party, 
'rwirjers: 1, SidneyTwii lets.
2, Belmont Park Twirlcrs.
Vehicles: 1, Chrysler Club, 2,
Vintage Car Club, 3, Chev 
Club, honorable mention, Jesse 
Conrod, 12-year-old driver of 
Model T form Cla.s.sic Car 
Museum.
Civic floats: 1, Victoria, 2, 
Duncan, 3, Esquimall.
Specially groups: I, St. An­
drew’s Chureh, 2, Sunset 
Riding Club, 3, Pacific Weight 
Pullers.
Floats for clubs and associa­
tions: 1, Royal Victoria 
Heritage Society, 2, Peninsula 
Celebrations Society, 3, 
Resiliaven Lodge.
Commercial floats: I, Fern- 
wood .lii/z Unit, 2, First Pacific 
and West Coast crctlil unions,
3. Keating luiness.
Bicyles: I, Gordon Smiili 
Restored Classic Hike,'., 2, Pen­
ny Farthing Club, 3, Weller 
Street Children.
TUG 0’WAR
Sidney Volunteer Fire depart­
ment beat North Siianich in a
three-minute struggle,
A Sidney member said, 
“desparation saved the day.”
It’s a triumphant comeback 
for a team that’s lost the past 
twoycars.
But members were jogging 
and lifting weights during the 
two weeks leading up to the 
event.
CROQUETTOURNEY
Darkness forced the ties in 
the croquet tournament at 
Stonchou.se Pub.
Three teams, or couples, 
finished w'ith llie same number 
of points, two single finalists 
also ended in a draw,
"It’s very unsual for no t)ne 
to finish,” said Simon Detme.
Croquet is ctilcnlated by the 
number of hoops, with a poten­
tial 26. No one, howeverc, 
reached the 26 mark.
A croquet clinic will be held 
July 23 and 24 witli Canadiitn 
champ Reid I'lemingat theptdn
A Mc'Favish Road resident 
blames Parkland School 
graduation partiers for $.500 
damage to a retail flower stand 
that was pushed over tind 
smashed, the early morning of 
June 29.
(» By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review St it ff Writer
“They left the tiling in 
shambles,” said Ken Jackson, ti 
cabinet maker. “I his is a direct 
result of a bad individurd. which 
i:V a" rcr.uU of a grad p:n‘(y rmt 
properly .supervised.”
HI Jackson di.scovcrcd tlie 
broken flower stand at about 5 
a.m> He had called lu,MP at 
about 2 a.m, and again at 2:30 
a.m. to complain about lottd 
music from a party, but etided 
up going to sleep until being 
alerted tfv the damage by a 
neighbor;
”I walked om and saw that 
four HCMI* officers had iiicked 
it up. They were fairly polite.'’
Jaeks(ni said he asked the 
KC'MP officers ahoul the grad 
party and svas told, “If yon go 
up there and turn the imisie 
down some drunk just turns it 
back up again.”
"I got the impression that the 
(tfficers had the atiiintle tiud, 
'w'e’re doing oiir best and it's 
grad niglit’, ” Jackson said. 
"One said it must have liappen- 
ed when we weren't there.
”It would be inieresiing to 
know wliat the lU'MP policy is 
on'grad pa.rtics,” fack'i-nn ‘‘.aid, 
“Some say let !i all hang out, 
but I don’t share that opinion, 
"What sliouid I do next year, 
wheel evei yi lung ul i tlie i oad! 
Jackson said.
Sidney RCMP Staff Sgl. 
John I'enz said police arc look­
ing at tlie ineidem bm so tar 
have nut come up wiili the 
enlpri'ls.
” I liere were a few other in- 
eidenis gifuJ night Inn whether 
they were done by g,riu3s we’re
not sure,” Pen/.said,
rite music was tamed down 
several limc.s tiurinji the night, 
but “wlicn we left it was turned 
tip. 'rids happened several 
limes,” Pen/ said. “Grad par­
ties are not the easiest things to 
police.”
RCMP are looking at the 
North Saanich noise bylaw and 
arc contemplating charging the 
operator of the stereo system.
“The grad comaiitiee hired 
someone who Imil pretty 
<.o|dd‘;tic:»,ted equipment,” !‘on/ 
said. . -
A imiximnm of ,2{,K) people 
were ,'ii the party, held on 
fuivaie land at 14,S>*Me I avisii 
Rd., I’enzconfirmeil.
”VVc use a certain amomii of 
di.screiion, but procedures .are 
no ditferem iban any oilier eon- 
liiigency,” Pen/ .said, "The 
whole night, aside from ilte 




Canoe Cove won the Slcgg 
Challenge trophy for the race, 
and best dc.signed and con- 
tructed boat. There were nine 
entries this year, each team with 
five members.
On the Canoe Cove team 
were skipper Don Boyle, Jeff 
Penny, Ken Miller, Lindsay 
Giles, Darryl Brassard. They 
also w'on a dinner for five at the 
Sionehousc Pub.
Second place, in the Ship- 
wrong, was the Peter London 
Shipwright entry, skipped by 
Peter London with Petra Lon­
don, Sarah Spannicr, Paul 
Heron and Debbie Davis.
Third was the Truant Marine 
entry, Truant’s Triumph.
Hotel Sidney’s entry sank. 
Ihe Hayward entry didn’t 
finish the race and had to be 
towed.
Continued on Page A2
Chambers condemn
vicc-principtil Geoff Giles said 
the grad party was sliglnly hel­
ler than the last three years,
“The mu.sic was noisy, bni it 
w'a,s tlieir last night of the year,” 
Giles said. "It was a pretty quiet 
night, actually.”
'Hie grads tried to organize 
things as well as they could, but 
some non-graduates <iid gel into 
the parly, Giles said,
“There were lu’opio of drink­
ing age,” Giles said. “Itierc’s 
not much we can do alnnii iliai 
on priviifs* property.”
A good police presence was at 
the parly, he said. ” I hey had a 
r(.iiidhIock and were caieful 
about who Uiuvc diink­
ing.”
Jack.son says he can .salvage 
pans of his flosvct suiiul, but 
wiil lose a couple days of sales 
while he lakes the lime to make 
repairs. '
The stand cost about $ 1,0<X) 
ill labor and imiieiiiils to make, 
Jackson said,
Unsightly billboards are the 
target of a new campaign being 
waged by Vancouver Island 
chambers of commerce.
The chambers w'ani coniiols 
c,xcrci/cd over the receiii pro­
liferation of signs which have 
popped tip along federally con­
trolled lands, mainly liidian 
reserves,
Calling the billboards "a 
blight on the I’eninsula and 
everywhere else for that mat­
ter,” Saaniclt Peninsula
Chamber president Flank 
Vi,s,sens said he agrees with the 
position,
While the local chamber 
doesn’t have a position on the 
issue, it has been di.scu.ssed at 
some length at joint chamber 
meelings, Visscrs.said,
He’s concerned tlie sign.s will 
hurl tourism. "They are con­
trary toWhat we are trying to 
do,” Vis.sers said.
Coniinuod on Pago A2
Woman released on 
$100,000 bail
A 40-vear-old North .Saanich 
woman cluirged with conspiring 
to import $33 million worth ot 
cocaine was iclcascd by a pio- 
vincial conn judge in Vicioriti, 
last Wednesday, on $I(M).i)()() 
bail hacked by two sureties.
Helen Matgarel Uadok of 380 
Moses Point lid. is scheduled to 
reappear in court July 17 to 
enter a plea and possibly elect 
trial,
Hadok's tomniuii-lavs luis- 
band and co-:tccused, Raymond 
Marvin Jonberi, 40; is schedul­
ed to appear in provirieial court 
(omortow for eoniinualioii of a 
bail liearing.
Radok wtis Ordered fo sur­
render passports and not leave 
Vancouver Island, a couif 
regi.siry .spokc.sirian said Mon­
day.
A publication ban on pro­
ceedings at the bail hearing lias 
been imposed by provincial 
conn Judge Lawrence Hrahan.
Th.' Victoria Oriig
squad arrested Jouberi and 
Radok in tlicir North Saanich 
home June 24 after a B.C,- 
rcgistcred van containing 9! 
kilograms of cocaine was .seized 
by Belgian eustoms in Antwerp.
Kenneth Laurie Moen, 36, of 
Calgary, was also charged in 
connection with the seizure,
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STEAK or ROAST e.s? kg.. . . . . . . . .  £> lb.
6 VARtETfES
SCHMEIDER’S
M1M8 DELi 250g.................. ..£a ea.
FROZEN GRADE‘A’
CORNISH 
GAME HENS 3.28 kg
SCHNEIDER’S
LIFESTYLE
HA^125gPkg................... . I ea.
BUTCHER SHOP BULK CHEESE
ALBERTA AGED 
CHEDDAR 3.29 lb. .. . . . . . .
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Continued from Page A1
Last to actually finish was the 
Hagar’s Horribles.
Organizer Bruce Prittie said 
the Bent Arrow, the Bent 
Jespersen entry, “broke new 
ground in design.’’ It’s Polyne­
sian stretched 42 feet. “It pro­
bably would have won if there 
was a longer sailing race.’’
“Next year we’ll have new 
rules again’’ to keep com­
petitors innovative, Prittie said.
Roy Goodman of North Van­
couver placed third with a time 
of one hour, 38 minutes, 39 
seconds, in a sprint to the finish 
line with Al Porter, who was 16 
seconds behind.
“If it were an easy swim, I 
would call it the Sidney Wimp 
instead of the Channel 
Challenge,’’ Smith said.
Next year, he plans more pro­
motion to bring in more com­
petitors.
CRICKET MATCH 
Eric Sherwood’s North 
Saanich team lost 55-53 to the 
Sidney team.
“We had a great match,” 
Sherwood said. “We’ve always 
had close games.”
CHANNELCHALLENGE 
Triathalon athlete John Mc- 
Caffray, 22, of Prince George, 
won the 2.5-mile swim in one 
hour, eight minutes. 37 seconds.
Only five of tlic 18 entries 
completed the swim from 
Sidney Spit to Tulista Park.
Three people were pulled 
from the water with hypother­
mia and one was taken by am­
bulance for observation.
Swim organizer Dave Smith 
said many entries hit the beach 
at the wrong spot and ran up to 
the end. Their times weren’t 
recorded, although they 
tehcnically completed the 
gruelling competition under 
their own power.
A tide change played havoc 
with the competitors. Smith 
said. “Everyone was lined up 
with the ferry dock and sudden­
ly they were swept to Canoe 
Cove.’’ ,
Rene Berklan finished se­
cond, in one hour, 21 minutes, 
29 seconds. The Sidney 
challenge is tougher than the 
Vancouver Bay swim in the 
B.C. Open Water Swim Circuit, 
he said, because of strong cur­
rents, cold water and salt chaff­
ing.
DOG DERBY
The first annual dog derby at­
tracted 26 canine competitors 
and their masters to llic Sanscha 
Hall grounds.
Prizes were awarded in 10 dif­
ferent categories, and all par­
ticipants received a ribbon and a 
package of dog food.
Organizer Dorry Young said. 
“The dogs behaved very, very 
well. We were very, very liappy 
with it.’’
CAR RALLY
Women’s teams won the first 
three places of the Sidney Days 
car rally.
In all, 26 vehicles covered 
varied landscapes of Sidney and 
North Saanich for about an 
hour and a half.
Highest aggregate score, bas­
ed on questions, mileage, time 
and rating, was won by Barb 
Storrier and navigator Laurie 
Branner.
They won a S50 from the 
celebrations society and a pla­
que.
Second prize of $30 went to 
Colleen Ramsay and Holly Mc­
Coy, third prize of $20 to E. 
Rawek and Uleta Fortune.
Prizes also went to drivers of 
the oldest cars and newest cars, 
to a team with the most people 
in a car and youngest partici­
pant, to hidden prize winners, 
to those with the best shell, and 
to the team finishing closest to 
the pre-set time.
BILLBOARDS
Continued from Page A1
While signage is restricted on 
all provincially controlled land, 
there are no equivalent federal 
laws.
Many signs facing, the Pat 
Bay Highway, south of Mount 
Newton Cross Road, are on 
private land within the Tsawout 
Indain Reserve, but the band 
council takes no interest in them 
because the billboards don’t in­
fringe on the privacy of other 
band members, said Tsawout
Band manager Eric Pelkey.
It unlikely either landowners 
and or leasing companies will 
give up renting; the billboard 
space. Fifty square feet of space 
rents for approximately $700 
per month.
There are over 30 signs on 
both sides of the highway on 
Tsawout land.
And there a similar numbers 
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isi Call Mark McMillan
652-1410
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
INVITATION 
TOTENDER
The Town of Sidney invites Tenders for purchase and 
removal of a "home built" soil screener located in the 
Public Works Yard at 2285 Ocean Avenue. Information 
to Bidders and Form of Tender may be obtained from 
the Town of Sidney Works and Services Department, 
2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney. B,C,
Sealed Tenders must be in the hands of the town ot 
Sidney Treasurer by 3:00 p.m. local time, July I3th,
1988. M, Townsend, Director 
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COSTS UP $100,000
$460,000 library and cultural centre
Meeting rooms, more library 
space and more space for 
seniors will be built between two 
buildings on Clarke Drive in 
Brentwood Bay — but the pro­
ject will cost Central Saanich 
$1(X),000 more than anticipated.
Monday night Central 
Saanich council accepted a 
revised bid from Wheaton Con­
st r u c t i o n to build the 
library/cultural centre in Brent­
wood Bay for $460,000.
An E.xpo Legacy Fund grant 
of $300,000 will be used, along 
with $30,000 from the reserve 
library fund. “Beyond that 
there is a shortfall (of $160,000) 
in funding.’’ said Aid. Wayne 
Watkins. Total cost of the pro­
ject is $490,000 including the ar­
chitect’s fee.
Aid. George MacFtuiane stiid 
council could build a scaled 
down version of the librarv e\-
pansion for less money.
“The building is very gran­
diose,’’ he said. “I would like to 
see us go back to a smaller ver­
sion, one we could add onto.’’
Watkins said construction of 
the building is like a big house, 
not a commercial building. 
“It’s not lu.xurious, it’s very 
basic and will serve the com­
munity well.
“Construction costs are 
higher than a number of months 
ago, and costs will continue to 
rise,” Watkins said. “It’s not 
going to get any chea|K“r.”
Mayor Ron Cullis said that 
needs identified during meetings 
with about 30 community 
groups in 1986 have never been 
greater.
“We went six months too late 
going into the project and we 
got caught, as other institu­
tional projects have gotten
caught,” Cullis said. “The 
$160,000 is not going to break 
the municipality.
“The nickel and dime 
enlargement and alteration 
route will cost you more in the 
long run,” Cullis said.
Council is looking at a 
number of options to finance 
the project. Treasurer Kevin 
Callahan reported that “the ob­
vious way is to dispose of 
municipal assets.” Borrowing 
money or shuffling municipal 
money to allow for short-term 
borrowing are the other op­
tions.
.Aid. Arlene Box said, “1 
don’t feel we should .sell 
municipal assets to support 
something that has gone so far 
above tender.” Council had re­
quested architect Bits Smith to 
design a building that could be 
constructed for the funding that
N,So residents want 
tour buses banned
was available.
Wheaton Construction was 
the low'est bidder at $482,500. 
In a committee meeting June 
27, changes were made in either 
quality or quantity of materials 
used to build the centre to 
reduce the cost by $32,783, 
reducing the bid to about 
$455,250.
Aid. Wayne Hunter said: 
“The library we have now is a 
joke. Meeting rooms are inade­
quate, the seniors’ space is in­
adequate.
“1 believe with the $300,(K)0 
available we should take the in­
itiative and show the govern­
ment we can add some of our 
own money too.”
Aid. Ed Hernblad s;iid he 
wasn’t sure about spending 
close to $5(X),(X)0 on a library. 
“I think it’s a big dollar,” 
Hernblad said.
Aid. Jack Mar said he would 
like to see more cuts to reduce 
the cost. “1 want it down to the 
$400,(XX) range before I’ll sup­
port it,” he said.
BRING YOUR HOUSE TO COLLEGE
COLLEGE PRO-PASNTERS
Your reliable home painters
334-8056
i^obiiisons Prices Effective (While Quantities Last) From 




At least two West Saanich 
residents want tour buses bann­
ed from West Saanich Road.
“It is our contention that 
West Saanich Road is unsuited 
to this heavy traffic, consider­
ing its width and winding 
nature,” said John and Diana 
Anderson in a letter to North 
Saanich council.
“Further, it is our observa­
tion that these buses are ex­
ceeding the speed limit as they 
pass our home.”
The buses the Andersons are 
refering to are not the regular 
Victoria-Vancourver buses. 
They’re chartered tour buses 
coming off the ferries and using 
the rural route as an alternative 
to the Pat Bay Highway on their 
way to Butchart Gardens.
North Saanich council 
members sympathized with the 
Andersons and agreed to have
British Columbia and 
Washington Stale ferries 
are riding low in the water 
this summer as passengers 
flock on aboard.
Traffic on the B.C. Fer­
ries between Swartz Bay 
and T.sawwa,ssen is up 15 
per cent for passengers and 
14 per cent for vehicles over 
last year, reports the Crown 
corporation.
In May, ferries plying the 
waters between Swartz Bay 
and Tsawwassen carried 
448,568 passengers up from 
426,564 in 1987. There was 
a similar increase in vehicle 
traffic raising to 151,847 in 
1988 from 143,797 in 1987.
To help cope with the ad­
ditional load, B.C. Ferries 
changed over to its summer 
schedule June 24 which sees 
* ferries leaving every hour 
from each end of the 
popular run, from 7 a.m, to 
10 p.m,, in addition to 
speciiil sailings. The route 
transported well over five 
million passengers :md 1.7 
million vehicles last year,
While Washingum Stale 
Ferries hits yet to calculate 
its numbers for .lune, 
spokesman Shelly Burnett 
said business is brisk with 
people being left bebiritl on 
both sides,
“We <ire up substantially 
over last year everywheie in 
our ferry system incliitling 
to Sidney," Burnell said.
The Sidney-San Juan run 
has also increased its sailing 
for the summer leaving 
Sidney twice a day at 11:55 
a.m. itnd 6:.3() p.rn.
S t c p b e n R o g g e r s. 
T r anspo r a I i0n and 
H i g It w a y s m i n i s i c i 
'•* responisbie for B.CL Ferries 
is delighted by the trend.
“Ferry traffic is loom­
ing," said the minister. 
“Tlie passenger uumbeis 
keep goin up and I', ex­
tremely pleased with (his ex­
citing growth."
the RCMP step patrols along 
West Saanich, but Mayor Linda 
Michaluk noted West Saanich 
Road is provincial, not 
municipal road. So any ques­
tion of what type of traffic 
could be allowed should be 
directed to the provincial 




North Saanich council wants 
nothing to do with a golf course 
developed jointly by Greater 
Victoria municipalities.
Without discussion council 
officially declined an invitation 
by the Capital Regional District 
Monday to participate in a joint 
golf course venture.
The joint venture is being 
proposed by Saanich Mayor 
Howard Sturrock. Saanich is 
the only municipality operating 
an 18-hole public course in 
Greater Victoria.
Sturrock believes the 
municipalities could jointly ad­
dress the issue, supply golfing' 
opportunities to the public and 
also quickly pay itself off.
TURNAROUND REJECTED
Despite complaints from 
local residents. North Saanich 
council has turned down a re­
quest to build a turnaround on 
Tuam Road.
While many sightseers drive 
down the lane they soon find 
turning around difficult at the 
end of the narrow road.
Municipal engineer Igor 
Zahynaez advised council con­
struction of a turnaround would 
be difficult because of the 
physical constraints of the nar­
row road.
Instead of building a tur­
naround council authorized the 
erection three signs reading: 
Local Traffic Only, No Exit and 
No Turnaround.
STAIRWAY PURCHASED
Council will spend $1 to help 
a community group create a 
beach access on Kingfisher 
Road near Lands End Road.
The community group has of­
fered to clear the access and 
complete a set of stairs which 
now belong to B.C. Telephone.
All council had to do was ap­
prove the purchase of the stair­







MON-THURS & SAT. 
8:00-5:00 
FRIDAY 8:00 - 6:00 
X103 -2376 SEVAN AVE 
; ' ■ ":656-5115 V ■
“the W«8Bderi*Ml WashlBosiise”
Basic Rate HAND CARE FOR WOOLENS
$6 Per Article Seniors/Disabled $4
Pickup & Delivery Monday
*Blanket-stitched, Washable & Elbow Patches* 
Call Collect 0-537-5188 (Sailspring)
HOME MOST MORNINGS S EVENINGS FOR YOUR CALL
CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT
ADMENDMENT TO BY-LAW NO. 1643,
“MEAT INSPECTION BY-LAW NO. 1, 1988”
By-law No. 1643, cited as "Meat Inspection By-law No. 1, 1988” 
was advertised in its entirety following third reading given on 25th 
May, 1988. On 22nd June, 1988 the Capital Regional District 
Board approved the following amendment to the by-law prior to its 
being submitted to the Ministry of Health (or approval:
AMENDMENT:
REGULATION
Section 2 renumbered section 2(a)
The (ollowing section added as section 2(b)
"The meal or carcass of an animal whicli lias been inspected 
by a member ol the British Columbia Veterinary Medical 
Association Registered undoi the Veterinarian Act and cer­
tified (0 be fit for human consumption shall be deemed to 
have been inspected as required in section 2(a).''
A copy of the complete by-law may bo viewed during normal work­
ing hours 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m,, Monday to Friday inclusive, 
holidays oxcoptod, al the offices of the Capital Regional District, 









8:00 am to 5:30 pm
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are driving our competitors mad.
9 STORES ON VANCOUVER ISLE -15 STORES IN B.C. 
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A story in this week’s Review shows one of the 
negative sides of graduation time. A resident on 
McTavish Road is blaming a grad party in his 
neighborhood for vandalism of his roadside flower 
stand.
Police aren’t sure those at the party were responsible, 
but it’s a reasonable conjecture for the man to make, 
considering the noise close by.
It’s unfortunate that one party brings negative ink to 
the graduates. And the irony is that the vandals, if they 
were at the party, are the minority and perhaps not even 
in the Class of 1988.
The combination of youth and liquor can have much 
more tragic results, as the people of Port Hardy found 
out this year.
But there was some positive press this year about 
graduates. The trend towards drug and alcohol-free par­
ties is a step beyond the safe-grad philosophy.
Although drugless parties aren’t patronized by all the 
students, at least they keep much of a class from being 
branded by the actions of a few.
And they show that teenagers are taking an important 
step in training the adults of the world. Safe grads, 
which give students a prearranged ride home with sober 
drivers, were the first step. But safe grads ignore that 
there are a lot other problems that go along with drink­
ing too much. In many crimes, from physical assaults to 
break-ins, drinking is a contributing factor.
There’s more to think about than a safe ride home for 
grads who establish habits of drinking too much. 
There’s a future of over-consumption that becomes 
destructive.
But students are starting to show adults that there’s 
fun without alcohol. It’s time for adults to support them 
by being good e.xamples.
Society’s most abused and damaging drug is also it’s 
most socially acceptable. The more its use is treated with 
respect by everyone, the fewer problems drunks will 














PART OF the Sidney Days spirit went to the dogs — or a dog, to 
be exact. And the owner of the nine-month-old rottweiler is most 
grateful. “It was the most incredible e.xperience I’ve had in my 
life,” says Terri Kraft, whose rottweiler Sheie was lei out of her van 
on Canada Day. “People were even coming up to me on the street, 
asking if I’d seen her.” Sidney residents were still searching for the 
dog at 3 a.m., Kraft says. Then at 2:30 p.m. Saturday, Sterling 
Parker found the SI.500 dog, which Kraft feared had been stolen. 
Also helpful were the RCMP. “They were absolutely wonderful. 1 
phoned every 10 minutes and they never got sick of me calling. 
They started recognizing my voice after the third time.” .And Sheie 
even rode shotgun in a patrol car, Kraft says.
THE PENINSULA CELEBRATIO.NS SOCIETY and Jazz 
Festival organizers couldn’t have made it all happen without the 
support of sponsors. .Among them were the of North.
Saanich, 5600; the Royal Canadian Legion, S.TN.); the Army, Navy 
and Air Force, S3S0: and Labatts. SSOO. The federal government 
also kicked in a Canada Day gram of S2,(XJ0 for insurance, 
fireworks, entertainment, rentals and ad\ertising. The Town of 
Sidney added S6,5Cx;) to the pot in dollars, manpower and materials.
Editor:
I can’t believe all the hue and 
cry about the proposed site for the 
new Ml. New’ton School. Would 
they really rather have the chil­
dren continue for another 20 
years, to attend die decrepit old 
Mt. Newton School?
This building was slated to be 
replaced way back in 1968. Real­
ly, isn’t 20 years long enough to 
wait for a new school? Can Sici­
ly’s Cross Road which unlike 
Keating Cross Road, is hot a 
major ihoroughfctrc, really be 
more dangerous? Can tlie apple 
farm, with a few spraying times, 
really be more dangerous to die 
health than living with the dust 
and traffic in dic present situa­
tion?
Do those people who purchased 
property on Stellys with road al- 
iowances in their front yard really 
believe the road allow'anceswill 
never be used?
The present Sicily’s School, 
with a driving student populauon, 
has not made a great difference in 
the traffic except at the beginning 
and end of the school day, and 
there is already a pathway along 
the w'hole length of the road ex­
cept the extreme east and west 
end to help the siudcnis pass.
Why must a new path be built 
at all? Do wc care more about the 
middle school students than the 
seniors?
1 don’t w'ant my children, who 
Will be in attendance at the mid­
dle school during Lfic next four 
years, to be casualties of the dust, 
the poor condition of the old 
building, or the busy traffic on
Keating Gross Road.
Please stop this arguing and 
fighting, and welcome the new' 






It is no .secret that tlie upper 
levels of Dean Park Estates have 
such poor water pressure that 
properly sprinkling a law'n is 
often impossible. As this devel­
opment is proceeding farther up 
the cast slope of the mountain, 
the problem is getting much 
worse.
An additional problem is that 
the next phase of development 
lies against die old growth limlvr
of John Dean Park. The developer 
has most considerately agreed to? 
leave a 50-fooi strip oTuntouchedv 
timber as a buffer along the out-' 
side of the park boundary'. This 
also means that the houses on 
those adjoining lots w'ill be built 
into the timber.
Those wishing to build in such 
locations arc being assured that 
the water reservoir contains suffi­
cient back-up water to fight a 
house fire. But what if a fire, any 
fire, sets the forest ablaze and the 
sparks and embers fly every­
where?
Residents will be wetting down 
their shingled roofs and cedar 
siding, leaving no water pressure 
at all for the fircfighiers to do 
their job. Wc have been very 
fortunate that such a fire has not 
occurred, but w-o can l>c assured 
Continued on Pago A5
Smith sends shockwaves through government
WHILE WE’RE ON the subject of donations, the donation of 
time by a host of volumeers is also cs^ential to the success of Sidney 
Day.s and the Jazz Festival, The work of co-ordinators for in-
If
4V
dividual events was oserseen by executives of Sidney Days and the 
Jazz Fe.stival. Sidney Days president Joan Beattie calls her ex­
ecutive “the best kept secret in town.” Hclpiitg hcrwiih Sidney 
Days were vicc-prcsidcm Giles Perodcau. treasurer Jean Wade, and 
secretary Joyce Rhodes. Beattie uses pasi-presidem Don Trivett as 
the ideal Sidney Days volunteer. “Wc need more Don Triveus in 
the world.” Beattie gives lots of credit to the town p>-iblicworks 
superintendent and parade marshall, Dick Reynolds, and to Mr. 
Fireworks himself, Gordie Shadbolt. .Although the final tally isn’f 
complete, organizer:, are certain the jazz fc.siiv al has come of age in 
its fourth year of swinging the town into a good time. On its ex­
ecutive are president Jon Parker, vice-president Ron Kubek, 








THE MOST POPULAR sitimg ducks, during the Sidney 
Association of Merchants sidewalk sale on Sunday, were ranners 
Book.s and Gift:» boss Clive Tanner and NRS Block Brothers real 
estate salesman Ron Kubek, Pru'-ing the law of nipply and de­
mand, the two businc'wmen were kept .if work beyond their re­
quired 15-minuic stints on the dunk tank, as hasebalis aplenty flew 
at the target.
V TWO^,RECENT SENIORS’ l.OTTERV winners from Sidney arc; 
J. Black Wild Aiid»e Gle»tUUe. Lavii w uii ,3 iiot.Un liie dlaw ,
“HUNCiER T,AKES NO holiday” is the theme of Vk'orld Vision 
Canada's sununc! campaigu to help tin.; Cvtuns of drought an 
.Africa, Asia and South Anwtavt*. Helping tl.c oigun/aiion meet tiu* 
challenge is Jackie Siemens of fJidney, who has placetl collection 
boxes around town.* * *
By niJBKRT BEYER
VICTORIA - The re.signaiion of Brian Smith ft om his post of at­
torney general has shaken the V'andcr Zaltn government to iis very 
foiindalioris. and the earthquake may not Iv over yet.
When Smith rose in the legi.slaturc last Tuesday to make a ministerial 
.suitcmcnt, nobrxly liad art inkling orihe/drarna that wa.s al>out to unfold. 
Ten seconds into his speech. ii'lNgan to sink in, and for the next few 
minuic.s you could have Iteard a pin ilrop.
Mcmbcr.s on both sides of the Mouse seemed .stunned. The premier 
wa.s visibly upset, fixing his stare at some spot on his dcxkiop,
When Smith fini'dicd his siaiemcni, tltcre wa.s loud applause, but not 
only from the oppo.siiion benches. Several Severed cabinet rnini.sicr.s, in- 
duding Grace McCarthy and Sun Hagen, joined in Ute dc,vk-ihumping. 
They would later s.ay they were applauding Smith’s honor,
The word honor featured greatly in Smith's resignation suitemcnt, 
When he first entered municipal politics, his fadter told him a 
who doesn’t have his integrity h.'is nothing, he said.
"I arn rc.sigtiing a.s an act of honor," itc :uid. "1 am not a ixsUtica! 
renegade, I have loyally supporict! and campaigned across this {trovince 
fur die [,KJiiwic.s of tins guvernmem, , .
Smith stated .several retesons for his decision\o resign, The main rca-. 
son, he .said, wasTiis hope that ihi.s dra.siic step might protect "the 
unri'.r !nd('p''ndencf’* f'f th-:‘nti'MTcy :p'ri'r;V!''" rrT'ii 
"This i.s an office of great sensitivity and neutrality in the mlmini.sira* 
lion rsf justice. I now find iliai 1 can no longer c;.»n'y mu rny duties, as I 
clearly (kyriui have the supixet uf the prvmier and his offk.c who Ju i„.;i
apj.uccitite the utiiquc iudcpK.‘iiv!citte thiiil i-v the rU the at­
torney general's rcs|x>n,s{biliijes in a free parliamentary dcmixrav'y." Ite 
told the House,
AN'Y ENVTOU,S raffle ticket buyers,, in the marine inamrnai 
mti&eunii fund raiser have the chance to clmriU', “I'iAJ” Town of 
Sidney Aid. Herb Addison's g»ana5.an, i ,j. .-suaison v>i 
won the limited-edition print depicting J. I\h1 killer whales,
^ Smith said he has reason to believe thai, plams are already in place to 
weaken tlie indcpxmdeiKc of Utc ministry by rcorgannrmg it into several 
deparunenuj with divided rcsjx-jnsif'ilitics, and bringing it under do.scr
;vv*uunj Ul l,nMvv,
‘"Only by, stepping down, only by .sfwaking out now, can I itujvc to
prevent a course which will weaken the indeiumdcnce and ertxle die 
tradition of ilic office of tlic aiiomey general,"
Smith said the premier showed on several occasions Iti.s total lack of 
understanding why the aiiornoy general must remain neutral and iiule- 
pendeni, One was when the chief justice handed down Ids decision on 
the abortion funding, the other tluring the Toigo affair. On both tvea- 
sions, he failed to make his point regarding the aiiorney genorars inde- 
pciuicnce, Smith said, * N
Hie morning after SmiUi’s vlianuiiic depatiure from cabinet, it was 
damage-coiurol lime for the luemier, Emerging from a caucus meeting, 
the first one Smith attended as a baekl,x.'ncher, the premier faced 
reporters at a press conference. ■
He couldn’t see die point of honor over whieli Smith resigned, die ; 
premier .said, 'Hie parly was united, he stiid. Like all gtHxl tilings, his ; 
plans to reorganize government couldn’t possibly "come easy," he said. 
In the end, the people will undersiaml, he said, :
Asked whether he was determined not to sway from his style of 
Icadcr.ship, even if it destroys the Social Credit Party, the premier 
replied the party wouldn’t be destroyed.
Nleanwhilc. other governmem members, including Carol Gran, 
maiiuained dial there wa.s no crisis, and even if there was, it hail been 
hroiighion by die media.
.As damage eontro! goes, thi.s one went htuily, Neither the premier nor 
some ol his su|i[x.>rtcrs appeared to have realized Just vvluil Smith’s 
icMgiiaiiun mCiins, Smith was one of the coolest heaiis m cabinet. His 
political record wa.s unblemished, Hi.N .suuurc among Caiuuiian at­
torneys general vvtis significantly nhove average, Next to Grace 
McCardiy, it was Smith whose resienation could ilo the imvst damaee 
to a government that's been in disarray for some time,
'llie que.stion now is, will odicrs follow? A lot of people, including 
some S(x;rcd members, belicv'c Smith wpii’l be the only one. If that is 
d.*,. i.wxi lugival i,.iiidid.tiv‘ wuuUi be McCauiiy. And sbe, in nun, 
could trigger a landslide of detections. Tbal sjvcukuion is not based on 
j'umor.s. It is based on numerous private conversations with Socreds, 
IhuIi .siiiiiig jKiIiiicians and party oiiicmls'.
1 here is great concern and anxiety among Swred supixirters, w Jio see 
ilieii party drill loward.s oblivion, am! the only one they can find to 
blame is the pfcrnicr. Their choice.s to turn things around are limited. 
They can cut Vander Zedrn lo.se or stick with him.
If they remain loyal to their leader, their only hope is to reign him in 
and force a different leadership .style on the man. Should ihev fail in 
mat euori, die .Nx rcd ship vviil tv m great ihmger ol sinking at the next 
elcciion. : ■ ' . ■
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(Scene: two men, a premier (Zalm) and his assistant (Poole) arc 
standing under a lamp post in front of B.C.’s Legislative Build­
ings. It is early in the morning.)
Poole: What are you doing?
Zalm: Waiting for Smith.
P: He’s coming back?
Z: That’s the rumour.
P: I thought he said he was gone for good.
Z: Maybe. Anyway, I’m waiting.
P: How did you spend the night?
Z: Looking at the hanging baskets. The bleeding hearts are 
crowding out the pansies.
P: You should have been a gardener.
Z: I was. Remember?
P: Oh yeah. What do you think Smith will do if he comes?
Z: I don’t know.
P: Maybe he’ll want to stand here with us.
Z: More likely instead of us.
P: But litis is your spot. Under the light and the flowers.
Z: He tried to gel this spot once.
P: But you beat him to it.
Z: Yeah. Those were the days, eh?
P: Maybe he won’t want to stand here.
Z: Maybe.
P: Maybe he’ll head east, or sit on a bench.
Z: Thai’s not like him.
P: Here he comes now.
Z: Where?
P: Over there. See. No. It’s not him.
Z: You can’t sec anything. I don’t know why I keep you 
around.
P: Because I help you and keep people off your back.
Z: Big help. For every one you keep off, two climb on.
P: Okay then. I’ll go.
Z: So go already. Bittiss Columbia would be better off.
P: Why don’t you go?







P: Do you think he’ll come alone?
Z: Who?
P: Smith. Who do you think we’ve been talking about?
Z: He has a lot of friends.
P: We have lots of friends too.
Z: Name three.
I’m getting hungry.
Have a tulip bulb.
Is that all you ever eat? Z: Then don’t have one.
Do you think he’ll bring Campbell?
Which one is Campbell? P: The pretty one with die long 
nails that scratch.
Z: Maybe.




Z: What I want to know is what went w'rong?
P: Wc helped everyone by doing their jobs and reducing their 
stalls.
Z: What a bunch of idiots they arc.
P: Present company excluded, of course.
Z: Of course.
P: Who will do Smith’s job.
Z: Any one of dozens can do it.
P: Name three.
Z: Get off my back and go away.
P: 1 will not. You’ll have to throw me away.
Z: Don’t tempt me.
P: Do you have a rope?
Z: I only carry garden twine. Why?
P: I wondered if we should hang ourselves from the post.
Z: I don’t have any rope.
P: Give me your t^lL
Z: I need it to keep my pants up. If I gave it to you, my pants 
would fall down and people will laugh at me.
P: It can’t get worse. Give me your belt.
Z: Use your own belt.




P: Unless Smith comes.
Z: Yes.
(They stand there holding their belts witli their pants down 
around their ankles. The curtain falls)
Vt. price sale
BUY ONE TIRE AT REGULAR PRICE 
RECEIVE SECOND TIRE AT HALF PRICE
WpjT ] r?‘Tn jpl
H
MASTERCARD
IIDHEV SURP H’ SCUBR
^ 5 STAR TRAINING FACILITY
656-9202 2537 BEACON AVE.
SIDNEY
^ ASK FOR DETAILS ON:
☆ OPEN WATER DIVER COURSE $0000
STARTING JUNE 20, 1988 ............ONLY
☆ UNDERWATER NAVIGATOR COURSE$-jqoO
STARTING JULY 2, 1988 ................ONLY # ^
MEDIC FIRST AID COURSE STCOO
JULY 14 & 15, 1988 .................................... f SJ
Treasures to wear 
an<i to love . . . from a 
jeweler you can trust.
Chri$Hm Laurent Jewellers
“Sidney’s most fashionable 
jewellery store"
2432 BEACON (opposite Post Office) 656-7141
Continued from Page A4 
that our luck will not hold 
fbrever. What really did go 
wrong? ;
(When the developer. Park Pa­
cific Investments, needed a water 
tower to serve their subdivision in 
the, mid-1970s, they applied for 
permission lo build^ in John Dean; 
Park. It : was refused, so Uie 
engineer picked the next best site 
and built outside the park.
Some years later, tlie water 
commission, in its wisdom, look 
the tower over and made it serve 
‘ a much larger area tlian it was 
designed for. Serious problems 
soon developed with burned out 
pumps, interrupted service etc.
The water commission’s re­
quest in 1984 to build in the park 
was also refused and rightly so, 
but unlike the developer, llie 
water commission did not take 
kindly to a ‘no’ and it kept on dil- 
ly dallying. Tlic province’s fifth 
refusal was received at the June 
16,1988 meeting.
The CRD engineers had pointed 
out acceptable allcrnativcs, so the 
thing to do was to build there. In­
credibly, tlic water commission 
» voted to go back to the minister 
and ask for reconsideration! Per­
haps the public should now 
* reconsider the water commission!
Three precious years have been 
lost and now wc have reached a 
most hazardous situation in which
it would be very easy to lose pre­
cious property and even lives. 
With our bone-dry summer con­
ditions, it would be very easy for 
a fire-storm to sweep quickly 
through a treed neighbourhood.
What will happen to bed-ridden 
or whcelchair-^und; people? And 
what does the water commission 
do? It sits at its infrequent meet­
ings mouthing eloquent phrases, 
deliberately dragging their snail 
shells.
Surely there must be a better 
way to get things done than to 






May I use your column to 
protest the erosion, in the name of 
‘up-dating’ and ‘improving’, of 
the service provided by Shaw 
Cable,
Wo arc obliged to absorb 
numerous incrca.scs in cable rent­
al, aiitl a while ago there was an 
‘improvement’ in tlic .service 
which aclually resulted in the 
iropular 'movie' channel 11 being 
eliminated from the T.V. dial. 
Tliis channel is now only avail­
able through the use of a VCR or 
a coiivcrler.
Wo arc now advised of a further
cost increase to cover the provi­
sion of three new channels. My 
understanding is that it will not be 
possible to view these new chan­
nels by use of the T.V. dial but 
will only be accessible by means 
of a VCR or a converter.
Many people do not own . a 
VCR or a (converter. vHoweycr, 
they have no choice in the mailer; 
they must purchase equipment 
they may be unable to afford, or 
continue to pay for a service that 
is not available to them.
This may be a genuine hardship 
for many - those on fixed low in­
comes, the lonely, elderly, infirm 
or housebound for any rca.son 
who depend on television for 
their mains source of cnicriain- 
mcnl and company. A means of 
providing a multiple-choice to 
suit both taste and pocket could 
surely be devi.sed with a little in­
genuity? I speak for those less 
fortunate than myself - and call 
upon other like-minded citizens 
to register their protest witli Shaw 
L'able. Dorothy Smith
Sidney
the 8300 block of Lochside. We 
believe— as do many residents — 
that this seawall is, or should be, 
illegal and that it creates a 
dangerous precedent for future 
waterfront development.
Residents are no longer able to 
walk along the beach as the 
seawall.now extends wellpdSl tlic 
high water mark. Second, the 
seawall has destroyed a natural 
waterfront setting replacing the 
beautifuMow-lying point of land 
with all of the aesthetics of a car 
parkadc.
It is astounding tliat Central 
Saanich municipality is appar­
ently unable to prevent this 
eyesore from becoming a 







There is a great deal of concern 
and frustration among the resi­
dents of Lochside Drive anil the 
Bazan Bay arcti, regarding the 
newly erected, 18-foot seawall in
Editor:
Hcigh-OI heigh-0! It was 
delightful to note that for die oc­
casion of Sidney Days one of our 
local banks brilliantly adopieil a 
pirate theme, no lc.s.s, for drc.s,s up 
of its staff and the decor of its of­
fice. They even had a skull and 
cro.s.s bonc.s flag!
Given the present conlrovcr.sy 
in parliament over the extent of 
bank charges, the theme cho.sen 
was indcetl timely.
Arthur E, (Jregg
NORA MADDOCKS & ASSOCIATES INC. W
WORD PROCESSING
45wpm typing skills & Grade 12 or equivalent. You may be eligible 
for sponsorship from your Canada Employment Centre, Social Ser­
vice or Workers' Compensation Board, for this 29-day 100% 
hands-on, full time word processing course at our Government 
Certified Training Institute. A certificate of competency will 
automatically place you on our roster in our temporary help service 
division.
SPACE LIMITED! REGISTER NOW->
656-5435
HAYWARD’S
THOMSON & IRVING 
FUNERAL CHAPEL
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 
OUR NEW LOCATION IN 
SIDNEY IS OPEN 
AT
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The prlcoloQS Qlft of life Is love,
For with Iho help of God abovo,
Lovo can cnango iiio huinun iwco 
And make thin world n bettor place,
For lovo diBBOlvon nil halo and (oor,
And mnknn nur vlalona brlcjht nnd cionr, 
So w« can ««« and rifio abovo,
Our pfllllnoBS on wingo of lovol
CrynuiU! Qem#! He«lin(i iloiw*; tipitllual, Ptychlf.,| 
Hwnllnn meMi>livitlCi«l Mail Novi Aq® Hook®; Btto wnxi, ll DlI  e pliyitkfll. . .
oantllft#! Cr«(i«! C»id#«ndS«looUvi» J«w«l(iry,
2385 Boacon Avo. 656*0772
MON. 12*5:30 TUBS,-SAT. 10.5:30
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Water tower delay could





THIS SATURDAY, JULY 9th
9:00 AIV! to 4:00 PM
A fire in John Dean Park 
could trap some residents of 
Dean Park Estates in their 
homes, says Edo Nyland ot the
SUPER SPECIALS ON
*OAK, ALUMINUM, & BEVELLED
mirrors
®BATHROOM CABINETS
2070 B KEATING X RD.
(NEXT TO BUTLER BROS.)
S.A.M. encourages
FAIR EXCHANGE
RATE AS OF JULY 4, 1988 
$1.1955
. = $ 1.20 $13. = $15.5 
1 = $ 2.39 $14. = $16.' 
1. = $ 3.59 $15. = $17.S
1. = $ 4.78 $16. = $19.1
). = $ 5.98 $17. = $20.:
5. = $ 7.17 $18. = $21.1
7. = $ 8.37 $19. = $22.'
5. = $ 9.56 $20. = $23.'
9. = $10.76 $25. = $29.
0. = $11.96 $30. = $35.
1. = $13.15 $40. = $47.
2. = $14.35 $50. = $59. 
Retailers please place this table
on your cash register
Friends of John Dean Park.
An improved water supply is 
a critical need in the Mount 
Newton area and the Peninsula 
water commission is un­
necessarily delaying action, he 
said.
“All they are doing is delay­
ing, delaying, delaying,” 
Nyland said.
The commission’s plan to 
build the tower in the park itself 
was rejected by Environment 
Minister Bruce Strachan.
The commission has so far 
pushed for locating the tower at 
an 800-foot level in the park. 
Engineers arc now looking at 
the cost difference between in­
side and outside locations.
Water commission chairman 
Leo Brandon says the tower will 
not necessarily be located in the 
park. But the ministry will be 
asked to pay the difference in 
cost between locating inside and 
outside, if the government 
doesn’t reconsider.
“We are being extremely fair 
to everybody,” Brandon said.
Nyland claims a tower at the
proposed location in the P^rk 
“would have meant disaster for 
the old growth trees.”
The pipeline “blasted into the 
soil,” 40 inches under ground, 
would cut through root systems 
in trees as old as 350 years, 
Nyland said.
But Brandon says the argu­
ment trees will be damaged is 
“nonsense. The pipeline would
run up the road.”
Nyland and others “are not 
speaking with professional 
engineering experience.
Brandon says the site the 
commission has tavored wasn t 
the lowest-cost option in the 
park. The less expensive site was 
rejected because the area best 
suited a picnic grounds.
“We’re as much in favor as 
maintaining it as a park as 
anyone,” he said. Brandon em­
phasized that John Dean is not 
a wilderness park. It’s good for 
recreation and hiking, for pic­
nics and families.”
Brandon dismissed the threat 
of forest fire to Dean Park 
residents. A helicopter could be
called in immediately from the 
airport to drop fire retardant, 
he said.
Nyland says, “Fire in an old- 
growth forest is a natural thing, 
every 50 years or so.
The author of a book of 
guidelines for safe settlement 
patterns in forests, Nyland says 
a system of water towers outside 
the park is what Mount Newton 
needs.
Current water pressure from 
an existing. 250,000-gallon.' 
tower is not enough. The tower 
is serving an area bigger than 
it’s designed for.
“We’ve been lucky, very 
lucky, that we haven’t had a fire
in there,” he said.
The commission is looking at 
building a tank with a one- 
million-gallon capacity.
Mount Newton will continue 
to attract residential develop­
ment around John Dean Park, 
Nyland said.
“It’s going to be a city 
around Mount Newton, and the 





OUR PRICES COIVIE BACK 
FROM HOLIDAYS! 
THEIR LAST DAY IS
JULY 9tll (FINAL DAY)





An underground fuel leak in 
Canoe Cove mobilized Provin­
cial Emegency personnel and 
North Saanich Fire Department 
Saturday.
Firefighters ahd emergency 
crews were called out when 
gasoline was discQvered leaking
into the ocean from an 
underground fuel line that joins 
the marina fuel dock with 
storage tanks.
North Saanich fire crews laid 
down a layer of foam to control 
escaping ga.soline vapors. A 
temporary boom was placed in
the bay to contain the spill until 
a proper absorbant boom and 
absorbant pads were brought to 
the scene.
It is not known when or how 
the the leak began, but North 
Saanich Fire Chief Terry Towle 
estimates 60 gallons of fuel were 
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FIREMEN SAVE CHICKENS ' 
Quick action by Central 
Saanich firemen helped save a 
barn full of chickens Tuesday, • 
Jurie'28.' ‘ ' ‘ "
A fire started in a barn on 
MacIntyre Road when the 
chickens knocked over a heat 
lamp at about 7:30 a.m.
The fire started on the floor 
of the barn and flames climbed 
the wall before firemen arrived 








i Excopl; Tobacco, candy, mogazinos, proscription 
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- iw' w. Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay
10% off all house wares
RefInIshed Dining Room Set, 
one table and six chairs ,,. $99-
ART BOLSTER & SONS LTD
Recovered in new material, two 
sets of Chesterfield and 
chairs................$699. & $799.
Refinished, two Orig. Ciiairs
$129. & $169,
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED SINCE 1947
THE RECENT SALE OF OUR GAS BAR TO CHEVRON CANADA 
m LTD. NOW ENABLES US TO DEyOTE ALL OUR EFFORT TO
Rolinishod two Woodon 
hi-chalrs........$69.99 & $89.99




SENIORS DAY 20% OFF
=^1
YOUR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR NEEDS,
IN APPRECIATION OF YpyRWTRONAGEMENTION™^^^
V..
TO DAVE & SHARON BOLSTER OR ANY OF OUR 7 FRIENDLY 
STAFF MEMBERS AND RECEIVE A
FREE CAR wash & VACUUM qood'tiljuly”/"
■li COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE 
*ALL WORK GUARANTEED
☆ GOV’T. LICENSED MECHANICS
☆ OLD FASHIONED SERVICE
☆ MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Enter Today!
Enter the name ol’ 




! ,\ir Caniitltrs 
‘neaii (»r Gold" Award
i.iId if .W.
652
MON. to SAT. 8:00 /V.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
BRENTWOOD BAY




Do you knitw sonu'oiu' AVho goch 
uitl ol'his or hiT w'.iy it* make your 
commutiiiv a heiior place ici live 
Air (’.inaiia arnl yinir eommuuiiy 
iiewsp.tpei woiiid like to help 
salute titese individuals.
You can start ihinps oil b) 
noinittating Mimeone you knov.
(’■ill vour local weeklv itewspai'ti. 
t hv tleiatls, - '















"25' COUPON 50' COUPON
STATS OUT ||
Capital Regional District pro­
jections on the population 
growth of Sidney are an 
unreliable gauge to use for mak- m . 
ing local planning decisions, 11 
council believes.
The CRD asked council for 
response to the regional growth 
review of 1988, which estimates 
that the town’s population will 
grow to 9,652 persons bv 1991, 
10,372 by 1996, and 11,172 by 
2001. Under the 1986 census. 
Sidney’s population was 8,982.
But the CRD neglected the 
limited land supply in making 
its projections, committee of 
the whole heard from staff.
Mayor Norma Sealey said Ju­
ly 4 that projections are impor­
tant in planning such things as 
policing.
But out of the context of 
community plan changes, hous­
ing proposals and available- 
developable land, “the figures 
are meaningless.”
The CRD figures show that 
Sidney will have a 391-unit 
shortage in single-family homes 
and a 471-unit surplus in multi- 
residential.
A-memo from director of 
works and services Mike Town­
send says, “There is no possible 
way the Town of Sidney can ac­
commodate the suggested 
growth in single family dwelling 
units. There is no development 
land remaining.”
SENIORS DEVELOPMENT
Independent living and in­
termediate care would both be 
provided in a mixed-use seniors’ 
complex planned for Mills 
Road.
But right now, the concept 
doesn’t fit Town of Sidney zon­
ing bylaws, committee-of-the- 
whole discussed Monday night.
One portion of the proposal 
would be condominums for 
people 55 or over, the other 
would be smaller rooms for 
lease for less mobile seniors. 
Leases of the smaller rooms 
would include meals and other 
services.
In order to fit current zoning, 
the proposal could not be more 
than 42 units per acre.
Presently, 100 two-bedroom 
units and 30 smaller units are 
planned for on the 2.79-acre 
site.
Aid. Ron Kubek supported 
the concept of mixing indepen­
dent living with intermediate 
care. The development would 
allow a .smooth transition for 
seniors into the closc-by 
Resthaven Lodge, he said.
“It keeps people close 
together so they’re not making a 
drastic move from one place to 
another,” he .said.
Another phis i.s the neighbor­





Coupon value off item of your choice. One coupon per 
item. Coupon value cannot exceed price of merchandise. 
Maximum 6 coupons with $20 Grocery Order. Coupon valid 
at Oakcrest Saanichton only.
25' COUPON
ITEM
Coupon value off item of your choice. One coupon per 
item. Coupon value cannot exceed price ol merchandise. 
Maximum 6 coupons with $20 Grocery Order. Coupon valid 
at Oakcrest Saanichton only.
I Coupon vaiue off item of your choice. One coupon per 
■ item. Coupon value cannot exceed price of merchandise.
I Maximum 6 coupons with $20 Grocery Order. Coupon valid 
I at Oakcrest Saanichton only.
'“fsT'TOUPON '
I ITEM__________________________ —------ -
I__________________________ ____
I Coupon value off Item of your choice. One coupon per 
I Item. Coupon value cannot exceed price of merchandise.
■ Maximum 6 coupons with $20 Grocery Order. Coupon valid 
at Oakcrest Saanichton only.
Coupon value off item of your choice. One coupon per 
item. Coupon value cannot exceed price of merchandise. 
Maximum 6 coupons with $20 Grocery Order. Coupon valid 




Coupon value off Item of your choice. One coupon per 
Item. Coupon value cannot exceed price of merchandise. 
Maximum 6 coupons with $20 Grocery Order. Coupon valid 






3475 QUADRA ST., VIC. 
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-10 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M,
7816 E. SAANICH ROAD 
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-9 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
9819 5th ST., SIDNEY 
SAT.-WED. 9 A.M.-7 P.M. 
THURS.-FRI. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
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You'll he glad you did,
hostossosat: . .v(Sidaoy&Noiih Saanich) 
Thoroan Thom 656*7746 
Claudln Parlill 656*7898
(Broniwood A Central Saanich)
Hoz Odflora 652*4600
Vicky Jackson 652*5889
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If it’s News 
Call the Review
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Pearson cleans up at theatre awards
Shannon Pearson made six 
trips to the awards table during 
the 1987/88 Grassroots lun­
cheon, June 28 at the Deep 
Cove Chalet.
She was presented with a 
record six theatre and dance 
awards for her performances as 
a member of the Grassroots 
Theatre Company, the Penin­
sula Players and the Parkland 
Dance Company.
This is the first time in the 
history of the Grassroots 
Theatre that one student has 
won six awards, said director 
Doug Barnbrough.
Pearson, the reigning Miss 
Sidney, was awarded the 
Parkland School award for best 
senior performer, the Lord 
Chamberlain Player’s award for
best writing and directing stu­
dent and the Parkland School 
award for most outstanding 
dancer.
She also won the best con­
tribution by an actress award, 
the R.E. Edwards award for 
best contribution by a per­
former in the field of dramatic 
interpretation, and the 
Grassroots award for setting the 
standards for ideals in theatre 
with the Grassroots Theatre 
Company.
Only one other student was 
presented with more than one 
award. Pepi Krajc received the 
R.E. Edwards award for 
outstanding theatre technician 
and the Jocelyn Murray 
(Logan) memorial award for 
leadership and inspiration in the 
field of technical theatre.
Shannon’s younger sister 
Laurie Pearson received the 
Parkland School award for best 
Acting 10 student and Mike Du- 
jela received the Parkland
School award for best Acting 9
student. ^ ,
David Radford was presented
the Peninsula Players award for 
the most improved actor/ac­
tress. Becky Wood received the 
Parkland School award for best 
stagecraft student.
The Parkland School award 
for most outstanding dancer 
went to Sabrina Eyckermans 
and the Airport TraveLodge 
award to the dance honor roll 
was shared by Saudi Hopkins,
Anna MacKeigan, Sherri 
Neudorf and Sabrina Temblett.
Winners of the Eva Bam- 
brough award for best sup­
porting actor and best sup­
porting actress were Chris Col- 
lard and Denise Spencer.
Derek Williams was the win­
ner of the Harrington award for 
the most potential in technical 
theatre.
Wyatt Orr was presented with 
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/3S3 - 771 Vernon Ave.
381 "3351 for info
Funeral Chapels 
656-2932 or 388-5155








Services from your church or 
in either of our chapels at












MID SUMMER FOOD 
- FESTIVAL ‘ ‘
WINNER OF SIX AWARDS for theatre and dance per­
formances during the 1987 / 88 season at Parkland 
School is Shannon Pearson. She was presented the 
awards at a luncheon June 28. This is the first year in 
the history of the Grassroots Theatre one student 
received six honors. Pearson is also Miss Sidney 1988.
FOODS
Sidney By The Sea
WHILE STOCKS LAST. 2531 Beacon Avenue
fmm
THE HOME OF SAVING 
FdR GROCERIES, 
PRODUCE & MEAT
















































Sunday, July 10th, 1988
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY'S: 
SAANtCHTON
8:15 am......................Holy Communion
10:00 am................ Choral Communion
& Nursery followed by refreshments 




FRESH COUNTRY STYLE LOIN Ria END
PORK SPARE RIBS........ uono
fresh'centre cut 069
PORK LOIN CHOPS.......5.a3koZ ib.
FRESH CENTRE CUT BONELESS 099PORK LOIN CHOPS..,...B.»ok.. J lb.
PORK TENDERLOIN..., .u.dii kg 3^b,l SHOULDER CHOPS
-FRESH LOCAL SPRING LAMB SALE- 
•LEG OF LAMB...... ...7.25kg3?b
•LAMB LOIN CHOPS......s.ee kg 4?t?
•RACK OF LAMB........9.68kg4?b®
5.05 kg 2 a?.
• MAPLE LEAF BRAND SPECIALS-
«C PACK REG WERS......... «9 Pkgl
• COUNTRY KITCHF-N 
BONELESS SMOKED HAM.
•SLICED COOKED MEATS 
BOLOGNA, CHICK LOAF, MAC i CHEESE ,
'559'; ,. 7,91 kg 0 lb.
OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Snnntch Rond 
652-1909
Sunday Mass....................... 8:30 n.m.
Sunday Mass 12:30 p.m.
WELCOMETO
ST. JOHN’S UNITED CHURCH
SUMMER SERVICES........ 9:30 am
10990 West Saanich Rd.
Doop Cove 
Rev. Horl Pratt • July 
Rev. Bert Forsythe-August 
.SUNDAY SCHOOL SEPTEMBER
QR -A’ BEEF ROUND EYE
STEAKS or 
ROAST 6.27 kQ.,.. .C lb.
fresh local SPRING LAMB
BREAST or 69















(Ml. Newton a SI. Stophon'a Rd) 
852-4311
....................Holy EuchfirlBl
........... ..... Sung EiichtiriNl









Chiifob (or Woifihlp nl 9:30 AM 
10469 RoBihnvon Drive In Sldnoy 
Como Join our Growing Follownhip 



















ST. ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
i)686-3rdSl„Sidnoy 
SUMMER SCHEDULE 
fl and 10 am Service 
(Child Caro Program. Nursery) 












BLEACH 3.6 L.. MEAT
MRS, CUBBISONS 
ASSORTED
SUNBEAM WHITE OR 
60% WHOLE WHEAT














TABLE SALT 1 kg cm,
NtSCAf't INblANI
rCOLOMBIA 6 r»»,
»V1VA DKCAF 8 ox,
.•RICHBLENDoof,
NABISCO CEREAL .
100% BRAN 571.0 . .
















FABRIC SOFTENER 3,6 L ,
NEW LIQUID
J A VEX 221..........








Ron (I Eunice l-reornnn Wolcoino you to
Pf-NINSULA ALLIANCE CHUnCH 
4ih A Ml, IJnkor, Sldnoy B56-99S7
SUNDAY 0:30 n,m. .... f-nmily Worohlr) 
and Sundny Schoal





Sunday Snrvirn 9;;in a rn ,11 00 a.m 






SAANICHTON Oltll.E ri*LLOWS|IIP 
riaoMI, NowlenCrorirARd. 
Communion Snivlcr*,9 30 a.m
r-amllv Stirvlcn.,,.,,,,:-----11:f,l(l a.m.
Nuraniy, Siittd.iy ScliooL 



















10364 MoDoniUrf Park Road 
SIrinny.H.C, V61. 3Z9
I'liBhir; Uavu II.MiiKU 
8:45 am ..... Sunday BchonI
ri:00 am A fliOO prn .. Sunday SnivIcea 




W. !:inBnii;h and Mill!. Hu, 
Sunday Sitrvlr;oa S a m, arid 10 a.tn, 
1 Surulay School lOa.tn.
IHL HfiV, O.L. MALING > (i!»ti'3*V3
^WMata»ni>wwlwiiimaw«w»««w *»»»** *•*"*’*
200’a. JUICE 250mLAsald.




Chlldron’* Church.................1 LOO am
Morning Worahin............. .. 10:30 am
MALFH UALY - Haalor
65S-10«B
MlETHEL.',
fTLlOWSHKMJAPTiaT CHURCH ^ 
226«MlllftRrt, Phono 660 5012
H»v, Oorald W. Mollor 
fl:45 a.rn.Sunday Schnol 
linnam MninlnnWrorslilu
S:Se p.m. ......... .. Evaning Fallowatrlp
A Church tor lh» Whale Famllf
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Sludge project pondered
Sewage sludge from Bazan 
Bay Treatment Plant could 
soon be fertilzing Saanich 
Peninsula farm land if a pro­
posed test project is successful.
Sludge from the plant is now 
dumped into the bay but pro­
vincial environment officials 
say that practice can’t continue.
The Capital Regional District 
is considering drying the sludge 
for use as soil conditioner, said 
Sham us McDonnell CRD 
manager of engineering service.
To test the idea the CRD, 
North Saanich council and 
Agriculture Canada’s Quarin- 
tine Station are working toward 
a pilot project which would dry 
the sludge for use it as an soil 
additive at the station.
. “It is an exciting little pro­
ject,” said Igor Zahynaez North 
Saanich municipal engineer.
The project would involve 
building 600 square feet of 
sludge drying beds, room for
about 10 per cent of Bazan 
Bay’s sludge, Zahynaez said.
A 10-inch layer of sludge 
would be placed on the beds and 
dried for about three weeks.
The station would then add it 
to non-consumable crops such 
as grass and forage corn.
While CRD officals tested the 
project for health hazards, the 
station’s scientist would test the 
product’s viability as a fer­
tilizer.
Quaratine station manager 
William Lanterman notes that 
using human waste on crops is 
hardly a new idea. It’s been us­
ed in a number of countries in 
Europe and Asia for centuries.
But he cautions that his sta­
tion has no expertise in the 
health aspects of the project. 
Agriculture Canada’s contribu­
tion would be in supplying a test 
area for the sludge and assessing 
its impact on crops.
If approved the year-long test
project would cost about 
$21,000, McDonnell said.
If the pilot proves successful 
all the sludge from the Bazan 
Bay Sewage Treatment Plant 
could be dried on a 6,000 square 
foot drying bed — just a little 
larger than an average city lot.
This would produce about 60 
cubic feet of dried sludge a week 
which, initially, would be given 
away to local farmers.
While McDonnell hopes 
sludge drying project will 
viable for the Bazan Bay, 
doubts it could be used 
either of the other two Penin­
sula treatment plants in Sidney 
or Central Saanich.
Both are considerably larger 
than Bazan Bay. They also con­
tain more industrial sewage 
than Bazan Bay, which collects 
strictly residential sewage. In­
dustrial sewage normally has 
levels of heavy metals which are 
too high for fertilizer use.
I Esao BSB pap m™ BUS BSOB BISSB a&3B KBB 0B B9B BS9 KBH BBIS9I iSn HM
652-1222
OVER 80 YEARS EXPERIENCE






SIDNEY RCMP are asking for help from the public in 
locating this $700 painting, Fishing Fleet, which was 
stolen from the Blue Peter Pub during a power outage 
between 8 and 11:30 p.m., June 25.
EMPLOYMENTpim
ARE YOU AN EMPLOYER wanting to hire help? 
willing to train on the job? 
interested in wage assistance 
during the training period?
N. SAANICH
ff ff MAIL BOX SHUFFLE 
North Saanich council wants 
j opinions on where to put 
' Canada Post’s new super mail 
boxes which are being installed 
in Dean Park Estates.
The municipality wants 
Canada Post to provide work­
ing drawings of where the cor­
poration intends to locate the 
super mail boxes so any traffic 
hazards can be detected.
Installation of the boxes — 
which have been expected lor 
over a year now ■— is also a con­
cern because it could damage 
the municipalities underground 
servicing.
While Canada Post said it 
would be installing new super 
mail boxes last September, all it 
has done in the last year is move 
around the existing green boxes 
to the consiernalion of many 
Dean Park residenis. Two of 
them arc Aid. Don Ckoeiicy 
and Aid. Bill Gordon, who have 
^ received a number ol com- 
plainfs.
mastered her bicycle, near the 
road.
‘‘We have a couple of blind 
hills going to and from our 
house that seem to be used 
mostly by thrill seeking 
adolescents who seem to find it 
amusing to do, at the very least , 
80 kmh past our home.”
While municipal engineer Ig­
or Zahynaez suggested a hill on 
Clayton Road between Alder 
and Heather could be lowered 
and branches cleared to im­
prove visibility, council decided 
the first step was to reduce the 
speed limit along the road from 
50 kmh to 30 kmh and step up 
patrols by RCMP.
Zahynaez will draw up a cost 
estimate for flattening out the 
road. The estimate will be con­
sidered by council during the 
fall budget deliberations.
Employment Plus could be for you.
Employment Plus is part of a $26.7 million commitment from your 
provincial government to help people receiving income assistance 





A speeding moioris is sliatier- 
ing the hopes of it <|uiet rural 
lifestyle of at letist one Clayton 
Koiid resident.
Despite li\'ing on it detid eiul 
toad, .liiliJi Koh wiote Not tit 
.Satinich council to say: “I am 
terrified to let my voting 
daughter, wlto has now
NATIVES WANT NOTICE 
The Tscycum Indian band 
wants notice ot any further 
development of land in North 
Saanich.
“With the signing of the 
Coast Salish Declaration ol 
Sovereignty and Inherent rights, 
we hereby give notice that any 
further development uf, or on, 
undeveloped lands in the
You can receive 50% of an employee’s wage, up to $3.50 
per hour when you hire and train someone receiving in­
come assistance from the Ministry of Social Services and 
Housing,
To qualify, you must:
• be a private sector business, nonprofit 
organization or local government; and
• create an additional job to provide full-time employment 
for 2-6 months for 30-40 hours per week; and,
• pay at least the provincial minimum wage; and
• provide a trainee with work experience and skills.
Think about it—-you may pay an employee up to $7.00 an 
hour to ease your workload—and the Ministry of Social Ser­
vices and Housing pays half the cost! You could find 
yourself with a trained and valued permanent employee at 
the end of the program!
FOR THE INCOME ASSISTANCE 
RECIPIENT
The Employment Opportunity Program gives you the op­
portunity to develop or update your skills while training on 
the job. Additional support benefits such as day care con­
tinue while you’re gaining valuable job skills. This work ex­
perience is the first step to permanent employment!
To qualify, you must be:
receiving income assistance from the Ministry of Social 
Services and Housing; and
• at least 15 years of age,
If you find an employer who is willing to train you or to pro­
vide you with work experience, the Employment Opportuni­
ty Program will pay half of your wages, up to $3.50 per hour.
Think about it--this is your opportunity to build an indepen­
dent and secure future for yourself,
any
North Saanich District, from
thi.s tlay forward oiir chief, 
council and band membership 
are to be notified,’’ reitd a letter 
sigtted by C.!hiei David Bill anti 
councillors lletirictla Charlie 
and Ihirry .tones,
The letter received^ little 
discitssion by Norilt Satinich 
akierman and was received for 
infotmaiion,
Arc you a reqislorod nonprofit orqanimiion waniiny to spearhead 
a projocl loavinq a tourism logacy in your roqion or community r* 
It you have Iho malorials, wo can payyou tOO'Vi. at airomtiloyoo's 
wage ot up to $7.00 per hour for iol.is piovidinti work oxiiuiioncc 
and dcvolopinq fikill.s
,Somo possifilo projocls indurtr; cnnalrutdiori, rodoration and 
upgrading o( tourist (acililiOE, or providing Bignificani irn- 
pf'ovf'ntont'* ti"i lourist roLalod atlivilit'S, sorvicos and ov(,int!i
If you aro an incomo assistance rocipiont botween 17 and 24 years 
of ago, the Enviionmonl Youtli Program can employ you on park 
impiovomont piojocis, It will provide work oxporionco and train­
ing lo those not only In rural areas, but also in urban areas 
Ihioiigtioui Iho ptovinco,
The t-iwlfonment Youth program is made possible through the 
co operation ol the Ministry ol Environmont and Parks, the Out- 
flooi Rocroaiion Foundation ot British Columbia rind the Ministry 
o! Social yervicos and Housing.
MEN’S SHOP’^ ;
«»in >hn Maiinn Courl” on 2ND ST.
TuoR.-Srit. 8;.1O-0‘.3O
FOR PROGRAM DFTAIt.S ARD 
APPI.ICATION FORMS. CON TACT 
THO NlrARFST DISTRICf OFFiCr: 
(Rr'jo the Blue Pages of your 
lolophono Directory unrJei Ministry






I lunourahlo Claudo niCihmbiitj, Mininlor
OPEN"UP TO
....  O AA/I.j
SAVINGS
Save money on this U 
cubic loot ti|n‘tgh 
I n'i'/cr I t om l icncral 
ITcc/ci, Availahlu ni 
attractive ,colorstiid includes I'IKK
Spoilage Insurance am 
(..oiiipi *- sso! / .tcaic i’ 
Unit Avananty. Mcay* 
iiv insuhticd for mayi- 




Spacious 7 cubic fool 
chi................ ............
4^99?'
vTtcsl freezer is jitsi right 
for tothtys active lam- 
ilv! Aviril.ahic in ap­
pealing, Almond crdotii 
and includes divitler 
basket and Food Spoil” 
age insurance. .Inst 
image this bcczii jiill 








yonr aparimcal, enter- 
iiiinmcai area;, or 
.smaller laniily. lit) Ih. 
cap:‘.:’itv ami tnH Imn/n 
compaiimcni iiicans 
'*'1, value .'ll this, low. low 
price, Available, irt 
'ffc, Almond colour, btxtd 
Spoilage insurance
Was
TRADES WELCOME - TERMS TO
. . . .  ... ,fr
FREE DELIVERY
lurrittii
iHiHiiininiMMHT/. I ff f / a* vi It Tit;
•wuiiwniMtlllMittiniinil
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Encoofifer at Denale
- faciag gnzdy In Alaska wildofaess
By Hugh Nash 
Special to The Review
"Hey!"
We had just begun to unpack what was to be a multi-colored dinner 
of freeze-died stroganoff, green peas and chunks of summer sausage 
when we heard the first "Hey!”
Here we were "alone" in the wilds of Alaska’s Denali National Park 
and Preserve, but someone, somewhere was yelling through llie 
mountain stillness.
Three or four more "Heysl" came from high above our mountain-side 
camp where our tent sat on tall grass clinging to pegs and low bushes. 
Then another unseen voice, this time from across the narrow valley, 
answered with more "Heysl"
This was getting annoying. There wasn’t supposed to be anyone for 
miles around. We were in Alaska’s backwoods high country.
My 21-year-old son, Ron, decided to get the binoculars from the tent 
which was pitched the required 200 yards from our "dining room." This 
was so that any animals attracted by food smells and spills v/ould be 
lured away from our sleeping quarters. Maybe through the binoculars 
we could find out what all the noise was about.
I busied myself organizing the gloop which would soon be dinner.
"Ahh, Dad. There’s a bear down here."
I stood up very slowly. Sixty feet from Ron was a bear. A grizzly. A 
big grizzly. It stood on its hind legs. Its head, shoulders and arms 
showed above the low bushes which had earlier shielded it from our 
view.;
It waved its paws a little. Trying to keep its balance? Exercising? , 
Waving to Ron? Showing off its 12-centimelre claws?
The bear swept its heavy head from side to side checking out the in­
truders with its weak eyes and strong hose. The hump of gristle on its 
shoulders was very, very visible.
fe"Ahh,vDad. Maybe you should put the food away in; those con­
tainers," Ron said in a low voice. Only his lips moved. His body was as 
still as the mountain.
; I was already packing it away as fast as my little fingers, now all 
thumbs, could move.
The containers were two, black cylinders made of hard plastic which 
were given to us by a park ranger when we signed in at the Denali Park 
information centre for four days of backpacking. The lids were held on 
by two screws. Bears and other animals don’t carry screwdrivers so 
they can’t get at the yummy stuff backpackers carry around to eat.
The ranger had told us that the first and most important thing to do if 
we saw a bear was to put our food into the containers - or throw it in <.i 
stream. We had no stream.
The rangers want to minimize the chances of grizzlies discovering the 
close relationship that exists between food and humans - and the in­
evitable results of such a discovery.
Bears, which can easily scent Ute goodies inside the conutiners, can’t 
gel a proper grip on tlie fool-long, eighl-inch-diamclcr cylinders and 
crack tliem open.
Our foray into Denali, formally called Mount McKinley, was part ol 
a month-long, father and son, northern journey which had taken us to 
Dawson City, Yukon and would, if the bear down there co-oiicratcd, 
culminate with a lookscc along Uic Chilkool 1 rail.
The lime in Denali, an Indian word meaning The High One for the 
highest mountain in North America at 6,984 metres, was to be one ol
the highlights. , ,
Wc had hopped off the Alaska Railroad tram which had brought us 
190 kilometres (120 milc.s) south from Fairbanks and trudged a mite to 
the Riley Creek Information Centre and ranger station.
No cars arc allowed into the park. But a free shuttle bus service, 
which begins and ends at Riley Creek, sends dozens of yellow school 
buses back and forth every day from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. along the park s 
one road - an 87.9-mile stretch dial runs almost straight west from 
Riley Creek. Passengers may get off at almost any spot along tlie road 
and hop on a returning bus when they want to come out.
However, we wanted to slay overnight. There were seven camp­
grounds and 230 spaces ("all full tonight, sorry"), or we could camp in 
the bush. Back country camping meant walking at least a half-mile 
away from the road and keeping out of sight ol die road. There are no 
trails in die back country.
Denali is divided into 50 back country areas, each encompassing 
many square miles, and each night only a limited number of campers 
arc allowed in to sleep. Wc chose Area 31 which touched die road 
about 45 miles in and wdiicli contained Polychrome Mounltiin. Wc 
thought it might look pretty in the sun. It did.
According to The Denali Road Guide, a $4.95 U.S. booklet sold al 
the information centre. Polychrome Pass was created about 10,000 
years ago when the glaciers retreated higher into the mountains leaving 
a wasteland of rock and rubble. On the valley floor, the glacier stranded 
boulders, called "erratics," some over 50 feel high.
The glaciers also left behind huge blocks of ice which melted and 
formed keltic ponds. Far below our tent, below where Ron and die bear 
were playing he-who-blinks-firsi-loses, one of those little kettle lakes 
lay blue and calm.
I had just crammed the last of die food away and was, very ineffi­
ciently, screwing down the lid when ...
"Ahh, Dad. She’s got two cubs with her."
Jeez! There were only about 200 grizzlies in the whole 5 1/2 million 
acres of die park and three of them showed up at our camp. My mind 
froze. All I could think of was a story in one of the grizzly books we’d 
read two days before while sitting in a safe Fairbanks hotel.
II seems a wildlife photographer had been, from a respectable dis­
tance, certainly more than 60 feet, snapping off shots of a sow and her 
cubs when the mother look exception to die invasion of her privacy and 
charged the photographer. He stood his ground, as the bear books say 
you’re supposed to, and the bear slid to slop a couple of feet in front of 
him. With a swipe of her paw she sent his very expensive camera with 
its very expensive long lens flying dirough the air until it crashed 
against a tree and turned into junk.
The photographer was convinced his head would soon follow his 
camera and waited while the bear huffed and puffed foul breath in his 
face. But maybe il figured the photographer had already learned a valu­
able lesson for it turned and walked away.
So did this sow.
Satisfied that two puny humans posed no threat to her cubs and that 
she had shown us who was the real boss in her park, she dropped be­
hind the bushes and followed her children down the valley, past die 
calm kettle lake and out of sight.
Wc boiled up our gloop. But it tasted different than on other even­
ings. More exciting somehow'.
Ron said it was too bad one of us hadn’t had the camera ready and 
snapped a few frames. Yeah sure, Ron.
That night every sound outside die lent seemed quite bearish as we 
talked about what we had learned earlier.
Most important seemed To be that w'hen unseen people in remote 
areas decide to yell "Hcyl", don’t gel mad. Just stand still.
And join in - the louder die better.
For information on campground reservations, write: Superintendent, 
Denali National Park, Alaska;99755; or call (907) 683-2294 between 6 
a.m. and 7 p.m.
PRICE GUARANTEE
I Should any competitor lower our advertised | 
I prices, on identical items, in their ads, we | 
I guarantee these items will be sold for | 
I less at Save-On-Foods. |
W SAVE-ON-FOODS YOU WILL SAVE MONEVT
At SAVE-ON-FOODS we are dedicated to making 
your shopping experience as quick, easy and 
enjoyable as possible. We, the professionals, pay 
special attention to customer service, cleanliness, 
selection, quality and freshness. We know 
SAVE-ON-FOODS has forced others to try to follow. 
We will continue to keep our standards high and our 
prices low.
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According to the Denali Alpenglow, an eight-page paper hand­
ed out to tourisLs visiting Denali National Park and Preserve, the 
grizzly and black Ix^ars in the park arc unpredictable, can maul or 
kill you and may attack when surprised.
The paper lists 12 steps toward travelling safely.
1. Avoid initial confrontation with a tear.
Bears should never be approached.
Watch for bears and signs of bears.
Do not feed animals.
Make noise, particularly where visibility is limited.
Leave your dog behind.
Use telephoto lens when taking photographs.
Keep a clean camp.
Keep yourself clean, Avoid perfume and deodorants.
10. Fncounlcring a bear - never run. You can’t outrun a grizzly.
11. If a bear charges you, stand facing the bear and don’t move. 
Most charges are bluffs.
12. If charge coiitimies, and pliysical ’s imminent, drop to
the ground ami play deail in a curlctl up position with hands 
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Dust-sensiiive students given option
Dust .sensitive students won't 
have to attend Mount Newton 
Middle Scliool, the school 
board decided .lune 27,
About five or six siiidcnis 
would otherwise be obligated to 
attend Mount Newton next 
year. But they’ll he ttllowed to 
attend either North .Siianich or
Royal Oitk scIuktI.
T'he boartl made the ilecision 
because tlusi raised in the gravel 
pit near Mount Newton may be 















Owner WIH Dormnn gives personal ntlonlion to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Torrnco, Sldnoy. B.C.
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Prestige office space for rent. Only 2,000 
sq. ft.left. Spacious hallways, elevator, lots 
of parking.
Prime retail space facing,5th Ave. and Cour­
tyard.
656-1125 Slegg Lumber
479*7908 ev. Bob Blrley










JOIN CAPITAL IRON in 
SIDNEY’S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.ft. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION
PHOnTtUDOR'eSTATESTtD. at?8T-91lTor 38M464 mI^eh
IliOO
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Look out for winged dragons
Our winged dragons are on the wing again! Dragonflies and 
damsclflics arc busily hawking for air-borne insects over our 
ponds, lakes, streams and other damp places.
Few insects possess powers of flight comparable to those found 
in this fascinating group of insects. It is rewarding just to observe 
them pursuing their normal activities - hunting their prey, 
mating, and depositing their eggs.
Dragonflies and damsclflics both belong to the larger group 
called Odonaia, which is derived from the Greek word meaning 
tooth and has to do with their strong, efficient jaws.
How do you distinguish members of the two groups in the 
field? Damsclflics arc very slender bodied insects with four ap­
proximately equal long transparent wings which are held along 
and slightly above the body when tlic damsclflics are at rest.
They arc relatively weak, slow fliers with the wing action 
readily observed as they move from place to place. While tlicy 
come in a variety of colors, perhaps our commonest species is a 
very bright cerulean blue one.
Dragonllics, on the other hand, have stouter bodies and arc so 
swift in flight that the human eye can follow them only with tlic 
greatest of difficulty. Their four wings arc held hori/.onially or 
drooped slightly forward when the insect pauses on a stem of 
grass, a twig or bit of aquatic vcgclalion. Youngsters often say 
that tlic dragonfly holds his wings like those of an aiqilanc.
The adults of both groups have several features in common: 
two pairs of wings, similar in si/c witli net vcining; very huge 





DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
We care for small animals and birds and provide 
a mobile service for horses. 9
2144A Keating XRd. 652-9700 Saanichton |
antennae; and long, relatively slim bodies.
The young of both develop in freshwater where they prey upon 
other fonns of life. While our larger dragonflies of the Middle 
Carboniferous Period was the greatest of all insects, cither fossil 
or modern.
This giant dragonfly, called Mcgancuron, found in the Coal 
Measures of Belgium, had a wing-spread of 29 inches! It 
prospered some 300 million years ago.
People often sec two dragonflies flying from place to place 
while hooked together. These “dragonfly wheels’’ each consist 
of a mating pair during which time si)crm arc being pressed from 
the base of tlic male’s abdomen to his mate.
The eggs may be laid, on die top of the water, beneath its sur­
face or within plant tissue. Here tlicy hatch and the predacious 
larvae proceed to grow up over a period varying from one to five 
years.
Generally, those species living in cold waters such as in north­
ern ponds which arc ice-bound for a significant part of the year, 
have longer periods of development. Again, the grayish-green 
body of the larvae of the dragonfly is much stouter than that of 
the damsclfly.
Dragonflies possess spines on their legs which, together with 
the limbs, form a sort of basket used for catching flying insect 
prey on the wing. The prey is quickly trtinsfcrrcd to the moutli 
where it is chewed and swallowed.
The next time you arc outdoors looking for something interest­
ing, try to spot one of our larger dragonflies on tlic hunt.
Do your best to follow him with your eyes and you may see 
him dart swiftly forward and capture a smaller insect. At least, 
you should spot the movement of his mouthparts as he chews.
The glory of a dragonfly surely resides in its marvelous, rela­
tively enormous pair of compound eyes, which cover nearly the 
whole of the head. Each is made up of a great many units called 
ommatidia, shaped much like the cells in a honey-comb.
These eyes vision which makes it possible for the fascinating 
















SOUP OR SALAD 
THE DAILY SANDWICH 
COFFEE OR TEA. . . . . . . . . . .
AVAILABLE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
PATIO DINING
WEATHER PREMITTING
DRAGONFLY Cy Hampson photo
THE LATCH RESTAURANT
|j^; 2328 HARBOUR RD. {In Sidney) 
656“6®22 ^servatlons
How the Criminai Code applies to boating
By the Law Society of B.C.
The summer boating sca.son is 
upon us. ITiousands of enth­
usiasts in new boats and old boats 
have taken to the coast and inland 
waters.
But how much do you, as a 
boater, know about the rules that 
apply, especially those covered 
by the Criminal Code?
For instance, section 395 of Utc 
code makes it an offence to tic up 
to a signal or buoy that is used for 
the purposes of navigation. This 
offence is punishable on sum­
mary conviction which carries a 
penalty of up to a S2,C)(X) fine 
and/or six months in pri.son.
In addition, anyone who will­
fully alters, removes or conceals a 
signal or buoy is guilty of an in­
dictable; offence is five years in 
prison. You must ensure that your 
boat is in good shape and that you 
have an approved life preserver 
for everyone on board.
There arc rules when towing a 
water .skier, as well. The boat 
must have two people — one to 
watch — when towing anyone on 
any water skis, surfboard, water 
sled or other towed object such as 
an inner tube.
Also, you cannot tow someone 
from one hour after sunset until
BY WA5T1H& AV;H-lEy OM E’C’ATlMG "CPflCi^L"
AMP eYfT'MSl'ils U'Fg JAOfceTS,,. I WAS' ABLE To
..i ....................
sunrise. Do not pull your friends 
in the dark. Both of these of­
fences are punishable by sum­
mary conviction.
The rules of impaired driving 
apply to impaired operation of a 
vessel as well. You can be con­
victed for blowing over .08 on the 
brcailialyzcr or for refusing to 
blow. The penalties for die first 
conviction will be a minimum 
fine of S300 with the possibility 
of a prison term.
In addition, you will be 
prohibited from operating a ves­
sel for a minimum of three 
months.
If you arc involved in an acci­
dent with another vessel, you 
must stop, give your name and 
address, and assistance to anyone 
who requires it. If you leave the 
scene of tlic accident, you must 
prove that you did not intend to 
cscaixi civil or criminal liability.
These hit-and-run rules are tlic 
same as apply to cars. Remember
also that you are obliged to render 
assistance to anyone at sea who is 
in danger.
Dangerous operation of a ves­
sel, or any water skis, surfboard, 
water sled or any other towed ob­
ject is also an offence. Looking at 
' all the circumstances, which may 
include such things as the condi­
tion of the waters and the use 
normally made of the waters, the 
operation must be dangerous to 
tlic public.
The penalties range from a 
summary to an indictable convic­
tion with up to five years im­
prisonment. If a person i.s injured 
or killed, Uic penalty may in­
crease to 10 or 14 years respec­
tively.
Keep in mind that your plctisurc 
boat will be included wiUiin the 
mciining of vessel for Uicsc rules. 
The use of common sen,sc will 
avoid criminal liability under 
tlic.se rules and make for a boat­
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(M) Bio O Tiios ....
Electrolux of
Canada........................... - • • • 652*6b60
(17) Qartsido Marino En{jinoa ., b55-4543 
pfi, Island Body Toning '
Muffler Rav ............. 65ri*Y228
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ON THE SKY - ROBERT HUNTER
On Iho cover ol Hobnrt Hunlor'a nnWosi book "On Du) bky ’ is Iho 
fiubililo "Zon and Tho Atl ol Inlornatlonul f iooloadlng" Tbfd rnlohi load 
orui lo think lhai II would be a tiavol book, VYbII, yor. nnd no. ^ ,
hlunlor, (1 losidoni o( BiUlsh ColuiTibla, has lod a very inlorosllng and 
unusual IKo. Ho is said to havo Ixieii Canada's ('nil 'hippie' writer and was 
very ocilvo In Groonpoaco, His stylo ol writing Is Indlcaiive ol the inlluonco
that those tlinos had on many o( us, . r. .
With Humor loading Iho way, toadois will iournoy to ihe Bahamas, 
Germany, Bangkok and oilier ogually as inleiosllng places, There Is one 
switch — Ihe readers cpxerionco what Hunter exporloncetl You becorm 
ncAitely aware ol the dllloiont impressions experienced by olherri, i lO 
smug, dork hurno(,ir may not be (or everyone but I enloyed it immonsr^ly, 
Hunter's wil is truly sharp and does not lot up,
SomolimoB with all the wit and alories, llie basis ot the tiook could 
almost become hidden In (act, 1 almost (orgot to wiilo It into the review. 
Hunter was Inlroducod Into tho travel writing Hold by a (riond Hero Hunter 
found lhal Ihero was a world where virtually everything was tree — plane
tickets, hotels and 1(.xk1 .
"On Tho Sky" v’ a IX'Ok that yoii can onioy ovon wtien you ve anlslied
roadirig It. Th(s r.l(:)rios arid hurnoui remain vxilh you,
Avniinblo n(:
ABOOKSTORE&lUOni;
4th & Beacon Open 0 arn-10 pm EVERY DAY
* . I
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*
ALL WORK CONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 
FREE ESTIMATES
I.C.B.C. CLAIMS & PRIVATE CLAIMS 
WINDSHIELD REPLACEMENT 
COMPLETE PAINTING & BODY WORK 
ACRYLIC ENAMEL & LACQUER PAINT 
RUST PROOFING 
FRAME UNIBODY REPAIRS 
COURTESY CARS
PHONE
2104 MALAVIEVS/, SIDNEY, V8L 2E4 
(Turn Off Highway At Lights On Beacon 
Left On Resthaven, Left Onto Malaview)
Last weekend we made the lengthy trip to Ucluelet to go fish­
ing. In spite of my concerns about the Pacific Ocean and the size 
of the waves on its vast surface, we had a wonderful time and 
came home with some beautiful fish.
Last night wc had the meal of my dreams ... if I were to have a 
last dinner, this would be it... fresh salmon steak, new potatoes, 
and freshly picked peas, both the latter cooked with mint. Yum!
The wild rhododendrons are still flowering on the edge of the 
highway between Ucluelet and Tofino ... a lovely soft rosy- 
mauve color, which reminds me there have been several calls 
about pruning rhododendrons, camellias, winter jasmine and 
lilacs.
All of these should be pruned after flowering, if they need it. I 
hate to touch rhododendrons myself, consequently ours arc rather 
rangy and taller than the ideal. Even earlier than this is the best 
lime to prune, since they will be growing vigorously. But it is not 
too late, so, if you feel it is necessary, go to it!
Prune back to an outward-facing side branch, cluster of leaves, 
or dormant buds clustered on the stem, and your shrub should 
start new growth from there. I’d be inclined to do it in stages, a 
little this year, again next year, finishing the pruning the third 
season.
Don’t forget that your rhododendrons require a lot of water 
during the summer, and a mulch of leaves around the base will 
protect the many surface roots, as well as conserving moisture.
Treat camellias the same way, and once again do it as soon as 
possible ... your plants will be sending out lots of new growth at 
this time.
Winter jasmine can stand a much more vigorous clipping, they 
are such rampant growers. You could even attack large plants 
with the hedge clippers to keep them within bounds.
Lilacs can also be cut back quite drastically, always making the 
cut just above an outward facing branch, or leaf node. If you 
leave a stub, with no leaf or branch above it, the sap has no 
where to go, and this stud will die. When this happens you run 
the risk of infection entering the shrub, and tliis no one needs!
Lilacs are not acid lovers like rhododendrons. They thrive with 
a dollop of lime spread around their root area and watered in. 
Mrs. Chislett reported unhappily that her dwarf lilacs had not 
bloomed this spring, but that they were healthy-enough looking.
After going through the possibilities (lots of sunshine, regular 
fertilizing with a product with a high middle number to en­
courage flowering, i.e., 15-30-15), we finally came to the conclu­
sion that her plants needed the afore-mentioned half-cup of 
Dolomite lime around the base to make them bloom. The dif­
ficulty here is that we’ll have to wait for next spring to see if that 
works!
I have had a terrible lime this spring with pole beans, iliey 
refuse to sprout. The first lot were seeded toward the end of May. 
Nothing happened.
The next ay was June 5 and from that came three sickly look­
ing beans. At this point I don’t know w'heiher to try to sprout 
them in small pots, or just give up and settle for more .scarlet- 
runners.
The seetl is a couple of years old, but with beans, (in theory, 
anyway) it shouldn’t matter. I’m sort of disappointed, tliough, 
since they were Romano, the purple-podded ones.
We have one water-lily in bloom, the red currants are ripe. 
“Himself” picked most of them the other day, and after much 
picking-over for stems, saay leaves, sick-looking berries, he 
handed them over to me for freezing, saying, “I’m darned if I 
know why anyone grows these things.’ ’
They make super jelly, of course. I’ve frozen them though, to 
be added to all the other berries, lo make an absolutely marvelous 
seven or eight fruit jelly, whose recipe I’ll share with you a little 
later on.
This reminds me, we have Oregon grapes ready to be picked, 
and if we don’t do it today, sure as sure, the starlings will beat us 
to it. We didn’t get a berry last year ... they took every single 
one!
“Himself’ came in yesterday with five ripe thornless blackber­
ries. I was horrified. It must too early. I haven’t finished picking 
strawberries yeL and raspberries should be next I guess berry 
season is here in earnest, and I better get busy washing jars!
Gurriculum then and now
By JENNY SIGURDSON
When readers compare today’s 
high school graduates with those 
of previous generations, they may 
need to consider the direction 
studies take today in contrast with 
past decades. ,
Perhaps 20 years ago there was 
much more emphasis on academ­
ic courses. Today, although aca- 
dcrhics are as much a necessity 
for graduation, other op­
portunities are offered to students 
as welL''
A high school student graduat­
ing in the 1960’s with a general 
purpose diploma may have taken 
mailt, English, literature, 
chemistry or physics, P.E., 
French, Latin, and social studies. 
Because the student chose an aca­
demic diploma he had no time for 
vocational training for credit.
Today, along with these con­
ventional courses, students are of­
fered the opportunity to learn 
about computers, dance, art, 
drama, family managemenL 
law,journalism, foods, wood­
work, auto mechanics, drafting, 
plastics, consumer education, 
marine biology, earth science, 
typing, business procedures, ac­
counting and other specialized 
courses.
In addidon to class studies, stu­
dents these days may pardcipaie 
in programs such as advanced 
directed studies, co-operadve ed- 
ucadon, peer tutoring, and work 
experience. These recently devel­
oped programs give the student a 
chance to focus on a pardcular in­
terest in areas they would not 
normally experience in a more 
li'adilionally structured school en- 
vironmenL
One teacher at Parkland
Secondary School, Chris Doman, 
wonders if, “society is dictating 
the direction of education,” rath­
er than, “schools leading 
society.”
Roger Pircs, a French teacher 
from Quesnel, now in his first 
year at Parkland feels, “there 
should be separate schools,” 
vocadonal and academic “allow­
ing students the opportunity to 
switch (from one to the other) 
while maintaining high academic 
standards in both.” ’ T '" '
“Perhaps by providing more 
vocational training there would 
be fewer drop outs. ’ ’ A concern 
of Pircs’s is that, “university has 
become a thing for the rich.” By 
giving students marketable skills, 
university might become more af­
fordable.
A counsellor at Parkland, Anne 
Mais, who has dealt with siudenLs
looking into many different' 
careers, feels that, ‘ ‘Course selec­
tion is really broad and beneficial • 
to the students.” By offering a 
greater diversity of courses, our 
school system enables students to . 
select a career well suited to their ‘ 
capabilities and interests. ’
Those not aiming for a post 
secondary education have greater • 
chances of obtaining a job after ' 
graduation as they have begun to : 
develop ^vocational skills, . she ^ 
said. -
The benefits of enriching the 
curriculum are that students arc . 
exposed to broader knowledge oL^ 
the many facets of the modem 
world. It provides greater 
stimulation and enjoyment for 
diem throughout Uic day, and 




Sidney RCMP report that a 
1972 i^alsun 240Z was broken 
into .lune 12. Stolen was a 
Kodak Disc camera, a pair of 
sunglas.scs and a cassette case 
and tapes.
The culprits also altempted lo 
remove the stereo system. 
Police are invesiigiiiing.
LIQUOR OFFENSES 
Sidney RCMP have stepped 
up enforcement of the l.iquor 
Act and severid chtuges of con- 
.suming liquot in a public place 
have been htid in tlie Durrance 
: Ltikc area.
SHOTS HEARD 
Sidney RCMP received a call 
that about nine shots were 
heard coming from .lames 
hslancl June 14.
The patrol ve.sscl I larvison 
responded <md discovered that 
the culprits had already left the 
area. It is believed the suspects 
were sliooling at (leer on the 
island.
stereo player, fishing equipment 
and marine flares were stolen.
Sidney RCMP are in­
vestigating.
BOAT BREAK-INS 
Three boats at the North 
Saanich Marina were broken in­
to lune 19. Articles .such as 
binoculars, an AM/FM cassette
FERRY ACCIDENT 
Two Vancouver residents 
were involved in an accident 
aboard the Queen of Esciuimall 
B.C. Ferry. One of tlic drivers 
had stopped insitlc his lane in­
side the ferry. The owner's wife 
opened the passenger side door 
of the vehicle vvlien it was struck 
by another veliicie passing by it 
in (he next lane,
No charges were laid aiul a
drapes STOLEN 
A resident on Idist Saaniclt 
Road reported that it nvnlii' 
colored 10-foot by six-foot 
drape with a white sheet attach- 
ed to the back was stolen from 
her clothesline between 11 a.m. 
and 1 p.m, June 16,
The woman hung out isvo 
drapes to dry about II a.m. and 
tiiscovered one missing a cotiple 
of hours later, Tlic drape is
valued at $HttO.
Birds still fouling Elk Lake beach
Pollution counts on Elk Lake 
beadles remain high, thanks to 
large flocks of .seagulls .and 
geese.
Capital Regional District 
cornmunity health services col- 
iform counts for beaches on Elk 
l,.ake rose rapidly recently to 
159 fecal coliforrn per l(K) ml of 
water and htive remained high 
for two weeks.
The recommended provincial 
limit for safe swimming is 2(K) 
fecal coliforrn per KK) ml of 
water.
While CRD lictUh officids arc 
watching the count for Elk 
l.akc, it lias not been posted 
with a warning sign.
Beaches are not posted tmiil 
pollution levels are consistently 
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ZEN(TH■ 2:HEA'D:''v T-.v;., ..A'^410 
TOSI-ilBA 4 HE AD .. A ,,.. ,^499 
ah: WITH Fbll WFMdTi: AND HO.
0i$PUY M0DaSLlMiTf.DQ»ANriTIB ^
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
PARKS COMMISSION
liMiin
m. QRA.! - ?nrt .RTRFFT. SIDNEY. B.C,
NnrIh.S.iJinirh C/iijnril Is atToptlnn apnliratlorm from Imtivlrtui'iln IpleronlfKi 
In serving on the North Buanlch Parks Commltniton, Tho Parks Commission 
will fldviso (Council on all rniitlorti rolatocl to tno acquisitiori, ditiporjal 
onlaroomont, dovoloprnonl arid rnalntorianco of local parks, tiaiio nnd 
beach .iJCccssuL. riva .ippglnttficrJs will bC'tT'rKLh'Of'*. n\o miiniripniity ii 
largo, and It la hoped that nil arena of the rminlcitiitlity can po rcpfr.*soniocl 
Inleiostod porsons tihould torwnrd Ihoir namesi to Mrs Joan f: Schili, 
Municipal Clwik, 1G£0 Mi|lt. nond, P.O, Ook TCJO. r.ldn(JY riC, VOL 4C1. by 
.July 15, tOfiCl.'
2(K) fecal colifoiin count level.
Another loctil beach, Roberi.s 
Bay, which hits posted fecal col- 
ifortn ratings ns higlt as 169 per 
KX) ml of water recently, has 
been dropped from the CRD's 
weekly advisory list,
Health officals dropped 
Roberts Bay from the advisory 
because few people, if any, use 
tlie beach for svvimmiug, sjiid 
Kciinctli Ainslie,
Tlie UHIT hasn't stopped 
rnoniiaring the pollution levels 
but has simply stopped repot - 
ting them in its bullcliu.
iduccitlovi holpi
Say you saw it in the Review
The ratio bf lemalc in male 
cjirnings improves with higher 
educalioiiat ailiuniiiem, tannngs 
of Men and UVerten, 1986 reports, 
The .Suilislics Canada ptihlieaiion 
.shows earnings of women with a 
Grade 8 education or less were 
56,9 per cent of ilmse of ttu'ti 
with liie same cducalioii.
Women with post• secopdary 
ccrtificaics tir diploma earned 
69 7 per eem nC ih'U tv.i
ihcJr mala coimierpan.s,
total of $800 damage wa.s clone.
CAR ACCIDENT 
A .36-ycar-oltl Victoria man. 
wa.s charged with disobeying a 
slop sign after the 197.1« '
Volkswagen be wa.s driving' 
struck a CMC truck driven by a 
27-ycar-old .Sidney resident at 
tlic corner of Miilaview Avenue 
and Fifth Strttei, shortly after 12 
noon June 16,
rite Sidney resident wa.s also ‘ 
charged in the accident, for not 
having a valid driver's licence, 
Toud damage to lioth vehicles 
was$.5{K),
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PIRANHAS 'FANTASTIC'
Fiwe records broken in Nanaimo
“Fantastic, great and incredi­
ble,’’ is all Piranhas swim club 
coach Al Porter could say.
Spurring the reaction was a 
1982 record for Division 1 boys 
freestyle swimming being 
broken by a Piranhas team at 
the Nanaimo Invitational Swim 
meet June 25 and 26.
Four other pool records were 
broken at the Nanaimo meet by 
Piranhas swimmers Stephan 
Jakobsen, Jamie McDonald, 
Jennifer DeWolf and the boys 
Division 4 freestyle relay team.
Porter says his team is gain­
ing ground on the powerful host 
club, the Nanaimo White 
Rapids. “We might have some 
surprises for them at the 
regionals,’’ Porter said.
Eighteen club records were 
also shattered, many of them 
topping times set earlier in the 
season — as swimmers train 
toward the regional and provin­
cial meets in August.
Novice swimmer Jennifer 
Deane set one of the most ex­
achieving four personal best 
times at a meet, will be given to 
Lorelei Wey, Jenelle Cassidy, 
Janice Hanan, Kim Tyndall, 
Stephen Pannekoek, Jens 
Jakobsen and Ian Denman. 
Michael Calkins, performing 
four best times for the second 
time this year, will be rewarded 
with a set of hand paddles.
Stefan Jakobsen was hoping
to earn his towel at this meet but 
instead managed an amazing 
eight personal best times to win 
the Al Porter carving trophy. In 
order to qualify a swimmer 
must set four best times during 
the heats and better those times 
during the finals, held at the end 
of the day.
A special award, hand-carved 
ivory miniature pull-buoys, is
reserved for this achievement, 
H i n g 1 e y said.
Assistant coach Pamela Ens 
is the only other Piranha who 
has earned the delicate Al 
Porter carving.
Aggregate trophy winners in 
Nanaimo were Michael Calkins, 
Janice Hanan, J K a m i e 
McDonald, Stefan Jakobsen, 
Andrew Ens and Pamela Ens.
citing club records in Nanaimo, 
said spokesman Glenda 
Hingley.
“Winning her heat in the 
Division 3 breaststroke was a 
real thrill, but finishing first in 
the final and setting a club 
record shows that she has a 
great season ahead,’’ Hingley 
said.
Deane is new to competitive 
swimming, starting with the 
Piranhas last spring.
Prime Piranhas towels, 
awarded to swimmers for





FOR FAST EFFICIENT 
SLUDGE REMOVAL
HAVING FUN AND MAKING MONEY TOO, young swimmers from the Pirhana Swim 
Club wash up a storm at Sidney Chevron, June 18, to raise money to pay for pool 
time.
Pre-school closes after 17 years
About 1,2(X) children have 
gone through Pals Pre-school in 
the Knights of Pythias Hall on 
Fourth Street during the past 17 
years, but there will be no 
future alumnis.
“It’s been very poor the last 
year or so,” said part-owner 
Gordon Jones. Gordon and his 
ex-wife, Leanne Jones, closed 
the pre-school June 28.
it had operated from 
September until June each year, 
but in past years enrolment of 
three- and four-year-old 
children.Tias dropped • lo !about> 
25 from about 80.
Classes used to be held four 
mornings each week, but this 
year they’ve been held Tuesday 
and Friday mornings only.
A lot has changed in 17 years, 
Gordon Jones said. “When we 
first started, the mothers used
to feel so guilty about leaving 
their children,” he said.
Last Tuesday a final party 
was held for parents and 
children from this year’s class. 
Some parents bought equip­
ment and toys that have been a 
part of Pals over the years.
“Our goal has always been to 
give the children a good, 
positive attitude and feelings of 
self-worth,” Jones said. 
“Social interaction is the big­
gest part of it.”
The Joneses did not get into 
the pre-school, operation ; to 
make money, but found a lower 
enrolment didn’t leave them 
money to pay the bills for the 
c o m p 1 e t e ly independent, 
privately owned pre-school.
“We started with just about 
nothing and now we’re ending 
up with just about nothing,”
Jones said. preparing for the coming
Plans are uncertain. Normal- September. But this year there is 
ly the two owners spend July no September opening to plan 










Rain may have, sprinkled 
parts of southern Vancouver 
Island over the Canada Day 
weekend, but forest fires are 
still feared, says Kcnzic Foort of 
the Forest Ministry.
South Island district have burn­
ed 80 hectares of forest valued 





FINAL DAY FOR TICKETS
2280 Beacon Ave. 
656-1176
GET ACQUAINTED WEEK!







Great Concession -- Free Coffee till Noon 
FREE PARKING
9842 3rd Street (Across from the Fireball)
Licence #447091
Drought conditions that have 
persisted for the passed three 
years mean local stands arc very 
dry, especially on Vancouver 





The drotigl'l lit's been so 
severe many small western red 
cedars and grand firs liavc died 
or are dying on the Saanich 
Peninsula.
After two campfires were left 
bunting over the weekend, 
Foot! is advising extreme ctui- 
tion with outdoor fires, While 
camp fires luc still iillowcd, they 
nmst he restricted to designated 





30 day trial period 










Audiologist c c c.
Gov't. Licensed
We had a great time.
So far this venr 19 fire.s in the
HAVE a ,HE,ART!
Someone you know 
deserves (*> be 
iioinhiated for
Air C'lniniUrs 
“Heart of <Jol»l” Awarti
Do you know somcoue who goes 
out of hi', or her way to make your 
tanumooliv a Iwuer pl.ice to live'.*
Air CaiKula arid sour comnnmiiy 
newspaper would like to help 
salute these m»lividuals.
You can start things oil try 
nominating someone you know'. 
Call voor local weeklv newspaper 
I lo( details,
This gorgoous 5>plt?ce 
grouping fonturos 48" 
Acrylic top table and 
four ultra comfortnblo hi* 
back ftlod base chairs. 
(Tropifone oxclusivo)
15-year warranty





The management and staff of Block Bros. Realty (Sidney) wish 
to thank the following special people:
-PENINSULA CABRIAGE TOURS:
thanks Mark md Cathy for providing the use
' " of youi hay vjagoruiurinfl the parade. ' rv.'f .
-PENINSULA CELEBRATIONS SOCIETY 
-SIDNEY JAZZ SOCIETY 
-ALL VOLUNTEERS
Thanks for making tho Sldnoy Days/Jazz Postival “Wookond To 
Colobrato" a fantastic oxporionco and a fittinp tribute to Canada on 
hor birthday!








2392 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 
655-1323
761 Fort St. 
Victoria 
384-1723
SHOWING HOW THE PROS do it — at least when they’re making a point — is Bill 
Mawhinney. Golfers gathered around to hear useful tips, before going onto Glen 
Meadows 18-hole course to compete in the one-day Pro-Am tournament. Here 
Mawhinney demonstrates that no matter how short the club, the swing is the the 
same.
Continued from Page B2
Thanks for making us 
one of Canada's largest
Credit Unions.
Formerly First I’acific «& Westconst Savings Credit Union
8-8 tie with Vic/Esquimait dur­
ing the last game of the regular 
season, held at Bullen Park 
June 28.
Seaboard opened the scoring, 
by putting in the only goal of 
the first period. The second 
period was high scoring, with 
Peninsula putting five away and 
Vic/Esquimalt four.
In the third period Peninsula 
allowed four goals and scored 
only twice to end the game lied 
at eight goals each.
Clayton Mitchell scored five 
goals, and Kyle Bcllcgay and 
Brent Wigmorc each scored 
singles while Mark Wildy chalk­
ed up three assists.
BANTAMS
Grant’s Small Motors Penin­
sula bantam lacrosse team end­
ed their regular season June JO 
witli a 7-4 victory over Vic/Es­
quimau on the road in Bullen 
Box.
“There was excellent goalten­
ding by Brian McUermii and it 
was a complete team clfori,’’ 
said Walden. This w;is Penin­
sula’s first win over Vic/Es- 
quimali this year.
Gerritt Vink led Peninsula 
with five goals. Jacob Partin 
scored two goals and two 
assists. Jim Odgers had two 
assists and David Van den Burg 
had one assist.
MIDGETS
The Peninsula Army. Navy,
Air Force Veterans .sponsored 
lacrosse team played six games 
since June 20,winning one and 
losing five.
In a game against Juan de 
Fuca June 27 the midgets came 
away with a 14-6 victory.
On June 25 the team travelled 
to Nanaimo where they lost two 
games, both of them close. 
Nanaimo won the first game 11 -
9 and won the second game-13>
€8. June 24 saw the ANAF VetS 
lose 14-7 to Juan de Fuca. Jun^ 
22 they lost 6-4 to Vic/'E.t^ 
quimalt and June 20 they lost 9r 
5 to Saanich. k
The Peninsula midgets ar^ 
entering playoff games th^ 
week, as are novice, pee wee^ 
and bantams. 5
Hotel team clinches first place
First place in the Lower 
Island Mixed Ftistball league is 
guaranteed for the Sidney Motel 
team, following a 9-4 victory 
over Tally Ho at Sanscha P;uk 
last Wednesdtiy.
Mike Mcrreil w;is the winning 
pitchci, iillowing loin liii^. and 
striking out three biitiers,
'Pop bailers were Sli.anc Grif­
fey, with three singles for one 
Rill, Dean C'hristttme. with two 
home runs for two RBls, anil 
Tonv Floor. wJih two flits after
three trips to the plate.
Peter Ter Mors hit a big dou­
ble with the bases loaded in the 
sixth inning, bringing in three 
runs, Terry Ross tulded to the 
.score sviih one home run.
Thewin brings MoieTs league 
record to 18 wins and one loss 
with only three games left in the 
regtih'ir sca.son.
"We’ve j'Ot one irophv drrvvn 
and three to gir,” said cotich Joe 
Sparrow.
The fastball team hail ji break 
last Sundtty and play again
tonight at Sanscha Park againsK 
the ANAF Vets. Game time i.{; 
6:30 p.m. >
Sunday they play the Canter-^ 
bury Inn, the second place tcanfy 
in the eastern division beliinitf 
the first place Hotel team. ThaCj 
game sltirls al II a.m. alfj 
Heywootl I’ark. •;
District pltiyoffs will bi>J 
played liilv 16 and 17 and;* 
league championships tire Jnlv^ 
22*24. The two lo]) teams ad-ff 
vance to the provincials In Rich-;* 
mond Aug. 5, 6 iuid 7.
Anderson wins four events
i'’eninsula J rack aiut f ield 
club athlete Jim Arideison won 
all (he (wents he cuiered at the 
Petice .•\rch Games, in Bell- 
inghttm. o\cr the weekend,
The 14-year-old Sidney resi- 
deiii fini.shcd in first place in the 
f,500-me!t‘c track event with a 
lime of four mimues, .16 
. second.s. He also phiced first in 
the 800-m in two inintUcs. .Fu 
seconds, first in tire Jfio-in in
54. i seconds and first m the 
20<)-m with a lime rrf 25 seconds 
fliil,
l.,ast year Anderson won all 
the events he was entered in/at 
the same event.
,'Nitder.soji wtr.s competing in 
the, event fc,ir !.F and 14 year- 
olds events, but 15"ye;ir"Okis 
were included in sonte of iris 
competinons during the two- 
clay event, .lulv 2 ;md .3.
Peninsuht I'nick and Tiehlj 
club aihlelcs will be cornpetinrij 
in summer track events, Iregimtlj 





DRUQLESS PAIN RELIEF 
: T.E.N.S.UNIT 8249'’“
♦ HOME NURSING AND • OSTOMV CARE 
SELF HELP AIDS PRODUCTS







Early enquIrfoB/wlll biiMd to stilt 
enquire
The share of total em|iloymcntj 
III Gantida held hy women in-^ 
crettsed to 43 per cent in \9K({ 
from ,37 per cent in 1976, ;
Ihe iliiidi’ to Caiuidd.
DuUi oil IVniiicii ((.'ported thaf 
vromon arcounicd for ,1,8 per i.cnl 
Ilf ill! lull-lime workers in roimiry; 
bv 1986.
•T H'
WELCOME TO A NEW WORLD OF CARING
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Grade ‘A’. CARTON OF 12
•DATED FOR FRESHNESS “FRASER VALLEY PRODUCED 
•PACKED IN BIODEGRADABLE CARTONS 
•THE CARTONS ARE ONLY USED ONCE 
•THE EGGS ARE PACKAGED 
•CARTONED, CANADA GRADE ‘A’ LARGE
B.C. Grown. 
Canada No. 1 Grade
! A;?-'-'
A?
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PeaSi Corn or Green 
Beans Asst. Varieties 
398 mL Tin. ©cl'.








or Hot Dog Buns. 
Pkg. of 8 
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PALLISER
5 pee. Dinette suite, oak solids and 




Lazyboy Recliner - 
Rocker Chairs 
Many styles and fabrics to 
choose from. All with the 
famous Lazyboy action.
1 d 1# S i t
ftZ"^ ■ A;lJ .fSff% , ,
,§m i/A '&diy.k
”4 ''Ji H -1 
'"■t?
K’i?
Aspers” — a Quality Hide-A-Bed from Simmons — The 
Beauty Rest People. — No more needs to be said about the 
quality. Regular size- assorted covers. Reg. 999.00
Wicker Chaise Lounge
in Antique White finish w/matching 
side table.
igsdh, -Jdtd d%i i®*5,{ft f£* ‘■—f,/ a ;i jj j.J
i'^ufw SI ^
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Imported Sofa/Loveseat. 100% top grain leather. Multi density 
foam offers comfortable seating to last. 6 colors to choose from.
ro '■}: I' is<«to.«
.,11 I / ‘,_ . s ' •'





® Prnhahli/ that finA*■ Probably Ihe finest...
Garden Furniture
15 Year Warranty! On Sale 
Now. 5 Pee. groups






A Charming 7 pee. French Provincial Din­
ingroom Suite. Lightly scaled lo fit easily 








Nf(i ■■ m ■r:I ii j'Sy
'M ■
Hutch with display lights 
and curio sides, oval dining 
table 38"x56" extending 
to 74” complete with three 




“Copenhagen” 4 pee. contemporary 
Bedroom Suite. Crafted In solid oak and oak 
veneers in honey oak finish. The drawers are 
Il dove tailed and on "easy glide” metal runners, 
i f Triple dresser with wing mirrors, five drawer chest 
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jnrf'^;! ySTANDARD FUrtNlTUnK X
CUJArrANTl'TS THE PRICES ARK TKl! -^
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30 rsAYS or* your purcuagi-, if you r ind '
TU r: ID I'; N TIC A1. M C R C H A fl DIS F E1. 5 C ■ 
WUriRL UNDER THE SAME OONDmONS 
AT A LOWER PRICE, WE Will OlAlllY 
REFUND THE DICrE RENCf', TO YOU.
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SAAMICM fi ifUIJ--- iSi.ANliS Store Hours: Monday to Saturday 9-5:30
CHECK OUR THREE EXCITING FLOORS IN 
SIDNEY FOR MANY UNADVERTISED ITEMS
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THAT MEANS INSTORE SPECIALS GALORE!
STillE^
South African merchant 
fights apartheid
A black power cry and Zulu word uniting freedom for 
black South Africans is the banner for a Sidney craft and gift 
shop.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
YOUNGSTER TAKES in Sidney Days fun at Tulista 
Park. More Sidney Days and Jazz Festival photos ap- 
>ear in pages A7 and AS.
Store owner Trish Girard says she chose the name because 
it is easily recognizable by anyone who knows anything about 
South Africa.
“(The blacks) in South Africa shout Arnandla and raise 
their hands in a power salute,’’ Girard said.
“1 opened (the store) because I want to help the situation in 
South Africa and 1 couldn’t do it in South Africa,’’ she said.
About 16 months ago Girard lived in Port Elizabeth, a 
town in the Eastern Cape province of South Africa. Her 
father, John Malcomess, is an opposition member of parlia­
ment for the Port Elizabeth Central constituency.
Girard and her husband Robert, an engineer turned house 
builder, came to Canada because they feared the pro­
apartheid government and wanted to fight it.
Jewelry, leather crafts, wood carvings and numerous other 
items, many of them from South Africa, are sold in the shop 
at 2383-Beacon Ave. in the Driftwood Centre.
“I feel by creating a market for South African crafts here 
I’m helping the black tribes in South Africa,’’ said Girard.
“The more I sell, the more jobs become available for 
them,’’ she said. Girard’s mother. Sue Malcomess, helps with 
ordering and shipping items for the shop.
A donation box for people who do not want to buy 
anything sits in a corner of the shop.
Leather belts, Zulu bead belts, spears, decorative tables, 
ornaments, ebony carvings from Kenya, straw baskets and 
mats — all are in stock and ready for customers to select for 
their home.
Grass and brass bangles are also popular items, alongwith 
earrings, chains and colorful beaded neck chains.
A wide variety of African animal carvings are sold, in­
cluding elephants, lions, antelope, hippos, rhinos and ba­
boons.
African masks, imported from across the world, are also 
part of the wide variety of items al the store.
Sometimes they run out. “It takes a couple of months for 
things to come, so if customers see soinething in my shop they 
like, they should buy it right away. I may not be able to get it 
back in again right away,’’Girard said.
Spring buck skins, made into caps or pouffes, are also sold. 
“All the skins are from places where animals have been cull­
ed,” said Girard.
IN AFRICAN CLOTHING surrounded by crafts, carv­
ings and jewelry from South Africa, India and other 
places is Trish Girard of Arnandla—African Merchant. 
Girard says she is doing her part to fight afsartheid by 






Shop Capital Iron 2353 SEVAN AVE., SIDNEY 655-7115 1900 STORE ST.. VICTORIA 385-9703
SUMMER FABRIC
Ol PARANr'P
Our entire Summer stock of solicis, prints and bridal fabrics in polyester, rayon, 
cotton and poly/cotton blends all 20 to 40% off. 115 cm to 150 cm wide. Reg 




Summer panl Avoigitt fabric In 
bluo, rod, grocn, mint, iiglit coral, 
liglit fuchsia or whitrj. 11.5 cm 






Poly/cotlon blond fabric in whilo 
or pasta! shades. Soma substan­





A wido varioty of colours in solicls 
and stripofi, 112 to 140 cm wido.
Off
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Mitsken
☆ EXTENDED WEEKEND HOURS 
We’re Now Open from 7 am to 8 pm 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
(7 am to 7 pm remainder of the week)
BRENTWOOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
Wheelchair athlete going for Olympics
A special kind of athlcie rac­
ed in the 10-kilometre Fun Run 
down Lochside Drive during 
Sidney Days, Canada Day mor­
ning. That athlete was Kevin 
Gardner, and he was the first 
one across the finish line — 
never leaving his seat.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
The 20-year-old wheelchair 
athlete wore gloves covered with 
tar to turn his wheels at speeds 
equal to those he would reach in 
Olympic wheelchair track 
events. He finishing the race in 
under 27 minutes.
Friday’s racee is less training 
than Gardner woud normally
do in a week. The graduate of 
Parkland Secondary School has 
been living in Vancouver recent­
ly, training twice a day, si.\ days 
a week for two important events 
that are fast approaching.
A team of 16 wheelchair track 
and field athletes will go to the 
Olympics in Seoul, South 
Korea, for demonstration races. 
Gardner is working to be part of 
it.
His sights are also set on per­
forming well at the Paralym­
pics, held in Seoul after the 
Summer Olympics are over — 
an event he’s already qualified 
for.
“Making the final to go to 
Korea is more important



































THE VAU.EY ROAD,/BRtX:E HORNSBY & THE RAIXIEE(RCA) 
FOOLISH BEM'/DEEBIE GIBSai (WFA)
THE FLA.ME/CHEO.P TRICK (CBS)
NEW SENSATION’/INXS (WEA)
MAKE IT\ REAL/TriE JETS (ttCA)
I STILL BELIeRtE/BRENDA K. STAPJt (t-CA)
LOST IN YOU/ROi STEViART (WEA)
ALPHABET ST./PRINCE (WEA) ‘
FAR FROM OVER/BLVD. (MCA)
, TpGEniER FOirEVER/RICK ASTLEY (RCA)', . '
HANDS TO HEAVEN/BREATti (A&M)
HOLD CN TO THE NIGiTl'S/RICtiARD MARX (CAPITOL)
BEDS ARE BURNING/I-UDNI'TE OIL (CBS)
IN YOUR SOUL/COREY liART (AQUARIUS)
RUSH HOUR/JANE (TEIDLIN (CAPITOL)
CIRCLE IN THE SAND/BELINDA CARLISLE (MCA)
, MERCEDES BOY/PEBRLF«S (MCA)
ROU^ WITH IT/STEVE WIM'JOOD (VIRGIN)
IF YOU GO -ntlS TIME/PCVriNUM BlXiNDE (CBS)
DIRTY DIANA/MICHAia. JACK.S0N (CBS)
DIAMatD SUN/GI..ASS TIGER (CVtPITOL)
HAKeMe IXSE CCKntOL/ERlC CjARMEN (B^rn 
'I'a-YCA.T PRa'A/Dotr. a ihe glix;s (AaM)
EVI;nmHItJG van? IIEAI?!' DESIRES/HAI,!^ a OATES (RCA) 
SIGN YOUR NAME/raiENCE TRENI' U'ARDY (CB.S)
TILL THE .STARS FAI.l./SnWJGE AlWANCtE (CAPITOL) 
KISS ME DFAIM.,YA.ITA FORD (RCA)
WALK, 1X.XI'T RUNAWirOtM BURN (CAPITOl,,)
LINDER THE MIl.KV WAY/niE CHURCH (RCA) 
PARADISI'./SADE (Clffi)
because to be part of the Olym­
pics would be pretty big, pretty 
exciting,’’ Gardner said.
One week’s training includes 
two or three 12.5-km hill climbs 
near UBC, three distance road 
workouts of 10-km, 12-km and 
15-km, two track workouts and 
one short speed workout. He 
goes through from 10 to 12 
workouts each week.
“There’s the integration. 
They’re able bodied and we’re 
competing their beside them.
“It’s frustrating to see the 
sport as a whole ignored 
because of the athletes involv­
ed,’’ Gardner said. “The top 
wheelchair athletes in the world 
are training just as hard as able- 
bodied athletes.’’
Gardner qualified to try out 
for the demonstration team dur­
ing the Canadian Track and 
Field Championships in Ed­
monton June 11 to 13. He 
finished in fourth place in a 
1,500-metre qualifier with a 
time of three minutes, 59.53 
seconds.
“The top five were all under 
four minutes and all were within 
two seconds of each other,’’ 
Gardner said. “International 
races tend to be more strategy 
than speed.’’
The top four finishers go to 
the final Olympic trials at the 
Ivo Van Dane Memorial Track 
and Field Grand ,Prix in 
Brussels, Belgium, Aug. 15 to 
20. There, eight men and eight 
women will be selected for 
demonstration races during the 
Summer Olympics.
“Canada has strong entries in 
wheelchair track events,’’ Gard­
ner said.
Gardner started wheelchair 
track and field events in earneist 
in 1984. That year he won a 
gold medal in shot put, a silver 
in the 5,(X)0-metre track event 
and a bronze in the 800-metre 
track event at the United States 
National Wheelchair Track 
Championships.
He was also presented with 
the Most Valuable Wheelchair 
Athlete award at the B.C. 
Games for the Physically 
Disabled in i984. Slowly Gard­
ner abandoned swimming, 
volleyball, basketball and tennis 
concentrate on track racing only
after the 1987 Canadian Games 
for the Physically Disabled. 
There he helped set a world 
record in the 4 X 4U0-m relay 
and a Canadian reocrd in the 4 
X lOO-rn relay.
He had begun in sports for 
the physically disabled as a 
swimmer, competing in the 1977 
B.C. Games for the Physically 
Disabled.
Gardner has been physically 
disabled since a child. A reac­
tion to an early DPI polio in­
jection is the suspected cause 
for Guillian Ban c Syndrome.
Since 1984 Gardner htis com­
peted in numerous wheelchair 
track events, including the Pan
Am Games in Puerto Rico in 
1986, the Canada Games, the 
B.C. Championships and the 
Harry Jerome Track Classic.
The costs are high. Gardner’s 
S10,t)(X) budget includes $2,500 
for a racing chair, $500 lor tires 
and $650 for gloves, push rims, 
tape and spare parts.
His specialty is the 1,500-m 
track event. “Up until last year 
I did the 800, 1,500 and 5.000- 
m,’’ Gardner said. “Eventually 
I’ll probably do marathons. 1 
already tend towards long 
distance events and will pro­
bably do more road racing in 
the future.’’
Going to South Korea, with
news reports of student 
demonstrations and violence, 
doesn’t bother Gartdner. “1 
don’t think it would go on if it 
was dangerous,’’ he said. His 
teammates joke about it. 
“Don’t lead until close to the 
finish because of the snipers,’’ 
they say.
“I would go for sure even if it 
did look bad,’’ he said. “Wor­
rying about it isn’t going to do 
any good.’’
When he isn’t racing Gardner 
attends English courses at 
Langara College. He plans to 
take the fall off, after the 
Paralympics, and attend UVic 
starting in January.
WHEELCHAIR ATHLETE Kevin Gardner was the first person across the line in his 
special racing chair during the Sidney Days 10-kilometre Fun Run, Gardner is shown 



















The Sidney ANAF Vets mini- 
lykc lacro.s.sc team .split its last 
two game.s of the the season 
with one win and one tie.
On June 28 the Vets trascllcd 
to Colwood to play Juan de 
Fuca and were the first team on 
the scoreboard, but lost (he 
season-ending game 9-2.
Kyle Johnson scored ilie first 
goal on a set Tip with Natlian 
ilarry. Strong pltiy by all team 
members ;ind great goaliending 
by Aaron Magi s:iw the first 
period end with the home letiin 
leading 2“ I,
In theseeond period the bub­
ble burst and the Sidney N'ets 
were otitscored by six goals 
allowing Jntin de Fucti to itike a 
commanding 7 ! Ic.id,
In the third period ... and the
final period of the season the 
team rebounded magnificently 
to allow the opposition to score 
just two goitls, stiid coitch .Itick 
Magi.
Spencer Cliff, .lohnson and 
Miigi checked leiiacit'iisly on of­
fensive T'liul Hariy. Stepliiinic 
Tyler :uh1 Sn/iinne Siim worked 
htU'il on defence while Colin 
Robetls iruidc c.xcclicnt uncs in 
net,'
Tlte icttm dill all iluit vvas te 
('IHired to “make the period one 
of the best the letirn has played 
and a great linish to tlie 
sotison.'’said Magi, ■
In tin earlier itanie, tlic Vets
htid a rew'arding game .liine 23 
tit home. They ouiscorcd T'ic- 
loriti/Esquimtilt four goals to 
nil in the third pcrioil to win 7-
Vic/nst|iiiiniill domiiuitcd the 
first period, scoring five gotds 
to Sidney’s ihiee, ITie mini- 
lykc.s two top scorer.s. Cliff,aiul 
Johnson, ,e;ich scored twice in 
the third iieriod i(> letu.l the com­
eback. Cliff ended up witli four 
goals tind Johnson ended with 
three goals in the game,
Harry,, (;ohn Rol'crts and 
.Magi etich helped engineer tlie 
third period cornel).it.k w il h 
assists.
St I ling defensive pet- 
formances \verc slutwii l>y 
Stephanie I'yler. fticho I’aiil, 
Su/anneSam and RvanMon is, 
NOVICE
’eninsiilii noMce Iticrosse
action last week, the Novice I 
Ujilinc Builders ictim dcfetilcd 
Stianich 3witli an 11-7 score 
June 30 tit Bitiefool Ihirk,
There wtrs Idl'- i.T .iclion ’A'il!) 
nice pitiys dcnion.straici.1 by a 
.skilled letim in a rough game, 
stiirl letim spokt'sman Vicki 
Walden.
“ I he goalie was really tm the 
btill.’’ siie said.
Mark Kosick led ilic scoring, 
with four goals tind iwi.t tissists. 
Sieve Wtilden had thiee gc.'tils 
iiiul <,’ne a-oisi, Ross Howie had 
tw() goals aiul three assists and* 
Sean Owen.s and RohiiTlIcm ;, 
blnff etich scoted . singles. 
A.'.sisis tilso went to gottlie 
' l.anee Mtiyes, Lariy Sci.iit tind 
Grtieme I leml’itiff.
In luioilier rmme, tills limc at 
home in Cenienni!d I’ark June 
29. the Upline Biiilders I’eiiin- 
sulii 1 nos'ice, si|nad soinidly 
dcfetilcd Siuinicli 13-1.
Kosick led tlic scoiing with 
si,\ gtials, Wtddcn had four, 
Howie hiid iw<) and Owens and 
Robin !Ieml,'ruff etich scorctl 
singles. Jon /tinichelli con- 
Pihiiletl with two assists,
■ 'BEE WEES
The I’tiiinsiila Sc.ihoaiii pcs 
wee hieioso:' team fouglit J(' an
ConllnuocI an Erigo A10
. fT
,*CUTS....
dOn CHII DHt N UNOiH M)
PERM '.......... C
w highlights
■ • COLOUR .......... .. .
• sHAimpoo, CUT, ntowonY
& CONDITIONER ..
i. W vi L-a U » i. y t. i •« *. i U a







• NO CHI-Drr CULCKtl
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Top coaches announced to zsBmasmaPeninsula Lacrosse Association
head local junior B team
The Peninsula Junior B team 
has recruited two top coaches, 
with hopes of making its first 
season in the South Vancouver 
Island Junior Hockey League a 
winning one, Peninsula minor 
hockey spokesman Larry Olson 
announced last week.
Former National Hockey 
League player and five-year 
Victoria Cougars assistant 
coach Grant Erickson will be 
, behind the bench as an assistant 
coach for the Peninsula Eagles 
Junior B team, next season.
Erickson was a Boston Bruin 
and Minnesota North Star more 
than a decade ago and says he is 
looking forward to “working in 
this age bracket.”
“I’m familiar with what to 
expect and what to hope tor,” 
Erickson said. He will be on the 
ice during practises and plans to 
primarily work with younger 
players.




for the head coach/general 
manager job. He coached the 
Esquimau Junior B team last 
year and has II years coaching 
experience with minor hockey 
teams.
“I’m very familiar with the 
league,” Mowat said. “I know 
what it takes to put a winner on 
the ice.”
Mowat is familiar with Penin­
sula players as well. He coached 
the midget team a few years ago 
and knows about a dozen 
players from the Peninsula who 
want to play on the new junior 
team.
“I’m looking at us as maybe 
being the team to beat,” Mowat 
said. Two years ago he brought 
the Esquimau Junior B’s from a 
3-32-2 record to 18-12-6 record 
the following year.
Try-out camps for the junior 
team arc scheduled to start at 
the Panorama Leisure Centre in
the first week of September.
“It will be a wide open 
tryout, open to anyone who 
wants to play,” said Olson. 
“We’re not going to turn 
anyone away. Nothing is pre­
picked.
“1 feel good about our 
chances to be successful in the 
first year,” Olson said. “1 think 
we can be more than com­
petitive.”
The team will be allowed to 
carry 21 players on its roster 
and is only allowed four players 
who are 21 years old.
“We’re hoping to fill those 
four spots and try to get some 
younger players to use junior B 
as a stepping stone,” Mowat 
said.
“We’re trying to be a 
development team, but also be a 
strong competitive team,” 
Mowat said.
Four teams make up the 
league — Juan de Fuca, Kerry
Park, Saanich and Peninsula. 
“It’s all Greater Victoria, with a 
maximum 25-minute run to any 
of the arenas,” Mowat said.
More support staff will be ad­
ded as the season gets closer and 
people will be recruited to help 
with many jobs associated with 
the game. A trainer is already 
signed up but ushers, ticket 
sellers, time keepers, score 




July 8, 8:00 p.m. (Fri.)
Lions Hal!, East Saanich Rd.
1988 Final Report




Team reps will also be look­
ing to the community for sup­
port. They plan to offer a 
package for merchants to spon­
sor individual players. The 
name of the sponsor will be 
printed on the back of the 
player’s sweater and sponsors 
will be mentioned in the pro­
gram.
Admission will be charged to
like-horne games at Panorama,
Iv' fr\ Hp 'A WCCk.ly to be held once a w(
Pipe band marches info town and stays
The Sooke Highlander Pipe 
Band marched onto the Saanich 
Peninsula Friday and now they 
, won’t leave.
Band members like the area 
■so much, they’ve decided to 
' stay, said pipe major Jock Low.
The marching pipe band, 
which formed under the Sooke 
Legion 54 back in 1974, played 
in the Sidney Days Parade on 
July 1, then offically made the 
Saanich Peninsula Legion its 
■ new home.
In the band’s early stages “We adopted them and they 
some members improvise the adopted us,” said Jock Low of 
construction of their in- the new affilliation between the 
struments. One member, Ralph Saanich Peninsula Legion and
Orginally formed as a drum 
and bugle band by the Sooke 
Legion, the pipe band soon 
evolved into a pipe band prac­
tising out of the Sooke Com- Grove, obtained a cougar skin what will now be called the
and had it mounted as a bass Saanich Peninsula Legion Pipemunity Hall.
The band has always had a drummer’s skin. The cougar Band.
strong social side as well as a 
dedication to its craft, ac­
cording to band historian Lor­
raine Collette. An early practice 
linked playing tunes with con­
suming drinks, until the band 
was in full swing, so to speak.
became the band’s symbol and 
appears on the band crest.
Over the years the band grew 
in popularity and numbers. 
However, as it grew, its orienta­
tion changed from Sooke to 
Victoria and Saanich Peninsula.
0'
0
The band decided to move 
from the west coast to the east 
coast of the Island because the 
majority its members now come 
from the Victoria and Peninsula 
area, explained Low.
Practices are held at Royal 
Oak School, a location central 
to the majority of its members. 
Low said.
The association with the 
Saanich Peninsula Legion came 
naturally as the band has played 
in the Sidney Days Parade and 
for the Legion for a number of 
years.
The band plays its mix of 
marches, jigs and horn pipes at 
least 20 events each year, among 
them the Swiftsure, the Oak 
Bay Tea Party and All Sooke 
Days.
This year the band is playing 
at both the opening and the 
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co-op\ An Old Style Butcher Shop
by,... ............................................................ ........................................... ........... ................................. ............
Jo-op Welcomes an Old Style Butcher 
Bruce Ackinclose as New Manager
Wc arc putting service back into the went business. Customised cuts arc our 
Specialty. Whether you wimt a pound of fresh ground beef, a iamb crown roast, 
or an extra thick .steak for BBQing, you can count on iw lo go the extra step to 





“'l personally gunmntcc the Quality”
MEAT MANAGER SPECIAL JULY 6th •• JULY 11th
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144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale







Small Engine Service 
Travel
Tree Services 
T.V. and Stereo 




LOVING DAYCARE, my home, large
playroom. Any age. Call Mrs. Rourke.
6^0 357. ............... ........
WILL GIVE TLC fo your child. My Sidney
honne. 655-4201............... ....... _...JiZ?®
WOULD YOU LIKE to go shopping or 
get your hair done? Leave your 
children with me. I am a non-smokmg 
mother of two with o huge backyard. 
655-3691. ...... ...... .......... 27/28
"RED TRACTOR" Farm and Garden Ser­
vices; post-pounding, augering, com­
plete fences - large or small. Also 
plough, disc, rofo, brush-cutting. Still 
call Ed ot 652-2333. 24/27
LAWNCUniNG. SI 2/hr. Rotovating 
with 16 h.p. Howord rotovator, S18/hr. 


































CARPENTRY. Framing, finishing, 
siding, decks, additions, alterations. 
Free estirnotes. All v,/ork guaranteed. 
John 474-6697.
TIC KIDDl BOO housekeeping, cook­
ing, gardening. Impeccable
references. $9.00 hr. 656-1599._25/28
HAVING A HARD TIME getting 
everything done around the house? 
Well, here's the solution! Hire a stu­
dent to do odd jobs. Call Murray at
656-5843. ^     27/30
QUALITY SEAMSTRESS. Reasonable 
prices. Custom and pattern work, 
alterations. Personal contact only. 10
YES . . . WE TEACH the Bedford ac­
counting course. YES ... it is an asset 
into the business world. P.S. we also 
teach the basics to absolute beginners. 
M-S-Dos leading into word processing. 
I.B.M. compatible. PHONE US TODAY 
— 656-4425. Small classes . . . space 
limited . . . register early. Morning - 
ofternoon - evening classes, only 6 
students per class. Step into the v/orld 
of computers . . . it's eosier than you 
think. 2412 D Beacon Ave., Sidney. Ph. 









BUILDERS OF FINE 
QUALITY HOMES








Q.m. - 6 p.m. opt. 303, 9901 Fourth St., 





HARDWORKING FfONEST LADY to do 
your cleaning. Sidney area. Please 






• FLAT ROOF OWNERS
Highly developed top quality-controlled 
material & installation now available to 
Sidney. Properly upgrade property, 
remove costly leaks, call-backs, 
maintenance. FREE ROOF SURVEYS. 
GET WITH IT - INSIST ON THE BEST!
Bill Hayfield, C. Eng. 652-4078





» ANNUAL LAWN 
CARE PROGRAM 












SHORT ORDER COOK Ex- 
perienced in Breakfast and 
Soups. Permanent part 
time, days. Apply Canoe 
Cove Coffee Shop, 2300 
Canoe Cove Road. No 
phone calls.
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. 
Painting and texture. Complete base­
ment development. 652-0836. _
U-PICK STRAWBERRIES 
SATURDAY & WEDNESDAY
(For additional days please 
phone in advance.)
" dfi H:
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 656-4507 anytime. If no 












24 HOUR FAX SERVICE * OFFICE RENTAL

















PERSON WHO has a riding machine 
capable of cutting coarse grass on 














THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
Ads are accepted Monday 
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5
""" 656-1151
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and solo copyright 
In any advertisement produced 
by Island Publishors Ltd, Is 
vested in and belongs to Island 
Publishors Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in that 
part and that pari only ol any 
such advortiseinent consisting of 
Illustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which is ot 
are, supplied in finished form to 
stand Publishers Ltd. aporating 
os the Review by tho advertiser 
and incorporated in said advor- 
tisernont shall remain in and 
belong lo tho advertiser, 
WARNING
No material covered under the 
copyright outlined above may bo 
used without the written pormlG 





Classified Rato; Ist insortlou..
15c a word, iTiinirnuru cfinrge 
$2.75. 2nd anu subsuaut/ut in­
sertion, ~ 10c 0 w'ord per ic'cor- 
lion, minimum charge $2,10 
Box number $2.00 per ad,
LIVE OUT NANNY required near Brent­
wood Bay. 10:30-5:30 Mon. thru Fri. 
Suits non-smoking married lady with 
car. References required. Call 652- 
3157. 25/28
vlcfORIA SIG^ ARMY CADETS 
has a rogram lor M/F age 12 to 18. It 
will continue with some activities thru 
the summer. Activities include ar­
chery, 22 target shooting, rapelling 
and sport parades. Cali Captain J.R. 
Hunger at 381-0584 or 382-8376. Pro­
gram is free.
OFFICE ADMINIsfRATOR required for 
permanent position for 20-30 hours per 
week. Keating Cross Rood area, Gopd 
organizational skills and ottontion to 
detail a requirement. Applicant must 
bo experienced with general offiert 
duties, light bookkeeping and ac­
curate typing. Sales or customer rela­
tions an ossot. Send resume to Box No. 
550 - 9781 2nd St. Sidney, V8L 4P0.
25/27
AVON! Join In the fun and earn SS. 
Avon is now soiling lingerie and a now 
color co-ordinated cosmetic lino. No 
oxpurionce necessary, full training. 
Only $10 invostmont. Products at a dis­
count, Call 477 -1393 or 652-2228, 26. 30 
FULL TIME person lo work in shop In­
dustrial sewing oxporionco on asset, 
Send rosumo to Box 455 - 9781 ,5ocond 
St,, Sidney, B.C. VOL 4P0, 27 28
WANTED: two o x p o r i o it t o d
sorimslrossos to make ond repnir bon- 
nor loiters at Skytom Hanger. Two 
weoks ol doily work to corrocl back­
log plus possibility of ongoing contract 
ropcilrs lo leilers on piece basis, Call 
Skytom ol Conodet l.lmilod, 658-1234,
77.'77
COUNTRY KITCHEN RESTAURANT. 
Sliort ardor gonerol cook wrjntod. Ev- 
perlento proloired but bot ossontial. 
Will b»> losponsiblo lex load (.iiepani 
tian ond somo menu planniiMT ffoply 
Country Kilclion If enltiuninl, Brent­
wood Bay. 27 28
PROGRAM WORKER, casual on coll 
position Idi holiday and sick rnlinf. 
Must Itova LTC Aide cnrtllitalo. Reply 




45 wpm typing skills & Grade 12 or 
equivalent. You may be eligible for 
sponsorship from your Canada Employ­
ment Centre, Social Service or 
Workers' Compensation Board, for this 
29-day 100% hands-on, lull time word 
processing course at our Government 
Certified Training Institute. A certificate 
of competency will automatically place 
you on our roster in our temporary help 
service divisioh.



















Westlake Appliance j 
Repairs




25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
• RESIDENTIAL, • INDUSTRIAL 
• COMMERCIAL 





, SEE us FOR;
• AERATING 
•POWER RAKING




\" OUR ANNUAL MAINT, I 
i/;;/PROGRAMS AREVERY/fl
REASONABLE;:
THE NEXT BEST THING 
TO BEING THERE...
... is letting us be there for 
you. We give your pet special, 
loving care whenever you 
can't. For a full list of our ser­
vices and rates, plus introduc­
tory' discount coupon, call 




Repairs to All Makes 




J J J. mt
CALL us FOR FREE ESTIMATE 
655-7065
RESIDENTIAL NEW WIRING 
REWIRING • EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING 






Auto - Residenliiil - Contmercial 






Excavating & Tractor 
Service Ltd.









LANDSCAPE HAKE ATTACHMF,NT 
•Picks up rocks down lo 3/4 Inch 
• Orhilkr, up hard p.:,icked .soil 











P,0. Bax 471, Soanichton, B.C. VOS
1M0 hy .luly 12. No nhonn rolln plnn‘:n,
■ 27.-27
FISHING GUIDE lo toko out groups on 
our 17' to .12' hoatfi. MiJ(.t hovn ox 
porlorKU vhiti Inign bonlti A know 
Sidnoy lluhit^g orna, 'rOfpcoll' woik 










Would you be happier with 
a more beautiful homo? A 
more elegant and up-to- 
date bathroom? Added 
don? An improved business 
lease space?
Roferoncos attest to 
Tony’s skill, helpful at- 
iHudo, and honesty. Call 
for a compotlflve ostimato 
from this old-world crafts­
man who cares about Iho 




« Slumps • Sowor Storm Orpins 
• Septic Fields • Wtitorllhcs 
• Driveways 
LEWIS SEVIGNY 
2320 Amherst Ave. 
G5B-3583
HARDYlAVmCARE







WIGGIN'S DIGGINS Bobcat Soivicn'. 
652-9600. ?!') •/(!
5 GARDENING
NANCY'S MOrtllE HAIRDRESSING will 
do your hair In your homo at your tan- 
vanlohco. Mon.-Fri, 9 q.ivi. , 5 p.m. 
Shnlloy 1» our Sidnoy hairdroLior, For 
an oppomimnni plruTio toll Sholloy, 
6r>6'9S6f> onytimo. 07 > ill
2 WORKWANTED
BAVi; T(Mf AND MtfNi-V ,, i'luir.ii in p.mi ,n.)
atrdi.ivoyftnt VISTA or M4f:ittnc:AU|,r
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
.Innuol , , / ''
Inlocal aron,'.......






By catnor , il,60
SEMFDISPLAY AND 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING' ond 
gnrtru'nl fjordnning. Rna-.onohlo rain*.- 
Coll 656-5;'IH2 alior 6 p.nt, 3,3 :11'
NiitfJ YOUK WINDOWS WAStiED'i' I ut 
ri quolity jab call Bloinn at 656.14'7S, 
Most hoi.if,a!, S17,iX). Ouhurfo or imtidn 
windows, : 33' IT
WOkhiS DU.' CAI LAiU-OCAf'IMC AND " 
GARDENING SERVICE. CnrlHiml 
PtHlICido oftplicolor, Cuiinntly 
lnf,| fr^r rvt»rr.|Nion Tip lav^n In* .
woods, ntf,, Tmu nthmatna, 6i»2’ 
46Hrt. ,i,T il
HAUUNG, tlEANUPS. YARDS, 
fMHKtmotii*, novm.trougtu, nir. flAMlgui 
tfimtrind. wuu.lows cl»i(inr‘d ui*,(du cjt 
out, Pointing or any you don't find 
tirnutodo 65'?,0/22, ,'J,1,''TF
CARPET5 FITTED, ro ■Orntr hnd,
TUTORING AND INSTRUCTION Piono 
ond nUM'lrlc orgart. inviiom. ovmlabUi 
In Sidn»i.y for rln%<,trnl, populni nnd 
Ihoory. , U»»ions „by on axporinnend. 
tnorfun, t.*Qin pfopciiuiiori lot fkiycil 
Con^mvotory, Wo!.lcTn Board and 
Ttinity CnIIngn, for inlnrvlow, toll 
r ! 6';?. lO?.? 74.'"77
CONSTRUCTION 
SPECIALISTS IN HOME 
REPAIRS A RENOVATIONS
HELP-*!
IS .lUST A CALI., AWAY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
REFERENCES AVAILABIE 
MO lOU TOO SMAl l 
CALL US FOR mEE
MICHAEL’S GARDENING 
& IRRIGATION
Lawn Cuts $-| COO 










SOD or SEED 
FREE ESTIMATES
OFfTCB SPACe frsr (Wd 
Ken 656418ftn.
2M) «i, ti. Coll 
2S'?'/
B8TIMATCS (355-/OB5
AURORA WOODWORK ipotIrilUIng in 
uiiiquw high guolity tribinnt making 
cind joinery, Coll John Donny 6659186 
alfwt' Itp.in. , 75 .’8
BFAUTfFUl. SKIN, Call (or a tomplimon 
lory MaryKay faciol or have o «kin rorn 
rlint in yhin own Tinnw, ftmilfrtH Rdny 
652-,5a;Wj. .
FOOT CAR! in your homn, t'ndlcuirt, 
foal mot,!mgr*, nail» tlippitd. $'20, (‘r/r
__ .. ■ ^ s,.













rdlm k p m, ,







• »,;v(i()v,-iilr50 » llotnvnllng
'• PiU.d! (L'ei/’e: rMf-'H!..!-)
Jack Matlonit fifirt-iufjO
WILL I’JO lAWNCUTTINO, frirm otW oU 
typnii of yord work, Coll Kan, 6l>6-4',t‘i9.
MOHRNk TUT TAI l/Htirif.CAPr 
^ MAINTTNANTT. Snvei I'nn* Cnmistiilrv 
Iduvirn, (.'(uiiliiHl L'lMjimdr* niot,
t » ITM IL- ■< .L-. > 4 I ■ i I
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SECRETARIAL 
SERVICES
nn ii I t i! n
yy AUTOMOTIVE 1 y BOATS 0 BOATS
\ HOOK STORE A MOKE
presents
Word Search
TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typesetting 
& word processing. Resumes, letters, 
to manuscripts & books. Reasonable 
rates. Big or small, we do them all. 
656-6466. 01/TF
WIN ^10°°® w I I ^ B gift certificate
REVIEWSUBSCRIBER BONUS
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus 520.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
530.00 in gift certificates.
KAREN'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 
Typing of ail sorts — letters, resumes, 
reports, etc. In my home or temporary 
secretarial assistant in your office. Call 
Karen, 652-5962. 16/39
Unscranible tne seven words below in Ihe boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked lo Ihe same theme + take the letters 
that appear in the bold boxes to find Ihe seven letter theme
lyliisiEimnQDDn
000000□□□□□□
TP SECRETARIAL SERVICES. Complete 
secretarial services for individuals and 
small businesses. 652-0834. Typing, 
word processing, resumes, letters, 
bookkeeping (Manual/Computerized), 
mailing lists, postal coding, date 
reminder, photocopying, telex ser­
vices, message centre, addressing, 
computer input, creative copy. 26/33





I.C.B.C. CLAIMS • LICENCED 
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY 








DID YOU KNOW that Itty Bitty Sign 
Shop . . . not only letters signs . . . but 
also designs logos, letter styles . . . 





Dicp yo'jf entry oil al Tanner's, The first correct entry drawn at 
neon the tclio'.ving Monday will v;in a SlO.OO Tanner s Gilt Cer- 
iiticate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
Qlft certilicate will be awarded.
Safes, parts 
iS Service
• Husqvarna • Pioneer • Toro 
• Shindaiwa • Jocabsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Road 
656-7714
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. Parts 
and service for all imports. 10124C 
Ai^Donald Park Rd. 655-1151. 49 TF
'74 TOYOTA CORONA MACH II. P.S,, 
P.B., auto, AAl, $1,385. 655-3489.
26/29
'79 OLDS CUTLASS. Open to offers. 
May be viewed at 10041 Wisteria 
Place. 656-9639 , 2 5 28
'81 BUICK CENTURY stationwagon 
267V8. New radial tires. PS, PB, tilt 
steering, stereo, velour seats, 70,000 
miles, showroom condition, S6,000. 
656-9669 or leave message. 27 27
'66 FURY II. Economical, slant six, ex­
cellent running and in good shape. 
$1,000 or swap for truck or 4WD. 656- 
2306. 27 27
'^ VW jETTA - turbo diesel GL. Pur­
chased Jon. '87 - still under warronty, 
23,000 km., sunroof, power locks, 
heated seats, AM-FM cosselle. Owner 
leaving country, $13,200. Coll 656-6142 
Qfter6p.m. 27/27
^"^VOLVO~245DL S/VV. Execellent con­
dition, only 60,000 miles. Owner leav­






















the boating specialists since 1957
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MARKET? 
For $159. per week we can place your 
Classified Ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered eoch week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
coll our Classified Deportment at 656- 
1151 for details. 11 /If
■' iS'i-'’' s'? ''i
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the both, or off the toilet? Let us 
instoll o grab rail. Free estimate. 
Phone 656-6656. 15/tf
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK. Guided 
trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhoven Ranch. Reservations, 478- 
3023. 15/tf
Marne AUTOMOTIVE
'77 DODGE VAN. Camperized. runs 
good, 360 engine. Call Ken anytime 




□ la.'o a Review paid cubsetiber. 
(1j 1 am not a F3eviev/ subscriber, 
rj I Wish to become a Reviev/ 
paid subscriber.
_r’lr;asi; drop your entry off at;
AUTOBODY at
> BOAT RENTALS from 58““/hr.





2240 Harbour Rd., Sidney
bOSUN'S LANDING
COMPLETE CAMERA OUTFIT: Fujica 
AZ-1 camera body; power winder; 43- 
75 mm F 3.5 zoom lens; 28mm F2.8 
lens; auto strobe AZ flash: 11mm, 
20mm, 30mm extension tubes: 2X 
televerter; Slik 800G tripod; remote 
shutter release; deluxe gadget bag. 
Complete kit only $650.00 or nearest 
offer. 478-1056 evenings / weekends.
13/TF
June 22 winner of a S30 gift 
certificate was W.A.D. Yuill 
of Spieden Place, Sidney.
#4 -10019 GALARAN RD. 656-8131
^S^NERs
A kook STOKE A MOKE
LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS; Pious, 









THE EXTRA (YARD) MAN
Lavvneutting, Weeding, 
Planting, Clean Up, 
General Yard Work 
Call Today for Prompt Service
656-1237
$^^ALL PAVING JOBS ‘ Drivewoys pat­
ching, asphalt sealing with profes­
sional grade sealer. Free estimates. 22 
years experience. Jim Pratt, 656-6841.
29/29
■ auto MOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
. MARINE






1977 HONDA CB400F, 4 cyl., in
showroom condition. 11,205 miles 
since new. $1,500. 652-0473. 25/28
J RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES
REGAL has gift items and wrap, sta­
tionery and cards, and much, much 
more. Your local representative is 
Sharon Holland. 656-1237, 24/31
COLONIAL STYLE loveseat, tapestry 
with maple show wood, $295; child's 2- 
wheel bike, convertible bar. $40 (suite 
5-8 yr. old): single metal bed frame, 
40's style headboard and footboard, 
$50.656-6603. 24/27
5-10019 GALARAN
TIC KIDDl BOO. Experienced detail 
boat cleaning, waxing, varnishing, 
and much more. 656-1599.
MOVING. MUST SELL four piece couch 
set, large wooden dining table with six 
chairs and china cabinet, Troy-bilt 
rototiller, two dressers, large plant, 
curtains, canning jars, coffee tables, 
kitchen table, one double bed, lawn 
mowers, T.V. converter. 655-3973, 
leove messoge if no onswer, 27/29
DO YOU LIVE in a 30-35 ft. travel
trailer and want to live in a quiet 
retirement pork, year-round, with 
patio, garden and all the amenities of 
a mobile home park? In Langford? Coll 
595-5629. 25/28
GARTSIDE MAR(nE ENGINES LIMITED, 
2202 Harbour Road, Sidney. Call Ben 
for prompt service ond repairs. Open
Saturdays, 655-4^^. ________
trailer
3 SEAT SOFA and matching armchair, 
colonial style, $250; 4'x3' sliding gloss 
window, $30.00; 10' of wrought iron 
roiling, white, $65. 656-7082. : 27/27
li PLUMBING & HEATING
DAN'S GROUNDS KEEPING. All phases 
of year round maintenance. 652-4776.
16/33
NO. T bLaCKTOP soil, $2.50 bog. 1890
McTavish. _ ___ _ ___ / „ IT'7?
THE TOWNSEND YARDWORKERS. Com­
plete yard maintenance, hauling, con- 
trocting or hourly. Bruce Townsend. 
652-6520. ..........24/27
BERTMORREY 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs 




• LICENSED MECHANICS «
. 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU ”
TUNE UPS ♦ BRAKES • LUBRICATION
• TIRES- BATTERIES ®
• SECURITY MUFFLER
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS Q
'• PROPANE SALES 
FOR SERVICE CALL q
656-2921 or 656-0434
9429 Canora. Sidney ®
CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNER
e e ®»® o® ® ®
HUNTER OR HANDYMAN SPECIAL. 
Camper with 2 burner stove, sink, 
sleeps 4. Lots of cupboards. S300 obo. 
652-6344. 26/29
15' BOAT with  and motor. 
Needs work. S0OO obo. 656-7937. 26/29
1979 GOLDEN FALCON trailer, 25 ft., 
good condition, osking S7900.00. 658- 
'8658. ...ThCTIl
aIbERG 22 sloop! Glass hull, wood 
topsides, 8 h.p. Moriner o/b with sail 
prop. Moorage paid until April/89. 
New condition throughout, SI6,500. 
652-0473. 25/28
FOR SALE. GOING Cheap. Three win­
dow blinds, $10.00; braided nylon 
carpet, $20.00: orange carpet, $20.00; 
lined drapes, $10.00; push mower, 
$8.00.655-4045. 27/27
COLLECTION OF SAUCERS for sole. 
652-2547. 27/30
DOWNUNDER DIVERS - Hull cleaning, 
inspection, light salvage. Caii Dove 
Ewing 592-6016 or 592-2745, leave 
message. _ _ ____ 23/27
WIDE
$150 OBO FOR well cared for loveseat 







Complete Engine Service, 
Gas & Diesel.
Exchange Cyl. Heads 
Automotive. Marine, Industrial
655-3737
10124 Mcdonald Park Rd.
STURDY 12' f/g boat, for sale. $425. 
65^-1787. 27/27
DOVVNUNd'eR divers • HuUdeoning. 
inspection, light salvage. Call Dave 
Ewing 592-6016 or 592-2745, leave 
message. 28/31
16 FT. PORT-A-b6aT. Indestructible 
hull, folds to 4 in, thick. Good condi­
tion. 655-1614. 27 27
and deep 16' Starcraft 
aluminum 20 HP Mercury on galvaniz­
ed trailer, as new, $2,800; 
Princecroft aluminum, 20 Evinrude on 
good tilt trailer, $1,500; 12' oluminum, 
$500: 2 h.p. Evinrude, $300; 9.9
Evinrude, $600; 6 h.p. Johnson long 
shaft, $500; 10 ft fibregloss, $400. 383- 
8959. 27/27
9' LiviNGSTONE F/G dinghy, stainless 
steel tow harness, oars, excellent con­
dition, $650 firm. 652-2939 after 6 p.m.
27/30
FORECLOSURE SALE. Sealed bids only. 
July 8th, 1988, 9-6 p.m. Shurgard Mini 
Storage, 10201 McDonald Park Rd., 
Sidney. 27/27
rSTRIN POTTER'S KICKWHEEL, electric 
-motor, $250; Cress electric kiln, cone 
6, $275. 656-6603. 24/27
FOR FENCE INSTALLATION and
repairs, call "Red Tractor" Farm and 
Garden Services; also have plough, 
discs, roto, brush-cuttr ready for the 
large or smoll jobs. Still call Ed at 652- 
2333. 24/27
ROCK TUMBLER, complete with grit 




LETTER-PERFECT TYPING on word 





All jcjofi If/V'''!.. ; '‘1’' f-. '"''J H"'
(juitnr, Pop .ifvl Clar.nicnl
MUSIC CI:NTUI:S
652.4512 3110-5266















USE OUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER NEIWORK CUSSIFIEUS. 
87 MEMBER PAPERS THROUGHOUT B.C. AND YUKON, 
CIRCULATION TO OVER 1 MILLION HOMES,
2,4 MILLION READERS.
^fieds
25 words for $159.00 
($3.00 each additional word)
.hone, 65(5-1151
FREE Estimate
. ■ diuii... Y »
! ||(j Supplier - SlooQ Lumbor ,
'grbg cutchey manager //
rudony & North Saiintch
381-5736 
3 year writton warranty
VlO'Tl/








All i of your painting ncods
guarariieod by cloan, officlent 
pnlntor, No lOb too siTioll. 









YOB OBSERVE THB 8BST
SI'LCIALIZINCi IN 
nFRinPHTIAt IMTEKlOll. 
EXTERIOrr, STAIN A 
STUCCO. NO SPRAVINa,
FHLE EaTIMATLS'' . 
CALL: -HANK 652-1724
AUrpMOTIVE 
Ouy/loRse any gas, (liost'l 
car or truck, new or iiriOf). 
Direct from voliifTM; factory 
tlttaier Call lor pro-an()rnv- 
orl crorjif (..'-all cciUoct 4(')4"
0271 _ 1)5,231,. . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . :. . . . . . . . .
$1 Denvn ieases a now cat or 
truck Seven year warranty, 
haymontn Irorn $139. f Mo,
0 A.C Call lease n'lanaQor 
at |6041.1(:)5-«931, 016584 ,, 
t9Bi’ Tore! r-non Th' rionlrrr 
fhiced to Sell, Call Norm 
Diedrica. nob Eangstalf. 
Ei^OCi MLS Out of towrt call 
cr-llect. 327
All rnakCffi Iruck auto. Loatto 
t:ir?lt>ie you I'my (Jive Ina.'iini) 
a try Info call Hob Lang- 
ritah. Norm D ind rich 3.';7- 
0431, Out of town call cal-,
led. l3if,6G62, . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
business""T ;;: ■
OPr» OR T UNITIES.,...........
FiKfwooil hu!i(n(,tf..i,i nciulp/ 
nienl saKi, 20 egm/nay pre- 
ceflsnr. bln truck with live 
fans, one ton durnp truck, 
kindling shrink wrap, etc. 
Pnono f)7§;f)663.-,. .. . . . . ■.. . . . . . . . . . . .
Great Dolicalok.-ion; .Sand- 
wich-ris, Fatil Foods, seating 
lhiriy-si)i, Good (antlly LniSl- 
netut Parkitvdle B C. Heavy 
:i tnunst area. Businfeis plus 
sti'Tfk (Inv Mk, Pnrkfivlhf'-,
B c. ,yoR,?sci.. . . . . . . . . .
Ureat invetitiruiut I DuiJie*. 
and two tt(iilokn,s, $40,000 
annual rnlurn, Sailing at 
atgrraa'ial, Purchnsn ftackaga 
or tiingalar. Zero vacancy,
I .“.r in I rtlnfi^t Phrrtf'h ■
7 fl6 7 34 7, aVa n mgs, 2Sh-
,4511,............ :...................... ........
Laundtamai only oiio In 
Itfi.nvy tourist, area, Building
., i, 'j it .t.' 11. M. c, t..! u i 1 i w,. .1 ■
cornmardal tananis, Askit'g 
$136,500. Call Marion Artti- 
Silrgnii'Bled Bnally, Sica- 
rncus. , n 0. lC04)!nr. 4307
evenings, (604iH3t'v2tl,36
Tho Shtrio Factoryi Can­
ada's Inading auioihotive 
polishifni arid detailing Iran- 
c h I .s n . 0 p li 0 f t iJ ((i 11 ri s
BUSINESS 
Q p .Nii.( ^.■7,--,
'‘VJe rtavo (utvorai carriorii 
who wiBti to expand oxiRling 
lleets. Thciso wiUt previous 
highway , Iraclot trailer ox- 
p(.:tiunce and Lubslantlal in- 
vosiii'ent , as downpayment 
i'ln novr nr, late model irac- 
lorri fil’iould reiily wiiti conli- 
(l(‘ncn and call loll fret.',
1 '800-663; Ii100, C.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pian Your Own Successful 
Small Busineiu-. Vancouver 
Community CnPege nffers a 
one.year Small Buainrrss 
|■|^vf>lnpmenl Prooram, Atr- 
ply irnmedlateiy for Sopiem- 
her contact I, an par a
Campus,„ rtf!;!; 644 f).,. . . . . . . . . . . .
foyti, (iiftti/Nnveitihli. Must 
‘ion , Partner transferred, 
Flf'tnly eidablltihed. 1987 
groRG $140,000, t ; Klill 
grovrlng. Stock, tlvturoG, a|’>/ 
p r Cl V $ 6 4,6 0 0, A ,'i king
$f>':i,fi00. |)D> 947, Hope,
VOX 110. 1004 ■869.
BUSINESS PERSONALS
It You Have Road Olanolica, 
America's r-Jumtiei One self- 
help Besiaollnr and would 
like further information 
about Dianeflca l(?r,lurn;i, 
ciroupti and seminars In this 
area, call 681-0318 after fi 
pm or contact Itiifibard 
Dianetlctj Foundatinn, 401 
VVmit .HasiinQS St., Vanenu- 
vnt.
FOR SALE MISC.
Lifjfding Fixtures. Western 
Canada li largest dispjay, 
V/tiolesalo and retail, Free 
Caialngurts available, Nor- 
bum lighting Contro,, 4600
HELP WANTED
East H.'iMings SIreel, Bum- 




Caretaker for Island camp, 
Anglican Church Camp in 
Howe Sound requires skil­
led, onorgotic, solf-slarted 
(with sense of humour) to 
maintain buildings, dlosol
ighi plants nnd oquipmonl. 
Housing and boriofits
EDUCATIONAL
Free U,18B guide to study- 
al-horne cut rits,'iondenr:.o 
lUjiloma courseii fm (eeste 
pious camc.'i;.: Accounting, 
AI r (• n 0 d 1110n i n g, f(on k k t>e p• 
ing, Ilusines.s, Cosmeioingy, 
l':l'octtoni('..n, Legal/ Ivlerfical 
Secret ary, IV. ych n logy, 11 a- 
vel, Graolon ■ UA|, lOlifi 
Wont Goornla 51. /i,2001f,
Vaocouviir t (iOO-pfil.i-;! '21,
(Treenhouse and Ftydroponlc 
Erjuipment and Supplies - 
The most rompleto solecllon 
in Canada: Low prtceB, plus 
w«' am a Gold Card ml idler, 
Sei.d $2. for calalosiue and 
Hint (Oiiga/Uiu Kj Witsium 
Water rarms. 1244 Seymour 
himel, Vancouver, B.C. V6D 
3NU, 1-604'6H2;6636,.......,....
HELP wanted'’’".'
Ni  in- 
clurled. Br.(St suilod (or hus­
band and wife loam. Job 
description nnd information; 
Camp Anaban Society, 1060 
Ridgowiood Drive, NofU' 
Vancouver. V7B 1HB, Dead­
line July 0/08.
C; V ca V a li n Q ii n d T r u c k i n g 
Trackhoes, Cats,Bit ran ess 
TfU'-ks. End Dumps etc 
Opi'ifiting in 5i,irrey, B.C. 
Grossed 1,3 million, asking 
$69fi,000., Judv nr Gwmn 
Mdiori ft,eally Idd, fi33;323t. 
Attritrlive (.hiropean decor 
dell ,'»nd luochi'ooin 
Good ificithnn m dowrdosvn 
;,a 11 it I li'.If, fin li'a;! ti triforma 
tioo contact Bosiioe fl4 7- 
(it write B(,o( Ofid,
. SmilhetS, n,C, VOJ 2N0, 
pail'lii'ne Hours, I'uliUimo
$1'!t f'.lotl! ndO-.m dl'iM.'tr
C.Tn.idirm company, rnguiias 
one Of two motivated indivl- 
duadi in ymif aio.v who 
desire income poienUal in 
, , i r r,f ' f 1 nnr) '
No dtrect . seliing, Set your 
owri tuiurn. For ileiaiiH can
‘iiiinmer fichnn! nl Snuod, 
VYeek long intensive hound 
V ,Bei.’.ording Workshops I.M,:- 
gilt July 4ih Erirr, II merit 
lunilod. Bogiriler'.early. Bull- 
ting rd'icormng Srtiool, 24 76 
Dunbar Bireol, Viincouvor.
V(:»H 3N2, 734.461 7, .. ..
EQUIPMENT .AND ■ 
MACHINERY, ........... ....
W'r-l,»te f'lome arid .stock 
Irailet'i i'Tistom I'tillf tl.il 
di’icks, lags and go on (.meek!, 
fr; all f.triTi and l•■f!e■,rf•,err!r<! 
nnedft. ’Tralletlarid h,des and 
fimvice I f'f , Cftlgai'v (403) 
291-3T67. ■ .
I OR .SAH,; Mlht.,. ...... ..........
mg I
(796 or
ROIN PAINTING. 657TtV')H, Tvew 
e»Umn1i»« 24'ff
ttiraucihoul B C. Ted Brundr 
son ,J22-f,HX);? O' write 8240 
M *1 re 10 ii a S l r e re, V n n c. o 11 - 
ver,' BC, VfiX llAtl ■ , ...„•
octfif m (41fi'?66-? 
,-416)766'.(ni1-.
Weekly comfriuoily newspa' 
pm in Noith mlki'd'iaflan 
.lU'iia CM'.iod DiHuiGuOity (Qf 
Imiihaoif / wilii Id/eii Fully 
e (1 u I p jw> d c / w d (I f k r 0 0 m 
Deiail.s: B.gx 160, liimoy,
BC. vof: ?ao, ((•.D4)!)47.
907F . . . . . . . . . „
H a r d w o o i f s, D o m e n 11 c ,K. 
ExoUc Taak, Boncjwoods, 
Mnniex Osi.'ii' V‘ii<»ioir, rot­
ting ,*4. si/ing, caivbYg 
wooflH, Jeuliona Basswood, 
'Veilnw CertiSr. 1 •hOO'fifiP- 
'2626 nr I, ower Mamiaoil 
,A.tirioi,ute'y Hfud-
Ws.i)‘l’,i iOC.
W'ork Overseas - Soutli Pac,- 
iflc: A laotaalir; challenge 
awalls yrm. Work In Now 
y'ealand Ifinn Australia. Sin­
gle iifiople betvmeo 19 - 20 
mteretited in foreign agri* 
cullure, Conlacil; l,,A,E.A,, 
206, 1601 • 17 Avenue ,SW, 
Calgary, Alberta. T2T 0E2,
BerK.hmam. British Colum- 
ilia Fore.'d F'roduc.lH hi look­
ing (or a fully ciunldlod 
HencftiTinn wiift experience 
wgrkto(j (.as thin kerf saws. 
This l(. a permanent poslllon 
,/h (,Mi( ivlackuo/io divi.siutk
payirig onion rale plus 
lumehts Mackejii/ie Is a 
(ommonlfy of 6,600 pnoplo. 
loi:a|ed 120 rnites north ot 
PfltTf'd Geerfje B C I! Of'* 
(erts a lull range of commer­
cial arid recreational Ror- 
VH'ies, Send ronumes h.'): 
l.t.C, f orosl PfOducis Ltd.. 
th'.s' '(in kdarkeoxie R C 
VOJ 2C0,
Ltig Builders And Timber 
Framers Wnnied, Pioert- 
work, hourly (to $20, + ), 
Salaried ponRlon.fi available, 




(i MHfis weBt of Krirnlbopii 
Lake beside the bonuliful 
Thompson River, 5 Acre 
river front lots, '/j , Vn, 1, 5 
and 10 acre aorviced river 
view lois, floml-nrldi gorul 
soil. Ample water supplied 
from our 1(X),0fX) gallon 
roHorvoIr: Call and view 
any 11 mo, 373’2262. ____
SERVICES
' ■ ICBC Totlnrod''"mo..$3"‘.00.
Carey Linde got me $194, 
000/’, G.H - Abbotsford. 
Vancouver Lawyer FJarey , 
Linde (airmo 1972) has Free 
irilOK'riation. Phone l-ftfH' 
7790 fiecond Orilhlons Glad­
ly (iiven.
ICBC Injury Cloims? Call 
rr-FfarrlsDale Ga i  - 20 years 
a trial lawyer vrith fiva yearsmAfUrnl •Thnni bpifnrri Inw
A, g r 1 c 11M u r a I E m (i I e y rti e n I
ReivVC'
0-669-4922 (Vancouver), Ex- 
Ih head injury
Cor.ipirde, wjbrr' wtiil dnsi.mQ 
oiitlit Imriiod 10 'vVi.'.llfs Gi,tv 
Park a(e,i of B.C VVouIrl 
cpPiiilder piifHai drado For 
n’lorrt mfoimaimo p.lruise cat! 
(604)f.7.»;3(.il!2.„. . . . . . . . .  .. . . . ;
"as, Armnlrnng, with 
Okanagan College, .Salmon 
Ain't piefemt the 6th tiuC- 
resslid 16-week Milker 
■TrtgnfnQ Floumn, 21‘it Nov- 
ombof to lOih March, For 
fftif, and farm and (Hrich job 
opiiiMluniimR write Brix 129, 
/(.fmiPrcaiQ, B C Phrme 54(:i' 
9826.,.,,;. . . . . .
portoncod 
Hhd othermajor clairne, Per- 
T'lTi.ii'U.'!!,! *‘11 
,t'rm7 cl'
Free for ih« issikingi' Super 
'Summer Special. Second 
perSiRn Rl.'iys free .at Blue 
lioyHotel Vancouver $39,9*> 
♦ tax. 1-000-66.1-67 IS or 
3?1-fi611, Airport irenipor- 
i!*l1.!77fliJ!y....!Mlffbod__
■3
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FOR SALE
111 LIVESTOCK m OBITUARIES 41 1 FOR SALE L FOR SALE h
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
TWO WALNUT SIDE tables, two pairs 
gold drapes, cover windows 81"xl62" 
and ST'xlSO". Colour television. 656- 
5485. 24/27
5'8'' /WARBLE BATHROOM countertop, 
$100: Tappon countertop stove, $50; 
two bar stools, $50 ea.; steno desk, 
$175; steno chair, $35; foot fixer, $15; 
glass shower stall door, $25; two man 
plastic rowboat and oars, $25. 652- 
4717. 25/28
^ TUESDAY thru SAT.URDAY
15 CU. FT. AVOCADO ADMIRAL fridge, 
17 CU. ft. harvest gold Viking fridge, 
(both left-hand hinges, frost-free and 
good condition), $400 ea.; Kenmore 
portable apt. size washer, good condi­
tion, $250 obo. 656-2325. 25/28
, 2387 Beacon Ave-v '656-3314.
AMANDLA - AFRICAN MERCHANT - 
Imports from Africa, Indio and China. 
Ebony carvings, Zulu and Xhoso bead- 
work, exclusive sweaters, baskets, t- 
shirts, tribal dolls. Driftwood Centre, 
2383 Beacon, 655-3121, Mon. to Sot., 9-
6, Sundays 10:30 to 4 p.m.____ _ 25/28
FOR SALE: Girls 16" strawberry delight 
bike, $50. 656-2344. 25/27
THREE RUSSIAN BLUE cross kittens, 2 




CLARK - Jean J. (nee Sobat) passed 
away on June 27th, 1988 at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital. Predeceased by 
her husband H.M. "Pete" Clark. She 
will be greatly missed by son Peter, 
daughter-in-law Lorna, grandchildren 
Chris and Angela, of Sidney, B.C.; 
daughter Linda and son-in-law Jim 
Frost and grondchild Eric of Burnaby, 
B.C.: sisters Mary Popovich and Bess 
Bough of Drumheller Alberta, brother 
Doug Sobat of Abbotsford, B.C. and 
their fomilies: and her many friends. A 
long time resident of Sidney, Jean 
most recently enjoyed working with 
the Peninsula Community Association 
at the Peninsula Old and New (P.O.N.) 
Shop. No service or flowers by her re­
quest. Donations in her memory may 
be made to the Canodian Cancer 
Society. 27/27
Some people take 
months to sell 
Their house . . .
WINE AAAKING equipment. Primary 
and secondary fermenters - siphons - 
oir locks - gallon jars and much more 
for 15 per cent off replocement cost.
26/29
45 - I2"xl2"x4" DECORATIVE CON­
CRETE SCREEN BLOCKS, ideal for potio 
privocy, $20. 652-2257. 26/29
LOVESEAT and two chairs, flip flop 
chesterfield. All in good condition and 
very reasonable. 652-6540. 27/27
BOY'S CCM lO spd. 19 in. Very good 
condition, $55. 652-2939 after 6 p.m.
27/30
GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
to the entire province? Through our in­
novative Blanket Classified Advertis­
ing program, we can place your 
classified ad in more than 70 popular, 
well-read community newspapers 
which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
call our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. We can even arrange 
to hove your Classified Ad appear in 
more than 500 community newspapers 
across Canada. Your message will 
reach more than 3.2 million homes.
ll/tf
WAMMES: Johanna at home, after a 
lengthy illness on June 27, 1988 of 
Sidney, B.C. Survived by her loving 
husband Gerrit: two daughters, 
Margaret and husband Lyle Lindsay, 
Wilhelmina and husband Roddy 
Stewart; two grandchildren Brice and 
Ryan Stewart; three brothers, Fred 
Mulder and wife, John Mulder and 
family, Benny Mulder and fomily; one 
sister Fenny van Dyk and family. 
Funeral Service will be held on Satur­
day, July 2, 1988 at l:30 p.m. at St. 
Paul's United Church, 2410 Malaview 
Ave., Sidney, B.C. with Rev. A.N. Skin­
ner officiating. Cremation. Ar­
rangements entrusted to Sands 
Funeral Chapels - 656-2932.?Z/?Z
To sell yours It 
takes just WEEKS 
callJACK WEEKS 
III MAKE HOUSE CALLS 
656-2587
8 H.P. SNAPPER rototiller, $700; 5 HP 
compost shredder, $250. 652-4754.
27/28
AAAPLE FRAME bonk beds with mat­
tresses and ladder. Excellent condi- 
tion, $250. 652-2939 after 6 p.m. 27/30
TWO PIECES stainless steel counters, 
one with double sink, Braun mixer 




FT. CHEST freezer. $100. 656- 
27/27
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion. support ond referrals. 24 hours a 
doy, 7 doys o week. 33/tf
TWO BROWN leather recliners, one 
with plaid seat and back. New condi­
tion, $50 each. 656-3264. 27/27
FOR CAMPER or motor home, folding 
bed chesterfield and matching swivel 
chair and table. $250. 652-5657. 27/27
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. ____33/tf
CAMERON — At Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, on June 24, 1988, C. Clare 
Cameron, born in Vancouver, B.C,, ag­
ed 66 years, lote of Sidney, B.C. Clare 
was an accountant with P. Burns Meat 
Packing Co. Vancouver for many years 
before moving to L.B. Crane Rentals in 
Victoria. She will be fondly 
remembered by many cousins, nieces, 
nephews and friends. No service by 
her request. Donations to the Cana­
dian Cancer Society. Arrangements 
through the Memorial Society of B.C. 
and the First Memorial Funeral Ser­
vices. 27/27
MEN'S PROFESSIONAL golf irons, golf 
cart and bag, carry bag. 656-2159.
26/29
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
Threads Lounge, 10030 Resthaven Dr., 
Sidney. Mon.'s - 7:30 p.m. For further 






Chris, 656-0065 or 
26/29
BAHA'I FAITH. For info, write: P.O. 
Box 2635, Sidney, B.C. V8L 4C1. 20/31
MOVING - must 
hide-a-bed. $150: 
teak dining room suite, $950. 
good condition. 656-1456.




ATTENTION SKIPPERS; Attractive lady 
30ish, seeks to meet man with sailboat 
for fun outings and discovery. Reply 





MOVING MUST SELL: Table and six 
chairs, Bennington pine, cost $4,000 
will sell $500 firm. Antique walnut ar- 
moire, $350 firm. 656-6142. 27/27
GENUINE WIDOW, active, seeks 
gentleman, 70's for companion and 
outings. Box 294 Victoria, B.C. V8W 
2N8. 27/27
OVAL TABLE'ond four swivel chairs, 













PANDORAS CLOSET is full. No con­
signments, till September. Backroorn 
Sale continues. Priced to clear. N.B. 
Summer hours, 9:30 - 4:30. 9783 3rd St. 
656-6421. 27/30
LOVESEAT (TAN AND brown accent), 
walnut dining: room table, 4 padded 
chairs. 655-1659. 27/27
DRAPES, SHEER, custom made, cham­
pagne color, corneily hem. 13 ft. wide 
X 8 ft, long. Excellent condition. 







1 Block to Town 





We invite your 
Bequests or Donations 
to the




HELSINKI PLUS "Images" Improved 
treatment for thinning hair, state of 
the ort skin, lash, nail products, 





P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.C. 
VOS 1 MO.
SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE for sale.' 3 
bdrm., 1'/j baths, workshop, fenced 
yard, fridge, stove, lawnmower, 
drapes incl. ,$69,000. 656-4587.27/27
AAAATEUR RE.$TORER pays cash for old 
oil paintings (any condition). 595-2118 
evenings. 22/29
DINKY TOYS WANTED, also model or 




Funds needed to fund costly, 
modern, medical equipment 
not financed by Governments, 
THANK YOU.
THREE BDRM. HOUSE in Lake 
Cowichan. Centrally located, excellent 
condition, basement. 2 car garage, 
sundeck and garden. ?49-3597, M^28
BY OWNER: Greenglade area, 3 
bdrm., 2 bath and more. Backs onto 
Reoy Creek Park. $119,500. 656-4772.
25/27
WANTED: Small concrete mixer with or 
without motor. Reasonable price and 
condition, 656-1262. 26/29
o.
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at Tho Review.
50/tf
BY OWNER. SIDNEY 3 bdrm. rancher, 
eat-in kitchen with built-in dishwasher 
and separate dining area. Livingroom 
has a heotilator fireplace, two 
bothrooms, laundry room. Single 




FAMILY MOVING SALE: Dining room 
suite, $500; wardrobe, $350; rnony 
small appliances, camping, household, 
yord, etc. 895 Towner Pork Rd. 27/27 
1200 BLOCK KNUTE WAY, Brentwood 
Boy. July 9 and 10, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m,
27/27
n2M CHALET ROAD^
Sal, July 9, Bikes, snow skis, goH 
clubs, patio furniture, tools, misc, 
housohold Items ond more, 27/27 
GOOD NEIGHBOURS SALE, 2045-2040 
Weller Ave, Airport side, lots r^f 
troosuros. Sal. - Sun., July 9 ond 10, 
?;30;2p,m. '27/27
YARD SALE SAT. July 4 rain or shine' 
. ■ ...... '......
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCIA­
TION Thrift Shop, Funds generated by 
this shop stay on tho Peninsula to pro­
vide services to the loccil residents 
through tho programs offered hy 
P.C.A, Wo opproclolo your donations 
ol furniture, nppllonros, household 
Items, clothing, etc. Please call 656- 
3511 to arrange convenient pick-up or 
deliver to Depot at 9751 Third Street, 
Sidnoy, Tho Thrift Shop is open Irom 
9;00 • 4:30 Mondoy to Saturday, Thank 
you for helping to support P.C.A, Oll/TF
BAHAI FAITH: POTLUCK Dinner and 
discussion with slides of Toiuanla and 
Zaire, 6:30 p.rn, Friday, July 0 in School 
Bldg, at corner of Boworbonk and Ard- 
woll, Evoryono welcome. For informa­
tion plooso coll 655,4365,
211 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
TWO BDRM. MOBILE HOME. 70'xl4', 5 
opplioncos included, Ono owner. Ex­
cellent condition, Phone 656-7753.
27/20
PNOgrH AMErTcA'SRI:■al lstate marketing system.
BUILDING
HfflATERIALS
STUDENT WILL PAY ,$20 pet tnonlh to 
contmuter (of fronnporlotion lo 
Hillside aroo classes, 0:30 a.m to 4:30 
p,m, 655-4559 or 656-5023, . 27/20
••3 BRAND NEW HOUSES, Unique Dosigns, special 
features, Ocean Views. Exec. nelghLiourhoods,
• BRENTWOOD BAY
spacious rooms, 3 l.3odraoms, 
trees and garden.
Beautiful split level, foimal dinlng, 
2 baths. Landscaprjd lot with fruit
REIMER
HARDWOODS LTD.
NOW DISTniBUTINO PIONITE 









No. 4 • 6800 KIIIKPATIHCK CWCS, 
n It, 3, ViCTORtA, g.C. VOX 1X1
SAVE-ON-BEOR (ond wine), Sidney 
Naturol Fooda, 247,3 Beacon, Ph, 656 
4634, ho» lots of Munlona beer kits. 
Buy 0 case of Munlona, and sovo lO'li,,
27 "30
•V|» RIRTHIS ANNOUNCEMENTS
MR. AND MRS. WILFRED HANKIN ore 
happy to announce iho bitlit of their 
gronddaughter Frances, bom Moy 14 
at 4;37’ p.tn., weigiting in ot 7 Ihti. 9' ^ 
in', Proud porent'. ere Mlct\cii>l and Lyn- 
do Dowling and big brother Rowon,
, 26 76
• LOTS: 1 Acre lots some with ocean views in controlled subdivi­
sion Irom $35,000 and up.
Doug Campbell 
6*35-1556 Res. 
388-6275 pager f/2224 
(NRS) Block Bros. Realty 
(556-5504 (24 Hours)
Your Poninsukt SpeclnllB f
BOMEUFEr
Buyers and sellers all can agree.
For hassle free service your best bet is nne! 
My efforts are endless, as you will soon see. 
Unless it says “SOLD” I’m working for FREE!
J. ROSS BRUCE
HomeLife — Whittome Realty
(24 hrs.) 479-1667
Call Now!










MON. - FRI. 8:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. SAT. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
^ m
#17 10070 FIFTH STREET 
OPEN HOUSE
WED., THURS., FRI., SAT. & SUN.
1-4 P.M.
“LOADS
1987 was a working
carpets, paint, w' ^ ^ entrance & insulation
in crawl space. W .'J Sidney and beachs. Bus stop,
Library & senior c.W^ ..enter close by. Landscaped & private 
southern exposed fenced yard. Come by any day or make an ap­





SUNDAY, JULY 10th 2-4 p.m.
One remaining patio home, 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, skylights & 




Moor your boat just outside your lovely 2 bedroom condominium 
with FABULOUS views of Shoal Harbour ~ Truly a BEAUTIFUL 
suite —• decorated in soft pastels with a tiled fireplace, custom ver­
tical blinds. Secured parking makes this tho perfect retirement 
spot for lovers of the seal Asking $149,900.
% ^
GULF ISLES HIDEAWAY
Make this your homo away from homo! Spacious up and down 
duplex offers space galore with 2 brs. in each unil -r FP or 
woodstovG, Half acre properly has groat WATER VIEWS and is 





CHECK OUT THESE EXCELLENT 
RETIREMENT HOMES
1 level 2 bedroom townhouso'$05,000
2 level 2 bedroom townhouso, watorview • $ 138,500
1 love! 2 bedroom siral modular ■• $95,000
















RASPMftHY ORDERS TAKEN. V 4 B
Farmiv. Fhona 652-2591 nvaalegn.
^ ; ; ;26.'20
RASpiltHRIIS: 59.19'n«ir Mlli Road. oH 
UIdfwkl. t'lCkod or you puk. to otUui 
f)hpina6S2-l»3fl.. . . . .
BOUQUETS go (o tha Matol lor (lt«tr 
tonttldaritlH it«lp ottd titopufallou lor n 
lorgw numb®c ol otit of lawa goi»um 
tttorw (or our tiuuulitorii vvwddltig. Tlioy 
«v*(n hatidrtd out frtopi of »h« locoltort 
of tho ehufcb arid ratopllon, Ttiaekfi 
tor thij gooa «.r»rvtt,t», unit 
Ojngikh,_' . .... .......,27/77
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SIDNEY SUITE FOR RENT, non-smoker, 
non-drinker, quiet person, no pets. 
One bedroom, partially furnished, 
utilities included, cable T.V., separate 
entrance. $295 per month plus deposit 
gvoiloble. July 5th.27/27




SIDNEY IS BOOMING. Large commer­
cial building for lease, corner 2nd and 
Sevan. Total of 1735 sq. ft. complete 
with front office. Central location, am­
ple parking. Available July 15th. Call 
John Tate, Block Bros. Sidney, 656- 




SUPER-STATUS COUNTRY 2 STOREY ART Deco. Stucco / glass, 
on a full acre, on tree-studded tract. 2 fireplaces, ornate ceilings, 
4 BR/3 baths, thermal glass, equestrian trails. ALSO 'Natural 
woodwork 'Balcony *2-car garage 'Family room 'Great family 
area 'Skylights 'Hardwood floors 'Space for expansion 'Ocean 
views 'Custom blinds 'Quiet street 'One year old 'Modern kit­
chen 'Shake roof. HOME IS SITUATED IN A RURAL SETTING 
WITH ROOM FOR A HORSE, available immediately. Prestige 
underprice! $169,000. NEW MLS
COMMERCIAL PLUS LIVING 
QUARTERS. Over 1800 sq. ft. commer­
cial space, corner 4th S Sidney Ave. in 
Sidney, plus 3 B.R. apartment and 3 car 
gorage. Area includes 19,5' x 50' hall, 
ideal for aerobics, retail, gallery, 
chapel, day care, etc. Available im- 
mediotely. Call Jahn Tate, Block Bros. 













' Plus flegistration Fee
'CASTLE PROPERTIES (1982) LTD. 
It3-9784 FIFTH STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C. VSL2X2 




2 bedroom, 1500 sq. ft. rancher in im­
maculate condition throughout. 
Situated at the end of a cui-de-sac on a 
fully landscaped lot. Master bedroom 
ensuite, living room, heatilator 
fireplace, dining room, family room, kit­
chen with European-style cabinets. A 







Brand now 3 bdrm. Rancher on 
Crawlspaco, Sunken Livingroom, 
Fireplace, Diningroom, Family typo 
kitchen with Eating/Famiiy room 
area with sliding doors onto patio. 
Double garage. Skylight, concrete 
driveway. Shako roof. Cedar siding 
with complimentary Brick work - 
ready for occupancy July 30th. 
Priced at $139,500.





Country living close to stores is 
just minutes to tov,m. C' -y living 
room, combined ki* dining
area. Master beP 2nd
bedroom or a -rfect
for retiree*"
settinr C ^ and plums 
abui -are lot. Vegeta-
ble gi.^^% jpared. Small work­
shop i^®6^ian of the house (or




WALK TO TOWN 
BEACH OR PARK!
the
This newly listed 1-owner 2 storey 
home is desirably located by Tulista 
Park beach and easy walk to shops ’ 
bus stop. It has 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
and family room with ample room at 











This brand new 2 bedroom plus family 
room is nearing completion in Central 
Saanich. Before you buy your new 
house compare value — you won't be 
disappointed.
50’ X 56’ lot, stucco structure on lot 
of little value. Estate sale to bo sold 
as land value only. Some chain link 




1 Bdrm. plus bungalow. Living- 
room, kitchen with room for table 
plus O' X 1T area could bo extra 
room. Good sized lot. Crawl space, 
oom Heat. Needs TLC and some 
siruclurni ropielr. Asking $59,900, 
Vendor may carry 1st Mtq, EXC,





3 botJrtxim randirri In BroomhIII sub- 
divlaiort iindm conalrucllon rentfy July 
.10, 19110, 1 baths, skyllnht, European- 
type cabinets, vinyl SKling. PiiKo oil 
llvlno-dinlno fc»m, Gilll tlmr.) to choose 





1 1/2 BATH 
$94,900
No stop Rancher noating complo- 
flon. Kitchen with o.illng area, Euro­
pean kitchen with Oak pull, Patio, 
Bay window in Livingroom, 
Diningroom In lino, Carport, Con- 
Crete Driveway. Ready lor oc­
cupancy Juno 20th 1980. MLS.
FREDDY STARKE 652-9602 
656-0747





Lovely treed building lot next to 
1065 Doan Park Rd., no rostrio- 
tiona. Build your dream homo or 










Built In 1976 by ropuinblo builder. 
One owner, well-looked after home. 
3 BRs up, kllchon wllh ontlng area. 
In-line llvIng-dlnlng room with FP, 
downnlalrs portly flnlshod, could 
ho In-law suite. Large backyard, 
cloBO fo Tllllcuna Shopping Contro 

















An alternate Real Estate Marketing system. 
The * Homeowner Assisted Sales Plan*
For a small reigistrnlion leo, your homo i'a rogislorod with tho 1% 
Roolty Sorvlco's Hornoownor Asslstod Salas Plan, Our licansed 
Roalfors fo tho roof! Onnco your house has sold you pay only 1% 
commission. Find out moro, plione any of our licansad Raaitoir. nl; 
656-9747 <24 hrs.)




WANTED TO RENT: single, responsible 
lady, N/S, requires small house/cot­
tage. Have medium size well-behaved 
dog. Prefer Sidney/Peninsula area. 
Approx. $400.00. Phone 656-8029 after 
6 p.rn. _
HELP! NEED 1-2 BDRM. house or bright 
basement suite by Aug. 1st. N/S, N/D, 
female, references. 652-3171. 25/28





YOUNG, N/S FAMILY of 4 neerfs fur­
nished rented accommodation from 




The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local non-profit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is noon Fri­
day.
WEAVERS MEETING 
Deep Cove Weavers and Spinners 
meet Tuesdays at the Sidney 
Museum. Come by and see them 
spin up a storm.
SUMMER-IN-THE-CITY 
Art Gallery of Greater Victoria 
celebration starts July 21 witli 
Chinese orchestra, country-folk 
music, Chinese and Japanese pain­
tings and Vancouver Island artists. 
1040-Moss or 384-4101.
BAHA’I FAITH 
Potluck dinner and discussion 
with slides of Tanzania and Zaire, 
school at Bowerbank and Ardwell, 
everyone welcome, 6:30 pm, Jiilv 8. 
655-4365.
BELFRY THEATRE PRESENTS 
1 Wasn’t Born Here production 
— stories of Latin American im­
migrant women — directed by Lina 
de Guevara, S4 donation, 8 pm, Ju­
ly 15-16. 385-6815/383-8124.
LAKE LIFE
Naturalists help you collect weird 
and wonderful creatures at Swan 
Lake. Nets and equipment provided 
for al! ages. Meet at Nature Sanc­
tuary parking lot on Swan Lake 
Road. 1 pm July 7. 479-0211.
NATURE WALKS 
Naturalists lead on 1.6 mile loop 
trail around Swan Lake Sunday and 
Thursday mornings during July and 
August. All ages, rain or shine, 
start at 10 a.m. 479-0211.
BAKE SALE
Order of Amaranth holding 
Strawberry Tea with bake and 
novelty stall for disabled children at 
Henderson Hall 1632-Yale, 1:30-3 
pm July 9. $2.
HUMAN RIGHTS NOW 
Amnesty International founder 
Peter Benenson speaks on current 
campaign and action in Columbia, 
with BBC video Who Killed Hebert 
Marin? $5, $3/students. Young 
Bldg. Auditorium, Camosun Col­
lege, 8 pm, July 12. 598-4413.
DANCE
Parisiennes featured at People 
Meeting People dance, $3, ANAF 
Vets Hall, 751-Vicw St., 7:30, July 
10.
FREE CONCERT 
Danish Accordian orchestra, 
Sjaellands Accordconorkester, per­
forms free at Beacon Hill Park 
grandstand during North American 
tour, 7 pm July 13.
CITY BIATHLON 
Sixth Annual Victoria City 
" Biathlon attracting about 200 for 
lO-k run, 20-k cycle Beacon Hill 
Park start at 8 am July 10. YMCA 
386-7511
NEWCOMERS
Get-together coffee party by 
Peninsula club welcomes new 
residents. 652-0146.
BRING PICNIC BASKET 
Opening of new barn and annual 
.seminar at North and Sontli 
Saanich Agricultural Society’s 
Cumberland Farm, Sicily’s Cross
Road 11 am start, 1 pm opening Ju­
ly 10. 652-3314.
STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL 
22nd Annual features petting 
zoo, horseshoes, races, music, 
strawberries and ice cream. 50 
cents, Beaver Lake Park 9-3, July 
10.
BABYSITTING TRAINING 
Take care of children safely, 
helping course and first aid, four- 
day sessions July 4-Aug. 22. 
Register at St. John Ambulance, 
941 Pandora, 388-5505. 
DEFENDING A TRAFFIC 
TICKET
Free Law Centre program, 1221- 
Broad, pre-register 388-4516, 7:30 
pm July 6.
FAMILY DAY HIKES 
Mt. Finlayson, Sidney Spit, Salt 
Spring Island, Witty’s Lagoon with 
Panorama Leisure Centre staff, 
Sundays in July.656-7271.
LA LECHELEAGUE 
Monthly meeting topic is the Art 
of Breastfeeding and Overcoming 
Difficulties, 9484-Easlbrook Drive, 
Sidney. Expectant or mothers with 
babies welcome, 7:30 pm Jiilv 7. 
655-3225 or 652-2707.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
If you enjoy children, the Sidney 
Health office needs volunteers. In­
quire, 656-1188, nursing super­
visor.
BICYCLE TRAINING 
Summer Cycling In The Sun pro­
grams for all age groups by Island 
Safety Council. Four locations in 
July and August. 478-9584.
TAI CHI LECTURE 
Tai Chi, Health and Taoist Inter­
nal Medicine lecture and slide show 
by Dr. Eva Wong. $5 admission, 
Newcombe Auditorium, 7-9 pm, 
July 8. 383-4103.
REUNION OF C.T.T.C. 
Former boy soldiers of the Se­
cond World War. Canadian 
Technical Training Corps meet at 
UVic, Aug 4-7. Kit, 721-8470.
SCOTTISH DANCING 
Scottish Country Dancing at 
Beacon Hill Park Band Shell, 7 pm 
each Thursday in July.
TENNIS LESSONS 
Beginner and intermediate 
lessons, youth and adult, Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings through 
summer. Centennial Park courts. 
652-4444.
HISTORICAL INSTRUMENTS 
Exhibition at Maliwood Gallery, 
UVic, open full 10 days, Aug 7-17. 
PLAYGROUND PROGRAM 
Kids In Central Saanich outdoor 
adventure program at Centennial
Park, 9-4, Mon-Fri, July 4-Sept 2. 
$]8/week. Children 5-10 years old. 
652-4444.
PLANT DISPLAY 
Greater Victoria Geranium and 
Fuchsia Society plant display, cut­
tings for sale. Hillside Mall, Aug 5- 
6.
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY 
Island Safety Council training 
programs, weekdays and weekend 
days July 9-27. 478-9584.
FUN DAY IN THE PARK 
Barbecue, craft and bake sale, 
raffles, bingo, children’s games and 
entertainment by Capital Mental 
Health Association, Stadacona 
Park (Pandora and Belmont), 11-3 
pm. July 8.
CHILDCARE VOLUNTEERS 
Downtown YM-YWCA requires 
volunteers in childminding service. 
386-7511.
FRUIT TESTERS 
Chinese and Japanese fruit trees 
subject for Washington growers at 
BC Tree Fruit Testers Association 
meeting, Ag Canada pavilion 8801- 





Peninsula Community Association: 
656-0134.
WIN A CRUISE 
Royal Viking Cruise for two, 
tickets $2 each or six for $10 at 
various merchants, local malls, 
PCA office.
SOCIAL SKILLS 
Development program for 6- 12- • 
year-olds. Register at PCA.
BIG BROTHERS AND SISTERS 
Some Peninsula kids have been 
waiting for years for a Big Brother 
or Big Sister. Call Brant at 383-1191 
if you could be a friend.
FRUSTRATED?
If a dig in the garden would make 
you feel belter, meet Len 
Mulholland at the park, 8801-E. 
Saanich Rd. almost any morning 
between 9 and 11 . Free coffee, e.xer- 
cise and fresh air guaranteed. He’s 
stillweeding alone. 656-5015.
FRIENDLY HOURS BREAK 
; St. Elizabeth’s Friendly Hours on 
holidays from July !-Sept. 6.
TOO LATE 
TO CLASSIFY
3 ROOM DUPLEX suitable responsible 
adult. Close lo Beacon. Electric heat, 
fridge, stove, non-smokers, no pels, 
$350.00 pjus utilities. 656-6937, 27/27
OFFICE SPACE FOR REKT' 656^888;
_ ......27/27
„ Falkirk (in 
Ardmore) Sal., and Sun. 10-3 p.m,
27/27
Margaret Johnston is the first 
recipient of the Claude Bultcr 
bursary awarded by the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital Society.
Johnston, a first year 
registered nurse student at 
Camosun College, was awarded 
the $5(X) bursary Tuesday, June 
28, at the society’s annual 
general meeting.
The busary was presented to 
Johnston by Jean Bulter, widow 
of Claude Butler.
Butler was hospitah board 
chairman and long-time 
member. He died in 1986.
The bursary is given once a 
year to a successful applicant 
enrolled in further education in 
the health care field.
HUHHtNl 
2 Bedrm, House 
Avallrtblo July 15(lh 
$555.00 pmmonlh. 
Contact Catitto ProporIloB 
550»074’r
CENTRALLY LOCATED uflku
Jo) lulll.. UiiU ul HJCtplIull UHJO Ofn!
boord room. $2.51),OO prtr motifh or 
$200,00 por mantit with 1 yam loma. 
2412 P Baocon Avn, Phomi 656 4425.
■' ■ . '.1 ,, 25/ 20
THE LANDMARK. I flW, upocknii, opt, 
l.urgu buKiUuy, 5 iiurjui ui/pliiiu..*,'.., 
undargiound paiking, *ount.j 
cotu:»«1o building. Adult* only. No 
p*ti, idiial lor Koiilort, $560. td tliH*«»r 
656-525L ■ 26.'27
ROOM FOR RENT. N- tl, N/D. nl 10017 
tMddnll Rd, KilrJwn nvnllnbln to m»», 
'ilinrnd hdlli, laundry dona. CoblwT,Vt,
■»,*yUliuiji\tf iiuHnni.urMiy, i-./'.Kt. fyiiu
Ttiruor roam «v0llobl» July 15, $315, 
6M.'27:12. '24/27
SAANICHIONi Wolwi* fdgo Villtian, 
Doluww townhouwa, 2 bdim, 2 baibs, S 
afipllorico*. Doublu goiagu. f’tioiw 
652.6619. '26,’77
QUIEradult''RltXKi ) nR,"fri(ig«, 
ilovft, dropoR, No pots. Wnloi ond 
poiklng Ind. |430/monib,vTo viow cnl|hlj^.tli ; - ti nz '*»
StbNi’2'r2H'furiil»h«rd''*u'iiffl,'julv’V*t.
Adult*. 657,-4337, 26/27
C05Y 3 HIDRM. housa with hti«mor,i, 
Oorga nmo, Victoria $565,0<'.>,'fm*n0i. 
Avail. July 1**, «ult working roupin oi 
rwtiriid. Small p«f OK, flox 450, 97Ut 







ullllllo* ond 111 
17/29
1972 TOYOTA CELICA Ono ownor, 
83,000 miles. Blue, Now battery ond 
fires. $090,00. 656-7988, 27/37
LASER SAILBOAT. Excolloni condition. 
Never boon raced. $1,200. 655-459,'J,
27/27
9 CU. Ff^ FREEZER. As now, $25().00^ 
652-1401. 27/27
GARAGE SALE, Throe family gorarjo 
solo, 660 Downey Rd, Sot, & Sun, 10-4 
Pint, 27/27
BRENTWOOD BUY. 1 BR opt, In clean, 
quiet, (idult-orionlnd bldg. Close lo oil 
convonloncoii. No pels, $370,00, 652- 
1084; 652-5005. 27/27
GIGANTIC GARAGE/MOVING SALE, 
Car, bool, lurniture, bikes, gordon and 
houBohold Homs and much moro. July 
9-10, 9 a.m, • 4 p.m. 9360 Morylond 
Dr., Sldnoy, oil Lochside, oil Frost.
.......27/27
FOR SALE: Zenith VCR, Boto, Good 
condition. Includes tapes, $100.00,
656-9204. .... 27/27
10 SPD, RALEIGH E,x Con 21" men's 
Irome, Bluo lil Whiter. $80 OOO. 656- 
2195, .27/27
FOR RENT; Ono bedroom cottage. 
Avttllabitt Aug, Isl, $450,00/mon, 
irtilHIos Included. 656-2342,
DEEP cove! Large ronchor, 4 BR. 2 
baths, oltached (jcirago, gordon sheds, 
vogelablo gardens. All ihi* on privoto 
V, acre site. $133,000, 656-2910 lor 
oppt.lovlew, 97/27
FAMILY MOVING SALE: Dining room 
suite, $500; wordrohe, $350; rnony 
smell npplirjnre*, rnmping, hmrsehold, 
yard, ole, 895 Tovmor f'ork Rd,, Solur-
dciy 10.2... ;...... ..... ........ .............. 27. V
sklAR SOFA AND moUhlng choir, 
rusl/oronge, solid Irome, good condi- 
lion, ilSCJ.CH) OBO, WlYk/.'.Ct ulH/f '< 
p.m. . ; ,22/27.
WANTED TO RENT! Sldnoy or Brent­
wood, Cleon, responsihle lomily ol 3
',v,'iin. pul, il.'S, u-milii-n Fou*‘f' im
mndlofely up lo $600/rnonih, Excellent 
rolerei'icwH, 652.19(X) or 94,5-2395 tol.
led.. V '. ■ ■ • ■ 27/27;
GREENHOUSE NEEDED by horllculture 
studeniH. Nov, I 'ikr, In leuw. .10x50 
min, WooRarutble. NimkI lor at least 0 
rnon, Pleosn leave mussogw. 598 6227,
Dovld,    27/27
PIANO,'.’"walnut, "'Nlce"l«n«. $850, 
656 7(150 Ciller 6 p,m, 27/27
. bARAbE"SALE' -'"iri26 Cullrct Ave.
1luititju.', /w'y... .
Houiebokl goods, cbthoi, lot* ol good 
Stull, 27/27







SEHIQBS AND HANDICAPPED 
VOLUNTEea SHOPPING
'talofimoo'
FAInFIELD 5S8-3S3S JAMES BAY *35-5313 
QUADRA 4754430 SIDNEY £55-3551
MILL BA f 7434141
BUY A THRIFTY FOODS 
DELI PIZZA
750 mL Pepsi - Regular or Die^t 
(Deposit Required)
Just present this 
coupon to your cashier






„ ...^ ___________- •
EC. GOLF ISLA.ND SPRING LAMS 
BliSTOF’ JUST MARINATE ANI^ BBPi
WONDER



















































































































































^ CALIFORNIA fancy. SWEET
.. 385 mL
ALKMM
HONEY Unpasteurized ..1 kg
MISS MEW












LING COD FILLETS ............ 1.86 ib.
rVflM mcrr ___
CAT FOOD ....170g
I KANliyii IMITATION 
FLAKED CRA3MEAT-Ready lo serve ■.■■,2.S9 ib.
FRESH, VANCOUVER ISLAND






Pack ... 80 S
FRESH SMALLCALICO SCALLOPS Ua”™;. . . . . . . . 3.s9ib. 88®
dried



















PARTY TRAY HOTLINE 598-1612
■■ ^
I FANCY, LONG GRAIN







HOME & GARDEN SWEEPSTAKES
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Home Improwement Suppiennent
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A special series of features 
on home improvement...
\l
CONTACT OUR CREDIT 
DEPARTMENT OR 
NATIONAL TRUST FOR 
MORE INFORMATION 
388-5451






IF THE SIZE IS NOT RIGHT CALL WITH THE SIZE 
YOU NEED AND WE WILL QUOTE YOU A PRICE!
SINGLE CAR GARAGE 15’x 22’
.1. ..i 4..«. <• .■>rt»oAr A O aKitMlIhifmInclnclofr tir (mmino Ivrnbnr. 0 S-13 stwalhlng, 
onainiiotisd Irundos, asphnil (oo(h>(j, «nti'nnfl« (toor#, 





Expert Advice Part of our Package. Delivery Service Available.
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OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
cat 7.AA. R-An 3955 QUADRA ST. 479-7151
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How to hire a contractor
(NC)—Sooner or later, your home is 
going to need repairs or renovations that 
you cannot or don’t want to do yourself. 
But just because someone else is going 
to do the work does not mean you can sit 
back and relax.
If you want your home repaired prop­
erly, promptly, and at a reasonable cost, 
you have to find the right contractor to 
do the work. How you select a contrac­
tor and who you select can make the 
difference between a rewarding and a 
harrowing experience.
Canada and Mortgage Corporation 
has prepared a short and simple guide to 
finding the right contractor. Called 
How to Hire a Contractor, the booklet is 
available from Publications, CMHC, 
682 Montreal Road, Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A0P7.
Finding a contractor is the first step. 
If you know people who have had repair 
work done on their home recently, con­
sult them. Satisfied customers are a 
contractor’s best recommendation.
Local building supply and hardware 
stores, or local building associations 
may be able to suggest a contractor.
Once you’ve assembled a few names, 
your final selection should be based on 
a thorough check of the contractor’s
previous work. Reputable contractors 
do not mind if you ask for their business 
license number or the names of pre v ious 
customers.
Check out the “too-good-to-be-true” 
contractors — for example, those who 
promise a discount if you allow them to 
use your home “to advertise their 
work”, or who knock on the door and 
say they just happen to be working in the 
neighbourhood and can give you a 
“special price".
After you’ve narrowed your list 
down to three or four, the next step is to 
ask the contractors to bid on your proj­
ect. Get at least two, and preferably 
three, bids to ensure a fair price.
The contractors should come to your 
home to inspect the work to be done and 
to discuss your requirements. The con­
tractors who will not do this should be 
crossed off your list.
Do not sian or pay for anything on 
this initial visit. The contractor should 
provide a written estimate giving com­
plete specifications of the work to be 
done, price and terms of payment, and a 
realistic starting date.
Compare bids to make sure materials 
and work sptecifications match, or that 
differences are explained.
If most of the bids are similar but one 
is very much lower, treat the lowest bid 
with caution. A low bid may mean that 
the contractor has made a mistake or 
doesn’t know enough about the work to 
estimate it properly.
Your attention to the bidding process 
will pay off in the long run. Many a 
homeowner has been left with poor 
workmanship or an unfinished job be­
cause the contractor ran out of money, 
materials or time. Make sure the person 
or company you hire can fulfill the 
terms of the bid.
Once you choo.se a contractor, you 
sign a contract for the work to be done. 
Don’t sign if you arc not satisfied that 
the contract describes exactly what you 
want and contains everything promi.sed 
by the contractor.
Remember, contracts arc legally 
binding on both parties. If changes need 
to be made to the contract, get them in 
writing. Have the contract rewritten if 
you arc not completely happy with it.
In general, a contract .should include 
the following:
- The names and addresses of the home­
owner and the contractor. Make sure 
the firm you are dealing with is the one 
named in the contract and that the Finn’s 
full name, address, telephone number, 
and the name of its representative are 
shown. Beware of the Finn whose only 
address is a post office box, telephone 
number or answering service.
- A detailed description, with sketches, 
if needed, of the work to be done and 
materials to be used. This includes all 
sub-contracted work, such as plumbing 
and wiring. This is the area where most 
misunderstandings arise. Never accept 







Paying the contractor’s bill
(NC)—Failure to finish a job, poor 
workmanship and misunderstood in­
structions arc the complaints about con­








iS JUST A CALL AWAY 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
REFERENCES AVAILABLE 
NO JOB TOO SMALL 
CALL US FOR FREE 
ESTIMATES 655-.7065
Written assurance that all necessary 
permits will be obtained by the contrac­
tor and that work will adhere to local 
building codes.
- Acceptance of responsibility by the 
contractor for removing all debris as 
soon as construction is completed.
- A statement of all warranties, explain­
ing exactly what is covered and for how 
long.
- A statement of the contractor’s public 
liability and property damage insur­
ance. This is important. If someone is 
injured in your home v.'hile work is in 
progress, you could be held liable if the 
contractor does not have proper insur­
ance.
- Firm starting and completion dates.
- Price and terms of payment.
Contracts take many fonns covering
special situations, but all should contain 
these provisions. The contractor may 
also include a contingency clause al­
lowing additional charges in case of un­
expected problems during the work 
period.
Make sure that your written approval 
is required before the conU'actor can go 
ahead if changes to the original work 
described in the contract are needed, or 
extra charges are incurred.
Once work has started, resist the urge 
to move to a hotel, out of the way of 
workmen and inconvenience; Your 
careful inspection of each stage of the 
work in progress will go a long way 
towards achieving a successful out­
come.
In recent years, a number of federal 
and provincial laws have been passed to 
protect consumers against unfair busi­
ness practices. Door-to-door salesper­
sons must now be licen.scd and bonded 
and a cooling-off period permits the 
cancellation of a contract signed in the 
home.
Homeowner’s do have legal recourse 
when faced with poor workmanship. 
They c:ui seek advice from the provin­
cial department of consumer affairs to 
resolve problems that arise between 
them and their contractor.
The province may send a building 
inspector to examine the work and make 
a report. This alone may settle the dis­
pute. If not, a mediator will be ap­
pointed.
ITie Better Business Bureau, a moni­
toring agency maintained by the busi­
ness community, will also mediate con­
sumer complaints. The agency can also 
be consulted in the choice of a contrac­
tor, as it keeps a record of complaints 
against its member businesses.
Occasionally, it is necessary to lake the 
home improvement contractor to small 
claims court. This is ah infonnal court, 
which does not require claimants to be 
represented by a lawyer.
The judge makes a binding decision 
after hearing both sides of the dispute. 
To proceed to small claims court.'home- 
owhefs’'shd(i!U'‘fc6'nfact thdir Ibc'al'cb'urt 
house for infonnation.
(NC)—Contractors, like other business 
people, expect to be paid for services 
rendered. However, because of the 
nature of the work, a contractor’s tenns 
of payment may differ from those of 
other businesses.
Homeowners should make sure the 
price and terms of payment for renova­
tion work are clearly specified in the 
original contract. Certain safeguards 
should be taken to deal with some of the 
financial problems that may arise be­
fore and after work is performed, or 
while it is being done.
How to Hire a Contractor, published 
by CMHC, describes what to expect and 
what to avoid when making financial ar­
rangements with a contractor. The 
guide also suggests ways of dealing 
with problems caused by poor contrac­
tor performance.
TTie method of payment may vary 
from contractor to contractor and job to 
job. Most jobs take no more than a few 
days, so that only one payment is re­
quired after the job has been completed 
to your satisfaction.
Large projects, however, often fol­
low a different course. Some contrac­
tors will ask for an advance for materi­
als prior to the actual start date.
If special appliances or equipment 
must be purchased by the contractor, 
give no more than 10 percent of the total
cost and issue the cheque jointly to the 
contractor and supplier. Never forget to 
get a receipt.
During the work period, the contrac­
tor may require interim payments. 
Make sure these are for work actually 
completed, not for a specified period of 
time, regardless of the work performed.
When you make out your cheque for 
the interim or final payments, withhold 
some money to ensure satisfactory 
completion of the work. This will also 
protect you against liens that can be 
placed on propeny by suppliers and 
workers who may not have been paid by 
the contractor.
A lien holds your property as security 
for a contractor’s debts. 'The percentage 
of money withheld varies from prov­
ince to province but ranges from 10 to 
20 per cent of the total cost.
Depending on the province, unpaid 
creditors have up to 60 days after con­
tract work is completed to register a lien 
on your property. After the time period 
runs out, have a lawyer find out if liens 
have been placed on your property be­
fore you pay the contractor the holdback 
amount. Ifthereisalien.donolpayone 
cent more until it is discharged.
When work is finished you will be 
asked to sign a completion certificate 
and make the final payment. Don’t sign 
or pay until you are fully satisfied evg* 
rything promised in the contract is 
completed.
If you run into delays, poor work­
manship or misunderstanding with the 
contractor, get another opinion. You 
can also send a complaint to the provin­
cial consumer protection department. 
Keep records of all correspondence.
In the case of poor workmanship, you 
may request an inspection by local 
building code or CMHC offices. The 
contractor will be forced to correct 
mistakes if the work does not meet 
building code standards.
Care in selecting a contractor is the 
best defence against financial prob- 
kms. Knowing your rights and obliga- 
ti9ps,y^j(\ ,against,any loss of









PLUS-10 SOLID COLOR STAIN
UNIQUE DURABLE OIL-LATEX FORMULA RESISTS 
FADING, CHALKING AND PEELING. USE ON WOOD, 
STUCCO, MASONRY. LASTS UP TO 10 YEARS. 54 
COLORS AVAILABLE.
Reg. Price ^26^^
PLUS-10 SEMI TRANSPARENT STAIN
UNIQUE DURABLE OIL-LATEX FORMULA RESISTS 
FADING, CHALKING AND PEELING. RECOM­
MENDED FOR ROUGH SURFACES. 40 COLORS
AVAILABLE. Reg. Price ^26^®
BEHRflr
PLU$-10 DECK AND SIDING STAIN
SEMI-TRANSPARENT PENETRATING OIL BASE WATER 
REPELLENT, DURABLE PROTECTION. 40 COLORS 
AVAILABLE. _ . CtfUTyaQReg. Price‘^27^^
^TAIN
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NO THERMAL BRIDGING • NO CONDENSATION BUILDUP 
ELIMINATES AIR INFILTRATION • ELIMINATES SAGGING 
COST AND ENERGY EFFICIENT * r|nE RESISTANT
Qiiwldy rtuiUtofu Ciiirtinily on llio Poiiim.iilii 
Uulng the NsBCor Syntomi
Tfirr-I—rr ------------------------------------- ------- .. ^
Proven Qualitp You Cem Depend On
i> KIPOT CONSTRUCTION L TO. $56-4066 
rV nASTI ETON HOMES I TO. SEE Sd 
tV WILCO CONSTRUCTION 655-4742 
FILIPOVIC CONSTRUCTION 652-0043 
S EAGLE RIDGE ESTATES 655-3111 
LOCIlAVEN ESTATES 656-5584 
yr ELWOOD THOMPSON CONST. LTD 656-3881
Ihhw 8^ yoiif custom phws for n Iroo osthmto on oxtoHoi 
wnll tiy.Kf(nm or frnmino pnakngo
J I rx vvetv iii MU.li.'tt.
1 1
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Patching hot@s in waliboard or plastar These four walls-standing strong!
(NC)— Holes or cracks in walls are un­
sightly. Air moisture may soften wall- 
board or plaster around holes and they 
will get bigger unless you fix them. 
Dust orplaster may also fall out, making 
your home dirty and uheallhy.
You will Need
5. Larger holes or cracks should be 
filled bit by bit. First , partly fill the hole 
with patching mixture. Let the patch 
dry. This gives a base for the final fill. 
Add a second batch of compound, 
pressing in well on top of the first layer. 
Let dry. Sand until smooth.
• one of the two types of patching com­
pound: (convenient for small jobs but 
more expensive, it can be bought as a 
powder or ready mixed), or patching 
plaster (which can be bought in larger 
■packages and costs less). Both com­
pounds need to be mixed with water.
• putty knife
• sandpaper - medium grit
• old cloth or paint brush
2. Thoroughly dampen the surface of 
the crack with a wet cloth or paint brush.
3. Prepare patching compound accord­
ing to directions on the package. Mix 
only a small amount the first time.
1. Remove any loose plaster. With a 
knife, scrape out plaster from the back 
edges of the crack until the back of the 
'crack is wider than the front.
4. If the hole is small, you can fill it right 
up with the patching compound. Be 
sure to press the mixture in until it 
completely fills the hole. Smooth the 
surface with a putty knife.
After patch has dried, sand it smooth. 
Wrap the sandpaper around a small 
block of wood. This makes the surface
6. You may need to fill very large holes 
with newspaper first. Crumple up 
sheets of newspaper and stuff into hole. 
Start patching with the patching com­
pound by working in from the sides of 
the hole. Let the first bit dry. Apply a 
new layer around the new edge and, 
again, let dry. Repeat until the hole is 
filled.
After the patch has dried, sand until 
smooth.
Note: If your walls have a textured 
surface, do not sand the patch smooth. 
You can make the patch match the tex­
ture of your walls while it is still wet by 
rubbing or patting it gently with a 
sponge or comb.
For more Information, write 
CMHC, 682 Montreal Road, Ot­
tawa, Ontario K1A 0P7
(NC)—Any weekend in the spring you 
can find Canadians outdoors, tool 
boxes in hand, performing routine re­
pair and maintenance chores on their 
homes. Many are simply checking 
their home for signs of wear and tear 
resulting from the constant exposure to 
winter extremes.
Most Canadians recognize that 
their house is their most valuable asset, 
and must be protected, lest it turns into 
a financial burden. If unrecognized or 
ignored, maintenance problems and 
repairs can snowball into major reha­
bilitation projects costing thousands of 
dollars.
Inspection Checklist for Mainte­
nance and Repair, published by Canada 
Mortgage and Housing Corix)ration, is 
a guide to assist homeowners and buy­
ers make quick but extensive examina­
tions of a home. 'The checklist also 
advises whether problems can be easily 
fixed or whether they need the exper­
tise of a contractor.
Canadians tackle most outdoor 
repair and maintenance chores, such as 
those associated with the exterior 
walls, during the spring and summer.
Early attention to the exterior walls 
not only preserves the aesthetic appeal 
of a house, it can save time and expense 
later on. If moisture is allowed to 
penetrate, the entire structure may 
become damaged.
Exterior walls are usually covered 
with a siding material. The five types 
of siding currently .seen on Canadian 
homes each have particular mainte­
nance characteristics.
Wood siding
Paint failure is one of the most 
common maintenance problems asso­
ciated with wao<i siding. This can 
occur if too many coats of paints have 
been applied over the years or if it has 
been too many years since the last coat 
of paint.
'ITie longer a paint job goes unat­
tended, the more chance water has to 
seep in and cause damage.
Often, paint failure, wood decay 
and buckling of siding are caused by 
water getting into the unprotected ends 
of the siding. These areas should be 
sealed.
of metal siding by keeping it painted 
and clean.
Vinyl siding
Vinyl siding is popular because it 
seldom needs to be painted and re­
quires cleaning for appearances sake 




Metal siding can trap water. Moss 
growth and water stains under the lip 
will identify the problem.
Special care is needed when work­
ing near metal siding to avoid hitting or 
leaning anything heavy against it. 
Dents cannot be hammered out - the 
damaged section must be repaired with 
auto l^y filler or replaced entirely.
Metal siding will buckle if it is 
nailed too tightly. It should be free to 
expand and contract w’ith temperature 
changes. You’ll know when this hap­
pens bccau.se of the loud noi.se it cre­
ates.
If the siding has buckled, it must be 
removed and replaced. Make sure nails 
are centred in slots and left slightly 
loose.
Guard against corrosion and pitting
Pollution and exposure to the ele­
ments can cause bricks to crumble, 
flake, crack, or become loose. Usually, 
these problems are symptoms of water 
penetration and subsequent freezing.
Crumbling mortar occurs first 
around the chimney. Loose mortar 
allows water to seep into the brick, 
causing greater problems, and so must 
be replaced. The chimney may have to 
be rebuilt if the problem is well-ad­
vanced.
Cracked and loose bricks are often 
caused by settlement in the foundation. 
If these show up in a minor way, re­
place the bricks. However, if damage is 
more severe, the foundation of 
thehou.se may be affected, and an engi­
neer or building specialist should be 
consulted.
Can you afford to buy your dream house?
(NC)— Be it mansion or handyman’s 
special, most Canadians have a clear 
picture of the home they would like to 
own. '
'The costs and fees involved in home 
ownership play a large part in whether 
your pocketbook can afford the vision.
When you make the largest investment 
of your life, there should be no sur­
prises.
Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation’s A Home Selection Guide 
helps prosp)ective home buyers calcu­
late the total cost of their housing wants 
and needs.
The booklet recognizes that no two 
households live alike. Given the same 
income, one household may have 
money to spare, while another may find 
every dollar stretched to the limit.
CMHC has set the desired level of 
monthly debt at 32 per cent of gross
monthly income (the amount before tax 
deduction). To calculate your level, add 
up all monthly housing expenses in­
cluding mortgage payment, electricity, 
heat, water and maintenance. Divide 
this amount by the gross monthly in­
come of the household to find out what 
percentage is paid for housing.
Next, take a look at the fees normally 
related to the purchase of a home. Add 
the mortgage insurance premium, 
surveyor’s certificate, legal fees, house­
hold insurance (against fire, theft, and 
liability), land transfer tax, and the cost 
of processing a mortgage loan.
Don’t forget, when you settle into a 
new home, you may have to buy fur­
nishings or make renovations and re­
pairs. These items can add 10 per cent 
or more to other costs during the first 
two years.
, Add this to your normal monthly 
living expenses to see whether your 
financial status is as ready to buy a home 
as you are.
Efflorescence, the white powder 
that appears on brick or concrete, 
shows that water is evaporating from 
the surface, leaving behind salt depos­
its leached from the mortar or masonry. 
This can be washed off, but the root of 
the problem must also be repaired.
Look for the cause in faulty downs­
pouts, an overflowing eavestrough, 
cracked mortar joints, rain penetration, 
faulty flashing, leaking exhaust fan 
outlets or interior moisture penetration. 
In the chimney, efflorescence can be 
caused by condensation of water va­
pour from flue gases.
The chimney can be moisture- 
proofed with a certified metal liner. 
Don’t forget to check that the downs­
pout and eaves trough are not blocked.
Bricks will flake if water penetrates 
and freezes. Usually inferior bricks 
and poor construction are the culprits. 
Replacement is then the only solution.
Stucco
Stucco is subject to cracks, chips, 
and loose areas caused by water pene­
tration. Small cracks are originally 
caused by movement of the frame of 
the structure behind the stucco or 
shrinkage of the stucco.
If water is allowed to seep through 
the stucco, it can rot the sheathing. If 
this freezes, large areas of stucco will 
loosen.
Loose stucco can be detected by 
tapping the wall and listening for a 
hollow sound. Tliese areas should be 
broken off and replaced. Small cracks 
and blemishes can be restored by paint­
ing.
Please note: .“eavestrough” has
been spelled as one word in previous , 































Ithose do-it-yourself jobs are easy
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® OUR ANNUAL MAINT.
PROGRAMS ARE VERY 
REASONALBLE
CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE
655-7065
(NC)—If summer conjures an image of 
restful hours spent swinging on a ham­
mock between two shady trees but the 
only vegetation growing on your prop­
erty is a few tufts of grass, you may be 
considering a landscaping project this 
spring.
Landscaping is not only soothing to 
the eye. It is an investment in your 
home.
If you plan landscaping wisely, you 
can keep your home cooler in the sum­
mer, cut winter heating costs, cut down
on dirt and mud that get tracked into 
house and grow fresh vegetables for less 
than you would pay at the supennarket.
By controlling the amount of sun 
shining through the windows you may 
be able to eliminate the need for an air 
conditioner.
Deciduous trees and shrubs offer 
shade in the suntmer. In winter, this 
type of plant loses its leaves, letting sun 
light and heat into the house. Conifer­
ous trees may be best for the north sides 
of the hou.sc.
om RID61 WIMDOWS
Maples and other trees with full 
crowns are best for summer shading 
because they arc high, do not block eye- 
level views, and let through low-level 
breezes.
Avoid planting poplars or willows 
close to house. Their heavy roots can 
grow right into the foundation, causing 
it and the exterior walls to crack. Avoid 
planting trees that seed a lot, because the 
seedlings will sprout all over your gar­
den.
Evergreens should not be planted 
close to the southern exposure because 
their density prevents summer breezes 
from passing into the yard and their
cone-shaped heads do not provide such 
shade.
Generally, there arc five things to in­
clude in your landscaping project. Keep 
in mind that the fruits of your labour will 
not show overnight. The development 
of a property takes time, usually three or 
four years.
Shape of the ground; Take ad­
vantage of natural features on your lot 
such as rock outcroppings, trees, and 
uneven grades.
Surroundings: You may have a 
well-wooded area or a stunning view 
near your house. Plan your landscaping 
so it will not interfere with these fea­
tures.
Climate: Canadians like to make 
the most of the few short months ol 
summer. If you arc planning a patio or 
porch, place it in a sunny spot, sheltered 
from the wind. Vegetable and llower 
gardens will thrive if planted in a south­
ern exposure.
T he view: The views from the win­
dows, size of the house and the location 
of its doors will affect the way you plan 
your landscaping. The smaller the lot, 
the more important planning Ivccomes, 
because every bit of space counts.
Family: If you have children or 
p)ets, your garden will probably be used 
mostly for them to play in. Keep this in 
mind when planting flower beds or a 
vegetable garden.
No matter how good the plan, it can­
not be implemented if the lot itself does 
not carry away excess water. If the 
slope, or grade, is not steep enough, 
water will run into the house or form 
puddles on the ground. Backfill can be 




and SUDrOOmS ocMcrr irp .
0 SALE
5599500
A 8’ X15’ Thermal Cedar Sunroom 
mstalied on your existing deck
When Should You Paint?
OTHER SERV8CES AVAILABLE:
• Custom designed Sunrobms
• New and replacement wood or aluminum windows in 
Heritage or Modern styles.
® Install insulating glass in any Existing window.
• Regiaz® any aluminum window (using the THERMAX 3/4” 
AIRSPACE SYSTEM)
For a Free Estimate please call: 479-0251
(NC)—Get ready to paint your house 
when exterior surfaces begin to show 
wear. Wood grain will begin to show 
clearly, primer will show through the 
outside paint and the colour of the old 
paint will fade.
If you repaint too often you’ll end up 
with a too-thick coating that’s likely to 
crack and breack away. The coating 
will be too thick to adjust to weather 
changes (from hot sun to bitter wind) 
and to the natural structural shifts of the 
house. If you don’t repaint soon enough 
and the paint surface deteriorates, it will 
take hard work to restore its smooth­
ness. You may need to sand down to the 
bare surface and begin again as if it were 
new work. Keep an eye on the condition 
of your exterior paintwork so you will 
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• paint brushes (1(X) mm, or 4", is best 
for large areas)
• paint rollers and tray
• paint buckets and paddle or stick
• two stepladders and cross planking
• dripcloths
• hair protection and gloves for yourself
Choosing the Right Paint
Exterior Alkyd Paints
.♦ paint '
• paint primer (different kinds for wex^
and metal) |
• linseed oil ; i
• solvent '
• wire brush and steel wool
• paint scraper
Exterior alkyd (oil base) paints have 
high hiding and sticking qualities. In 
many cases only one coat is needed over 
a properly prepared surface. Alkyd 
paint covers, hairline cracks and seals 
the surface against rnoisture. Alkyd 
paint requires a completely dry, clean 
surface, dryfair and application in tem­
peratures, , a_bpye..5"G;;,(40?F) fpr, .best 




Exterior latex paints may be applied 
on a damp day (but not in rain or a heavy 
dew) when air and surface temperatures 
arc above 10°C (.‘iO°F’). They dry 
quickly to lessen the chance of spotting 
by dust and bugs and they "breathe” to 
allow moisture to escape and so reduce 
the possibility of blistering or peeling. 
Clean up with warm wtitcr.
Preparation For Painting
Replace all damaged and decayed 
wood. Check around windows, steps 




from all metal areas, using a wire brush 
and steel wook, then apply metal primer 
to the cleaned suii'aces.
Check all exposed nail heads for 
rust. Use steel wool to remove rust, thci: 
sink nails with a nailsct and fill the hole 
with putty.
Applying The Paint
Choose a day for painting with rain 
or heavy winds arc not expected. Don’t 
paint if the temperature is likely to be 
Ivelow 10°C (.‘iO‘’F) or above 32°C 
(90“F).
Follow the instructions on the can of 
the paint. Make sure the paint is weR 
mixed.
Begin painting the highest parts of 
the house first and w'ork down.
When painting circular objects like 
downspouts,’ paint' diagonally at first, 
then cross the diagonal stroke by paint­
ing downward. '
Avoid hazards. Always follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Keep
paint and painting products away from 
children.
Keep the work area cleaned up be­
fore, during and after painting. Get rid 
of waste (empty paint cans, rags) every 
day. ' '
Make sure the ladder is secure. Db 
not overextend your reach.
f J
Wallpapering-A How to guide
(NC)--You Will Need:
for measuring• a yardstick and pencil 
and marking
• string and a weight (such as scissors) to 
make a plumbline




• a large fiat clean surface forcutting pa- 
[X'r on
Choosing a Wallpaper
• scissors or a very sharp knite or razor 
hladc for Iriinming the paper
• wallpaper smoother or sponge
• old new'.jiaiVM's or a dropeloth to pro-
\ V a 11 p a pe r s g i e y o u a (1 o ti b 1 c 
advantage 111 solving your tlecoraiing 
problems, You have both colour and 
pattern to choose from.
If your rooms are small, light-
^al
)WORKIN(
coloured papers will make them look 
bigger - especially if you use cool 
colours like pale bines nr greens in an, 
open pattern.
In a big bare room, a splashy- 
bold pattern will help make up for any 
lack of furniture. Deep reds, oranges| 
iind browns will seem to draw the walls' 
closer, too,
f'or kitchens, hallways, bath-' 
rooms and cliildren’s room, vinyi wall­
papers are the liest clinice, T'iuw are ' 





Wallpapers packed in double rolls con­
tain aboutTv..S Ml?. (72 sq, ft.). Alter- 
allowing for waste in matching, cutting ; 
iitui trimming, the double roil covers 
about (1111.I (('(' st|. ft.). I.>educt 2.,5tii2 
(about ,'U)sq. ft.) lorevery tsvonpenings 
of ordinaiy size, such as doors, win­
dows. closet doors and so on, Tii esti­
mate by square metres or feet, measure 
the distance iirotmd llie the room at ihc 
floor line. Measure the height ol the 
room from baseboard to ceiling. Multi­
ply the distance by the heigiil. Tfiis 
gives you the lo'.aiTuiiriber of .sqtiarc 
feel or me.lre,s It) be covernd. ,
,T'o figim: ,0111 luiw many. 
double rolls of wallpapei you need,; 
divide this figure by the number n(], 
.square feel or iiielres coverage in a 
double roll (6 m.?. or (»() sq It,). Kouiitl 
off any frantliuii In Ihe tU’.st single roll, 
Deduct openings.
Propnrntlon For Wnlipnporing
Solid Oak Dining Room Suite
40" table leal, piKlofdni basie
G Wlndnor Bowbnek chnirs
Package / urifinishod 
Price y I ®1B85 w/dark oak finish
Less'$;i00 off above prices vaiih Uiisad
Remove any electric llshires (rorn the , 
walls and die plates from eleclileal 
switches Jind riutlci.s, Re careful not 10 
let water or paste into ojK’it outlets. If 
you Intend to paint liasehoards, doors or 
window framr's, ilo litis Ijrsi tind lei Ihc 
jiaiiii ilr> ihuiouglil) hef ne sv,ill|'a|H!i ■ 
ing,
( Tieck the wallpiqier to make 
■.uie all dt'" ii'd ■ l,,'i'ii" tlir ,,'.uvr dye lot
ituniber, 'I'his means all have’heen 
through the sanic dye |ir(H,-ess and iheic 
will lic no variation m colour heiwcen
(oils.
Wo MlBO Gfltor to individual nooda building qualily custom 
hardwood lurnlturo to your doaign rjr oural 
•MuAic A onlortalnmont controa 
“Bodroom furnlluro / Bookonnofit
• Coffoe, cornor ond & sofa laliloB
• Dling room fabloo, otc. . - .
R.R. No. ». victoria. B.C. V«X 3X1 dDilt-SJO 11
II you choose a wallpaixr ; 
with a paliein, you fiave to match the • 
isiuern with each sirijs If this is your ! 
first mtempi at v dlp.ijX'ring, Uy to . 
choose a watlp.ipeu vs nit an overall pat- ; 
tern that does not reqiuic m.UiTung. H j 
woiilil also Ih: a iioihI idea titi buy pru- ; 
p.isted wallp.'tjHT as this ts easier to * 
work M/ilh than painu yrui Inive lopaslc. i 
If you use wallpaper that needs to be i
fiUlou itv Irii. lii'S., f.n i(-w. ,< •ill
piqK’i paste vei.v carefully, l')rajse 
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Protect your home against burglary
(NC)—In Canada, a burglary occurs about every three minutes! And, it usually 
happens to those who are the least prepared.
Although no security system is 100 per cent effective, there are a number of 
things you can do to reduce your risk.
Burglary is not a sophisticated crime —it is a crime of opportunity. Burglars 
do not choose victims — they choose opportunities.
To reduce your risk, first assess your vulnerability. Use the checklist below to 
see where your security could be improved.




Does your front door have a viewer?
The viewer should be of good quality to minimize 
distortion allowing you to recognize visitors without 
opening the door. Also, ensure the eniranceway is 
well-lit. Door chains arc an alternative, but most can 
be easily forced.
YES NO
Are your house and grounds visible from the street 
and from your neighbours’ homes?
If all accesses are visible to neighbours, or from the 
street, burglars are less likely to break-in.
Have you taken precautions to ensure that your 
sliding patio doors cannot be lifted out of their 
tracks?
Are all fasteners (screws, etc.) for stationary parts 
(tracks and frame) on the patio doors inaccessible 
from the outside?
Have you taken precautions to ensure that your 








115 - 10025 Galaran Rd.
Sidney, B.C. 655-3535
Does your property have a fence or other deterrent 
to discourage trespassing?
Fences, although now impassable, act as a deterrent 
to burglars. Fences and hedges however, can also 
conceal burglars. Therefore, a fence that you can see 
through is best.
Sliding patio doors are common points of entry for 
burglars. Most sliding patio doors have locks that 
hook into the frame. Tliey can be pried open, cut. or 
unhooked. To compensate for this lack of 
effectiveness, manufacturers have produced add-on 
security devices such as jimmy plates, safety bars, 




No. 4 - 6809 Kirkpatrick Crescent
NOW DISTRIBUTING
Do all your doors have outside lights? 
Are they turned on at night?
Are the light bulbs protected?
: i'-
Well lit entrances discourage burglary. But, your 
light bulbs should be protected to prevent breakage 
or tampering.
Are all your doors and windows visible from all 
angles?
Shrubbery, although aesthetically pleasing, can 
provide a hiding place for a burglar. Pruning and 
exterior lighting to remove shadows, may solve the 
problem. Also, keep in mind that such things as cars 
and sheds can also block the view of entrances and 
windows.
Do you have good quality basement windows with 
adequate locks and solid frames?
Do the basement windows have treated or wired 
glass, break-resistant acrylic or polycarbonate plastic 
or are they protected with security bars or 
decorative security grills?
Basement windows are also common points of entry 
for burglars. Because they are so close to the ground, 
they are easily accessible and burglars can often 
break in undetected, by hiding in shadows, 
shrubbery and other obstacles that shield window
Decorative Laminates




___ Are your exterior doors and frames sturdy?
i-f'
Secure doors and more than good locks. The door, 
frame and hardware (hinges, locks and fasteners) 
form a mini-security system that is only as good as 
its weakest point.
Are windows in or near your doors protected from 
breakage?
is Windows in or near doors should be made of treated 
(safety laminated or tempered) glass, wired glass, 
break-resistant acrylic or polycarbonate plastic. If 
they are not, you should replace them.
• Ensure that your second storey windows cannot be reached by using such 
things as the garage roof, TV tower, ladder or tree limbs.* Make sure tools and 
ladders are kept where they cannot be used by a burglar.
• Install locks on interior doors leading to areas such as garages, solariums and 
basements.
• Always keep your garage door locked.
• If you are aw-ay, try to make your house look occupied.
• Inform your neighbours if you are away and know each others’ phone 
numbers.
• Keep police and emergency phone numbers accessible and posted near your 
phones.
• Mark your valuables for identification, insure them and store them securely. 
Important documents and some valuables should be stored in safety deposit boxes.
• Inform your family members about your security precautions and ensure they 
practice good security habits.
• Install an alarm.
o Custom Home Plans 
D Builders' Slock Plans 
o Commercial Design 
c General Drafting 
□ Presentation Drawings 
o Graphics
Norm Friesen ynoas Chalet Rd rr4 Sidney,B.C. vai 4r4 656-1708
y Is your door hardware (locks, latches, handles, 
hinges, strike plates) durable and securely installed?
IMPROVE YOUR HOME SECURITY TODAY!
tvi
W'l
Good quality and properly installed door hardware is 
essential to securing entranceways.
Assessing your home’s security is the first step in crime prevention. If you 
answered NO to any of the questions, your home security probably has a weak link 
that a burglar may exploit.
FREE Estimate
S*eu't la'O* *'*>oum* 
el catn
ytyjt laifty Mpotit bo«
Oa* «M ahaOf a at n«6''< — 
AH wirviSow arm actt«r« locii» 
aheoid b* MCQuaia
Sloe a'tC
do'if'g «acat>c»tt g'aaa cut
Check your eaves
.1 ltd.® Supplier - Siegg Lumber 
GRE(3 CUTCHEY MANAGER 
Sidney & North Saanich
381-5736
3 year written warranty We guarantee yod’irbd'Ka^^iy
every spring
{NC)—Spring rains soak the soil and 
promote new plant growth. However, 
if you are not prepared, they can dam­
age your home.
Water, if left standing on the roof or 
near the foundation, is your home’s 
enemy. Eavestroughs and downspouts 
can7 rain water away from the house, 
so that serious, not to mention expen­
sive, damage does not occur,
Neither eavestroughs nor downs­
pouts arc maintenance-free. They 
should be placed high on your inspec­
tion checklist cvciy spring.
Both devices should Iw cleaned and 
examined for blockages and corrosion,
leaking Joints and soil erosion.
Small holes caused by rust are easily 
repaired with asphalt roofing cement.
First, clean the area with a wire bnish 
and apply the cement with a putty 
knife. Then apply a small piece of 
canvas, slightly larger than the hole. 
Follow with another layer of cement, 
pressing firmly.
Wliile you arc still up on the roof, 
check that the eavestroughs and 
downspouts arc free of leaves and other 
debris that block the flow of water. 
Eavestrough outlets, where the water 
runs into the downspout, should have a 
leaf guard of strainer.
Downspouts arc best cleaned with a 
plumber’s snake or flexible piece of 
metal cable. If there is no blockage, but 
water still docs not flow properly, 
check the slope of the trough. Often an 
adjustment of the hangers holding it in 
place is all that is necessary,
Properly installed eavestrough and 
downspout systems direct water away 
from the foundation, driveway or patio. 
If there is a serious soil erosion at the 
base of the downspout, use a long 
drainage sleeve with holes in it so that 
water escapes over a wider area.
You can put a large stone under the 
downspout to correct a standing-water 
problem but a spla.sh block is more 
effective. Splash blocks catch water 
from the downspout, and direct it away 
from the house. Place one under each 
downspout, making sure it extends at 
least one metre nnd has an adequate 
slope (usually l.‘>0 mm for every 3 
metres).
Every time you inspect the 
eavestroughs and downsprnits, check 
that the splash block is properly posi­
tioned, it may have settled into the 
ground and should be repositioned af­
ter the ground surface has I)cen built up 
to its original level,
Maintaining and repairing your 
home's drainage system requtre only 
simply chore, that you can do yourself. 
If yoiV neglect it, you may well face 
major structural repairs that must be 

















mLlM IM Hn lai Didifftik IWltilk
• Bauer Ralnstar Hose Reels
• Cornell & Berkley ^
Pumps
• Rain Bird A Nelson
Sprinklers & Guns ^
• P.V.C, Plastic Pipe /
*-1J11   "'Cr™—Fittings. . ' '“"vnifii'w*’'
Th* trrtoKlIon Innovator* Aluminum Pip & Fittings
ADDED USE AND 
COMFORT
» Y?!Ai I . AaNlCULlUHAL (NuUmilK,«» i^.ALL;
S'L
PAhKoVILLLi tiO* , •
CALL US FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
IafL
*«*' :>f . *
EATIMXROADS' "I'i; .'"f
W'tSaanicht'On,D.o, ■' ' DINGHAi-tin—a'la-ezstH
«:::"■ isr^*'1 ■■■ 1%s I" •^4
2070-B KEATING XRD.
(NEXT TO BUTLER BROTHERS)
US':.;,
Mifs: wmsm
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DURABLE BEAUTY
Use on floors, bar tops, 
kitchen cabinets, doors, 















with a hint of colour
5 L LATEX FLAT
“The Odor Eliminator”












5 L LATEX PEARL
SALE 






“Make spots vanish before your 
















































4" Center diaaonal oattern. sm*®
SALE 158® 
SALE 178®









Savings on Full 
House Package 6 OFF
SNAP-ON SNAP-OFF
SANI-SEAT TOILET SEAT
Perfect for Easy Cleaning
Regular 
22.49
White, Bone, « » ■ i-
Silver Grey SALE
Redo your old kitchen or bathroom. 
Brighten it with one of the new 
Interflex floors from Armstrong 
Timespan at sq. yd. or Regal 
Candide with 23 patterns & colours 
to choose from or Designer 
Solarian II — the Cadillac of floors 
at a remarkably affordable price.
mm1 • >.' J
iM; 3 'EESiErrsirdi:
• * • " • * » *
IS J 'ft*S ■ II I * ft >1 .. /-% f"“" f,, ■ I r**> r*“"i If l:\ll -7' ( ,r-|V.f I W'r-
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